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IN EMERGENCY

DIAL 999 or 112 – Use a Mobile or the Clubhouse Phone

There is a DEFIBRILLATOR in the CLUBHOUSE

The address for FRENSHAM POND SAILING CLUB is

Pond Lane, CHURT, GU10 2QA

The nearest hospital with an Accident and Emergency Department is:
The Royal Surrey County Hospital, Egerton Rd,

Guildford, GU2 7XX.
There is also an A & E Department at:

Frimley Park Hospital, Portsmouth Rd, Frimley,
Surrey, GU16 7UJ.

An ambulance will normally take casualties to one of these hospitals.

For minor cuts and bruises that need professional attention
between the hours of

9.00am and 5.00pm, Monday to Friday
another possibility is to take the casualty to:

The Minor Injuries Unit, Haslemere & District Hospital,
Church Lane, Haslemere GU27 2BJ.

Telephone: 01483 782334 or 782300
[8 Miles – 15 Minutes approx. via the A287 and Hindhead]
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An Introduction to Frensham Pond Sailing Club
RYA Club of the Year 2009

FRENSHAM POND SAILING CLUB has a long and proud tradition of devel-
oping top class sailors and providing an outstanding facility for people of all

ages and abilities in the local community and beyond. Based at Frensham Great
Pond, the Club takes a keen interest in the environment and heritage of its site.
Frensham Great Pond is artificial, having been created in the early Middle Ages
by damming the Whitmore Stream at what is now the west end of the Pond.
The Bishop of Winchester stocked the Pond with carp and drained it annually to
trap the fish. These were then transferred alive in barrels to local monasteries
and kept in ‘Stew Ponds’ to provide Friday lunch for the monks and local popula-
tion.

Paintings from the 18th century show boats sailing on the Pond, and in the period
between the world wars, sailing boats were hired out by the local hotel using a
jetty built by the hotel. A suspicion that the Luftwaffe was using the lake as a
navigational waypoint caused it to be drained. With peace the water returned. By
the late Nineteen Forties local residents had launched a dozen sailing craft with
some impromptu racing.

After the war some local people started sailing on the Pond and in February
1953 Frensham Pond Sailing Club was formed. Mr Abbott Anderson was the first
Commodore. Handicap races began that April with 10 boats racing, in which,
reportedly, no two boats were alike. These races, held in gusting conditions, were
often chaotic, with broken masts, collisions, and only a sketchy knowledge of the
rules. Something needed to change. The Club Secretary, Norman Morley, was
appointed to oversee all activity on the water. Norman had raced dinghies since
the 1930s and had been a founder of the National Twelve class. He had long
seen Frensham as the ideal safe training ground for youth sailing. On his advice a
Cadet section was formed and accepted racing classes introduced with National
Twelves, Fireflies, Cadets, GP14s, and Graduates predominating.

The Club occupied an area of around half an acre obtained on lease by agree-
ment with the hotel in 1952. The ‘Club House’ consisted of an old corrugated
iron building probably in use previously as a cow shed. This served as the men’s
changing room and a shelter from the weather in which tea could be brewed on
a primus stove. A smaller shed was used as the ladies’ changing room. The
facilities were clearly inadequate and as membership increased, plans were laid
to obtain more land and build a new Clubhouse.

In 1964 ownership of the land passed to the local council and a company called
Frensham Pond Sailing Club Ltd was set up by the Club to hold a sixty year
lease with the council for the existing grounds (3 acres) and the use of the Pond
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for sailing and boating. The main Clubhouse was opened by Mr Stewart Morris in
April 1965. Since that time there has been a steady improvement to facilities with
extensions to the main building, provision of a bar and the opening of the ‘new’
changing rooms by the Club’s then president, Dr Hugh Lankester, in November
1989.

To attract sailors to Frensham, open meetings were staged; a bold decision for a
club based on a grass field, a makeshift hut, and the local pub. These meetings
were planned with meticulous attention to detail. Frensham’s reputation for high
standards and good racing grew with each event. In 1955 the Graduate class
held their national championships at Frensham. September 1960 saw an OK
meeting with an international field. In 1970 the Pond was the venue for the finals
of the RYA Team Trophy, with the Duke of Edinburgh attending, and presenting
the prizes. More recently the Club has organised the National Junior Enterprise
Championships, and the Comet National Championships. Enterprise and OK
dinghies were added to the Club in the Nineteen Sixties, followed by a thriving
Solo class. Increasing costs saw a decline in the National Twelves, and in the
late 1960s they were replaced with a highly successful Lark fleet. By the 1970s
the OK class was in decline faced by the popular world-wide rise of the Laser.
Lasers today form the largest and most popular single-handed fleet at Frensham,
as elsewhere.

The introduction of the 2.4mR metre mini-keelboat in the late 1990s was sig-
nificant. The 2.4mR, originally developed in Scandinavia, was taken up as the
International single-handed Paralympic class and came as such to Frensham
through Sailability. The boat soon attracted a big following of both disabled and
able-bodied sailors and Frensham boasts the largest and most competitive of the
fleets in the UK. With a new century came the arrival of Frensham’s first asym-
metric dinghies. The RS 200 began racing in the handicap fleets boosted by
visiting winter sailors.

Frensham’s top sailors today include Nick Craig and Roger Gilbert who, with
Olympic women’s contender Andrea Brewster, have given Frensham something
of a golden era. Nick Craig has repeatedly won national championships in a
range of classes, including Enterprise, RS 400, Phantom, Finn and OK, and in the
OK he took consecutive world titles in 2005–7, and won again in 2011 and 2017.
Roger Gilbert, four time RS 400 champion, has also won national championships
in the RS 200, Merlin Rocket, and International 14 in which he has won the
prestigious Prince of Wales Cup in consecutive years and was silver medallist
in the World Championships in 2010. Both Roger and Nick are winners of the
Endeavour (Champion of Champions) Trophy, Nick winning it on six occasions.
Nick was also the YJA Yachtsman of the Year in 2011. The Videlo family, who
have contributed so much to the Club over thirty years, were represented by
Keith Videlo, former World Cadet, UK Laser and National Solo Champion, who
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with Nick Craig and Roger Gilbert sailed Frensham to second place in the 2005
Top Club Trophy. Frensham’s top woman competitor, Andrea Brewster, won the
Europe Class Nationals in 2002 and represented Great Britain in the pre-Olympic
regatta in 2003. In 2008, Andrea won the bronze medal in the Ladies Laser
Radial World Championships. In the 2016 Rio Olympics, she represented Ireland
in the 49er FX class.

Two early young Frensham sailors were to go on to outstanding careers. Richard
Hart became OK National Champion, twice Finn National Champion, and open
German Champion. While at the 1984 Olympics, Cathy Foster, National 470
Champion, became the first woman Olympian, since 1908, to win a race against
an all male fleet. Frensham sailors have been world, European, and National
Champions in most of the classes racing at the Club and in others beyond.

Training is an important part of Club life. The Club became an RYA Recognised
Training Centre in 1984 and formal training programmes are provided by the
Club’s RYA-qualified instructors on a voluntary basis. Individual classes also ar-
range their own popular training sessions. Taster sailing is available on Saturday
mornings during the summer months for anyone over eight years of age.

Sailing for people with disabilities started at Frensham in 1982, run by Farnham
and District Sports Association for the Disabled (FDSAD). Following a £325,000
fundraising and site investment programme, Frensham Pond Sailability, a part-
nership between the Club and FDSAD, was officially launched on 22 Septem-
ber 2001 by Lord Wakeham. Frensham Pond Sailability can now provide dis-
abled sailors with a wide range of small boat sailing, from cruising in very sta-
ble Laser Stratos dinghies to fully-competitive racing in Paralympic class 2.4mR
mini-keelboats and Hansa dinghies. In 2016 Sailability, with help from the Sail-
ing Club, extended Jetty 7 and were the recipients of the Queen’s Award For
Voluntary Service.

With a proud tradition of sailing success, the Club continues to look forward to
encouraging the champions of the future and to promoting happy and competitive
sailing for people of all ages and abilities.
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FRENSHAM POND SAILING CLUB
Frensham Pond Sailing Club, Pond Lane, Churt, Farnham, Surrey, GU10 2QA
Telephone 01252 792 859 www.sailfrensham.org.uk

CLUB OFFICERS AND COMMITTEE
Flag Officers:–
Commodore: David Innes E : commodore@sailfrensham.org.uk
Vice Commodore: Megan Pascoe E : vice-commodore@sailfrensham.org.uk
Rear Commodore: Rob Anstey E : rear-commodore@sailfrensham.org.uk

Hon. General Secretary: Kate Whyatt M : 07884 262070
E : secretary@sailfrensham.org.uk

Hon. Treasurer: Jeff Dolton M : 07703 858413
E : treasurer@sailfrensham.org.uk

Hon. Membership Secretary: Graham Butler M : 07767 865632
E : membership@sailfrensham.org.uk

Hon. Sailing Secretary: Ian Gregory T : 01252 834347
M : 07811 382888
E : sailing@sailfrensham.org.uk

Committee: John Brooker
Neil Holden E : estates@sailfrensham.org.uk
Simon Law
Tessa Masterton
Alastair McEwan
John McGuinness
Stuart Duckworth (co-opted)
—
Ivor Barrett
Hugh Marston

Club Manager: Julian Davies T : 01252 792859
E : clubmanager@sailfrensham.org.uk

Office Opening Hours:
Monday 9am to 2pm
Thursday 9am to 12.30pm
Saturday 8.30am to 5pm (4.30pm in winter)
Sunday 11am to 3pm

Safety Committee Chair: Megan Pascoe E : safety@sailfrensham.org.uk
Safeguarding & Child Chris Ellis M : 07917 365457

Protection Officer: T : 01256 703402
E : safeguarding@sailfrensham.org.uk

Data Protection Manager: Rob Anstey E : dpmanager@sailfrensham.org.uk
Website Contributions: Tom Flintham E : website@sailfrensham.org.uk
Archive, Handbook, DutyMan: Graham Howlett E : duties@sailfrensham.org.uk
Safety Boats Co-ordinator: Conor Hudson E : safetyboats@sailfrensham.org.uk
Safety Boats Allocation: Mike Pravda T : 01252 793277

E : sballocation@sailfrensham.org.uk
Bosun: Tim Deacon T : 01428 714192

E : bosun@sailfrensham.org.uk
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Vice Commodore
Megan Pascoe

Commodore
David Innes

Rear Commodore
Rob Anstey

Hon Gen Secretary
Kate Whyatt

Hon Treasurer
Jeff Dolton

Hon Memb Secretary
Graham Butler

Hon Sailing Secretary
Ian Gregory

Committee
John Brooker

Committee
Neil Holden

Committee
Simon Law

Committee
Tessa Masterton

Committee
Alastair McEwan

Committee
John McGuinness

Committee
Stuart Duckworth

Sailability Rep
Ivor Barrett

RYA Training Rep
Stefan Bennett

Safeguarding Officer
Chris Ellis

Club Manager
Julian Davies

Bosun
Tim Deacon
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Classes

Cadet Sean Nee 3.2 Flag “Y”

RS Tera Iain Soars 3.4 Flag “Y”

Enterprise Roger Carter 3.5 Flag “E”

GP14 Jon Denyer /
Bruce Craven

3.6 Flag “A”

K Class Chris Ellis 3.7 Flag “K”

Laser Chris Brown 3.8 Flag “Laser”

Solo John Haine 3.9 Flag “F”

2.4mR Lionel East 3.10 Numeral “2”

Hansa Peter Etherton 3.11

Sailability Ivor Barrett 3.12

185c

7545c

320cMYG Paul Brooks 3.13

Cody Club 3.15 C C
S
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Cadet Class

Class Captain Sean Nee
M : 07842 571413
E : frenshamcadets@gmail.com

Facebook: Frensham Cadets

The UK National Cadet Class Association
W : www.cadetclass.org.uk
E : ukncca@gmail.com

Cadet sailing at Frensham

The Frensham Pond Cadet fleet is the biggest in the country and highly compet-
itive. Every Saturday morning we run training for Cadet sailors. This takes the
form of an onshore briefing, exercises on the water and then a personal handi-
cap race. We are back ashore for lunch and join in the Club handicap race in the
afternoon.

Saturday morning training is run by Club members, including keen parents! Many
of these have competed at the highest levels and some continue to do so. We
are lucky that there are several National Champions at the Club who are happy
to help out.

In addition to Saturday sailing, Cadets can join in Club racing on Sundays and,
during the summer months, the Wednesday evening handicap race.

Frensham welcomes sailors of all abilities and the current fleet ranges from those
who have competed at World and National Championships through to novice
crews who are just starting their sailing life. Many of the sailors are in national
training squads run by the Cadet Class Association and the RYA. This affords the
opportunity to experience sailing at sea, in estuaries and larger inland waters.
Our weekly training focuses on the skills needed to be successful both at the
Pond and away.

Typical schedule on next page:
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09:30 (11:15) Briefing in Clubhouse : rigged and ready (10:00 in winter)
10:00 (12:00) Training Session (preceded by lunch when session start is 12:00)
11:45 (13:00) Personal Handicap Race
12:45 (14:00) Lunch or break ashore
14:00 (14:30) Launch for pre-race warm up
14:40 (15:10) Club Handicap Race (14:05 in winter)
15:45 (16:15) Ashore & de-rig

Times in brackets are for Saturdays with RYA Courses (25Apr, 2May, 9May,
16May, 30May, 6Jun, 13Jun, 20Jun)

Cadet sailing is not all about racing though. Everyone has fun both on and off
the water with the social side of the club being very important to the sailors. We
organise fancy dress Christmas races and post racing BBQs. You will also see
impromptu rugby matches, tag competitions and hide & seek games!

The boat
The International Cadet has been the start of the sailing careers of many Olympic
sailors and World Champions – Pippa Wilson, Joe Glanfield and Nick Craig. The
boat is 10' 6" (3.2m) and designed to be sailed by two youngsters between the
ages of 8 and 17. It has a mainsail, jib and symmetric spinnaker.

The Club has a number of Cadets that can be hired out – see Hire Boat Policy
2019 for details. If you are considering purchasing one, a second-hand boat can
be bought for a few hundred pounds, whilst a brand new fibreglass one will set
you back £4000–£5000. There is an active second-hand market.

2020 events
The main events are listed here.
Please see the events page at www.cadetclass.org.uk for a full list of Open Meet-
ings, World Team qualifiers and National Squad selector events.

21 March Frensham Pond Cadet Open Meeting
1 – 8 August European Open Championship, Garda, Italy
28 – 31 August National Championship, Lee-on-the-Solent, Hants
28 Dec – 5 Jan 2021 World Championship, Melbourne, Australia
TBA Inland Championship

20 March 2021 Frensham Pond Open Meeting
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RS Tera Class

Class Captain Iain Soars
M : 07799 883 543
E : tera@sailfrensham.org.uk

RS Tera National Class association
W : uk.rstera.org

The RS Tera is a great boat in which to start sailing and
racing. The boat is very low maintenance which means
maximum time spent sailing and easy maintenance for
parents with limited sailing experience. The Tera has
three rigs: the Minisail for the smaller and less confident sailors, the Sport rig
for sailors who weigh less than around 40kg, and the Pro rig for 40kg upwards.
This means that sailors can enjoy the Tera for quite a wide age range and shift
gears upwards as they get older. The second hand market is very active and
prices are extremely competitive.

Our aim is to provide informal coaching for sailors who have completed their RYA
Stage 2 and can safely control a boat around a triangular course with confidence.
The coaching does not follow a specific curriculum but concentrates on having
fun, advanced sailing techniques as well all aspects of racing. We run different
groups depending on ability and success is measured by the general enjoyment
of the participants and their return for further sessions. As sailors progress they
are introduced to the options of participating in club races, open meetings at
other clubs and national events. Over the years our fleet has achieved success
at a number of levels including World and National Championships.

Typical Saturday session

10:30 summer, 10:00 winter Rigged and ready to launch for coaching
12:45 Lunch
14:40 summer, 14:05 winter Afternoon: Club afternoon race (optional)
15:45 Finish

As a youth class, the UK RS Tera class is well established, both nationally and
internationally, and there is an active Open Meeting circuit, which some of the
Frensham Tera sailors regularly participate in. FPSC holds an RS Tera Open
Meeting each year, with nearly 50 boats attending.

This year’s (2020) Frensham Open Meeting will be on 20th September.
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Enterprise Class

Class Captain Roger Carter
T : 01252 620316
M : 07900 245749
E : enterprise@sailfrensham.org.uk

Enterprise Association
Web W : www.sailenterprise.co.uk
Membership Julie Moore

T : 01384 348023
E : membership@sailenterprise.co.uk

2020–2021 Enterprise Racing at Frensham

All are invited to compete although helms must compete in 40% or more races in
a series to qualify.

Summer 2020 Points Series – alternating 10:50 & 14:35 on Sundays.
This will be split into two, early summer and late summer.

Summer 2020 Midday – Enterprises are invited to take part in the summer
handicap race series with a 12:35 start on Sundays.

Winter 2020–21 Series – Starting at 10:35 & 14:10 on Sundays (alternating)
The series consists of all Enterprise races on Sundays.

Club Boat
The club Enterprise is available for hire subject to booking.

National & Regional
For up to date information on 2020 national and regional fixtures please visit the
Association website and select the Events/Events Classifications option to check,
but Thames Valley Bowl Open events scheduled at the time of printing are
(4 required to qualify):

26th April Twickenham (Minima)
3rd May Lensbury
7th June London Corinthian (14:30 for the tides)

14th June Henley
13th September Hampton (River final)
20th September Chipstead
27th September Aldenham
11th October Frensham FPSC Packard Cup

including Thames Valley Championship
18th October Papercourt Thames Valley Bowl final
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GP14 Class

Class Captains Jon Denyer Bruce Craven
T : 01252 716640 / 01428 643060 M : 07570 390662 / 07956 291722
E : gp14@sailfrensham.org.uk

GP14 Class W : www.gp14.org
E : admin@gp14.org

The GP14 is a general purpose 14ft
dinghy with a crew of two. The class is
raced competitively, and can offer excel-
lent close racing. She is an easy boat to
sail with main sail, genoa and spinnaker,
but very challenging, demanding and im-
mensely rewarding to sail well.
GP14 Racing at Frensham
The GP14 fleet at Frensham is on the increase with new members joining
throughout the year as well as after the RYA Levels 1 & 2 training. There is
always close racing at both the front and back of the fleet with boats often cross-
ing the line within seconds of each other. New members are always welcome
and encouraged to get out onto the water as often as possible. Fleet specific
race training is also arranged. The class runs a Facebook page to keep every-
one aware of sailing and social activities.
Race Timings

Summer Points Series – racing at 10:50 and 14:35 (alternating weekly)
Summer Minor Series (Personal H/Cap) – class racing at 12:35
Winter Points Series – racing at 10:35 and 14:10 (alternating weekly)

There are also opportunities to race in the club Handicaps on Saturday after-
noons during both the summer and winter, Sundays at 12:15 during the winter
(personal handicap for GP14 sailors), as well as on Wednesday evenings be-
tween late April and August. Friday evening social sailing is also in the calendar
this year so come along after work and enjoy a sail followed by a ‘bring you own
food’ BBQ.

Frensham Open – Sunday 11th October 2020.

Championship and open meetings
The GP14 Class holds regular championships and open meetings both nationally
and in the London and Southeast Region. Full details at www.gp14.org.

Key Dates
Inland Championship 16–17 May Bala SC
Southern Area Championship 6–7 June Brightlingsea SC
UK National Championship 27–29 June Weymouth & Portland Sailing Academy
World Championship 25–31 July Skerries SC, Eire
End of Season Championship 17–18 Oct Royal Windermere YC

Club Boats
The Club has GP14s available for hire and these may be booked via the club
website (www.sailfrensham.org.uk).
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K Class

This class is intended for all boats at Frensham Pond that
do not have their own class start. Boats currently racing
are 420, Comet, Europe, K1, Lark, Merlin Rocket, OK,
Phantom, RS 100, RS 200, RS 400, RS Aero, RS Feva,
Scorpion and Streaker.

Class Captain & Chris Ellis
Lark Contact T : 01256 703 402

M : 07917 365 457
E : kclass@sailfrensham.org.uk
E : lark@sailfrensham.org.uk

RS 200 Contact Stefan Bennett
T : 07941 272 358
E : rs200@sailfrensham.org.uk

Lark Website W : www.larkclass.org
RS 200 Website W : www.rs200sailing.org

Events for 2020
Lark Inland Championship 25–26 April Frensham Pond SC
Frensham Lark Open Meeting 25–26 April Frensham Pond SC
RS 200 Open Meeting 26 April Frensham Pond SC
Lark National Championship 24–27 May Rock SC
RS 200 National Championship 1–6 August Filey SC
RS 200 Inland National Championship 3–4 October Grafham Water SC
Lark Winter Championship TBA

Frensham racing
Summer Fleet racing at 10:55 and 14:40 (alternating weekly)
Winter fleet racing at 10:40 and 14:15 (alternating weekly)

Additional events embedded in the K Class racing (and Frensham Frenzy):
Lark Frensham Five – 10 races over 5 days in 2020 – Open event
RS 200 Super Sundays – 12 races spread through the year

Plus all other Handicap and Pursuit races.

Advice on purchasing and/or trial sails can be arranged in most dinghies including
Larks, Phantoms and RS 200s. Contact details above.
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Laser Class
Class Captain
Chris Brown
T : 07973 431 510
E : laser@sailfrensham.org.uk

2020–2021 Laser Racing at Frensham
Helms must compete in 40% or more races in a series to qual-
ify. Up to six qualifiers receive prizes, depending on the number
qualifying. All official Laser rigs can be used. A sailor may nom-
inate her/his maximum-sized rig if they wish this to be smaller
than the Standard rig. They will then be scored on a handicap-
basis using the PY of their chosen maximum-sized rig. This will
be subject to Race Officers recording times. Using a rig larger than the nominated size will
be treated as a different entry. Such nominations should be made to the Class Captain
prior to taking part in their first race of a series.

Summer 2020 Major Series – 12:30 each Sunday.
The winner will receive the Nelson Trophy. The Veterans Plate will also be awarded based
on this series.

Summer 2020 Minor Series – 10:45 & 14:30 on alternate Sundays.
This will be assessed on a personal handicap basis. See the notice board (or John Winch-
ester) for assigned handicaps.
On the first Sunday of the month, the race will take the form of a class pursuit, with start
times based on personal handicaps.
The winner receives the Laser Minor Cup.

Winter 2020–21 Series – 10:30 & 14:05 on alternate Sundays, from November 2020 to
March 2021. The winner receives the Ind Coope Single Handed Series trophy.

Frensham Open – Saturday 12 September 2020 – all rigs.

Club Boats
The Club has Lasers available for hire with a choice of rigs. These may be booked via
the club website (www.sailfrensham.org.uk). Members must have RYA dinghy level 2
certificate or undergo an on-water assessment in line with club policy to be able to hire a
club boat.

The UK Laser Association – www.laser.org.uk
Secretary: Ellie Ratusniak, T : 02080 586 808, E : office@laser.org.uk

National Class Events
Masters National Champ 3–5 July WPNSA
National Championship 25–31 July Mounts Bay SC
Masters Inland Champ 7–8 November Chew Valley SC

Details of the Qualifier Events, Masters Events, club Opens and events for all rigs are to
be found on the Laser Association website at www.laser.org.uk/Events.php
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Solo Class

Class Captain
John Haine
T : 01428 604 703
E : solo@sailfrensham.org.uk

The Boat
The National Solo is a classic, one-design, single-handed
dinghy. Designed by Jack Holt in 1956, with a hull weight
of 70kg, LOA 3.8m and 8.4m2 sail area, the Solo remains
popular.

Solo Racing at Frensham
There is an active Solo fleet at Frensham. With class racing every Sunday and
well-attended PY handicap racing on Saturdays, Sundays and Summer Wednes-
day evenings, there is something for everyone.
We hope to organise one or two training sessions in 2020.
Sailors who are interested in sailing a Solo are very welcome at any level. Please
contact me for any information on the boat and the fleet at Frensham.

Race Timings
Early Summer and Late Summer series starts at either 10:45 or 14:30 on al-
ternate Sundays. Winter series races start at 10:30 or 14:05 on alternate Sun-
days.

The National Solo Class Association
Please visit http://www.solosailing.org.uk to access the latest news, forums, event
dates and boat mart.

National and local Solo events
Frensham is part of the Solo Class Southern Series with races running from
March through to October. These events are a great way to meet new Solo
sailors, visit some fantastic sailing venues and improve your sailing and racing
techniques. If you would like to try an open meeting members of the fleet will be
happy to assist you.

FPSC Solo Open Meeting: Sunday 19th July 2020

National Class Events
All events are to be found on the Solo Class Association website. The main
events in 2020 are Winter Champs 22 Feb King George; Spring Champs 25 April
Draycote; NATIONS CUP 18–21 JUNE MEDEMBLIK; Nationals 9–14 Aug East
Lothian; Inlands 11–12 July Grafham; Southern Area Championships 16–17 May
Lymington; Papercourt Open 25 Oct.
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2.4mR Keelboat Class

Class Captain
Lionel East
T : 01252 724 805
E : 2.4@

sailfrensham.org.uk

Class Association
Megan Pascoe (Chairman)
T : 07952 411 017
E : megpascoe@aol.com
W : www.ukassociation

2-4mR.co.uk

Devised in 1986, the 2.4mR class is a boat designed to
the metre Rule. It is the most popular single seat keel-
boat in the world and is suitable for both able bodied and
disabled helms. There are several designs of 2.4mR; the
most popular being the Norlin Mk III. Its design is tech-
nically demanding, but it can be sailed with less physical
strength and agility than a dinghy. There are currently 21 boats in the club pro-
viding competition for all levels of ability from beginners to world and national
champions. Three of the boats are available for hire by Sailor Members of Sail-
ability and the remainder are privately owned.

International and Regional Competitions for 2020

Frensham Open 16–17 May Frensham
Tidal Championship 23–25 May Poole
Inland Nationals 11–13 September Rutland
World Championship 7–14 November Tampa, USA

The full list of competitions is given on the Class Association website as shown
above.

2.4mR Class Summer Series Races in 2020

Races start at 15:05 or 14:35 on Saturdays.
The series is split into an early and a late series, each comprising about 13 races
with 50% to qualify. A Personal Handicap event is run simultaneously.

2.4mR Class Winter Series Races in 2020/21

Races start at 14:00 on Sundays.
The series of about 20 races is not split; otherwise the details are generally the
same as for the Summer Series.

Multi-class Handicap Series Races in 2020/21

2.4mRs can also enter multi-class handicap race series held at 12:15 on Sundays
and 19:00 on Wednesdays during the summer and at 15:00 or 14:30 on Satur-
days and 12:15 on Sundays during the winter. There are also additional handicap
and pursuit races during the year, typically held on bank holidays.
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Hansa Class

Class Captain Peter Etherton
T : 01420 235 57
M : 07500 724 348
E : hansa@

sailfrensham.org.uk

Class Association Hansa Class UK
W : www.hansaclass.org.uk
E : info@hansaclass.org.uk

National/International Events 2020
UK Nationals Rutland SC 17–19 July
RYAS Multiclass WPNSA 31 July–2 August
World Championship Los Angeles YC 15–23 October

Traveller Trophy 2020
Hansa Open/TT Frensham 16 September
10 other TT Events see HCA(UK) website for details
www.hansaclass.org.uk

Race Training/Coaching
Thursdays: pm: Races April – October
(contact Class Captain for details)

Sailability – Sailing For All
Thursday & Saturday mornings (see next page) April – October
www.frenshampondsailability.org.uk
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185c

7545c

320c

Sailability (FPS)

Chairman Ivor Barrett
T : 01428 607 319
E : sailability@sailfrensham.org.uk

Membership Ivor Barrett
E : sailability@sailfrensham.org.uk

Website W : www.sailfrensham.org.uk > Sailability

Frensham Pond Sailability (FPS) was officially launched on 22 September 2001,
although disabled sailing at Frensham started back in 1982. It is now a thriving
organisation with over 100 members and a keen body of volunteer helpers. Its
primary aims are to make the club more accessible to disabled sailors, and to
maximise the integration of disabled sailors into club activities.

Organised sailing takes place between April and October on Saturday and Thurs-
day mornings. Very stable Laser Stratos dinghies take people for a cruise on the
pond and everyone is encouraged to learn to sail independently and competitively
using Hansa 2.3 and 303 dinghies and 2.4mR mini-keelboats.

Novice and experienced sailors, aged from 10 onwards, with a very wide range of
disabilities, are very welcome and individuals may attend independently or with
organisations which support disabled people. Sailing skills are taught by qual-
ified and experienced volunteer sailing instructors, either informally or as part
of the RYA National Dinghy Certificate Scheme. Race training, both for those
sailors new to racing and for more advanced competitors, is offered on Thursday
afternoons. Other courses are regularly available. FPS has been awarded RYA
Sailability Foundation Entry Level Status for the quality of its facilities for disabled
sailors.
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Model Yacht Group (MYG)

Captain Paul Brooks

Website W : www.sailfrensham.org.uk
> Sailing > Classes > Model Yachts

Model Yachting Association
W : www.mya-uk.org.uk

Classes 10Rater, Marblehead, A Class, IOM, 15 Metre,
Dragon Force and RG65, Footy and Vintage

Principal classes raced are the International 10 Rater, IOM and RG65. We also
race Footy class boats some days. The classic style 15 Metre and Vintage yachts
tend to free sail. Also the occasional A boats race alongside the Ten Raters and
Marbleheads.

Key Events 2020
Videlo Globe Open Meeting for the Footy Class 26 April
10R and Marblehead Open Meeting 29 April
Summer Picnic 7 July
IOM Open Meeting “Nick’s Knots” 9 September

World/National Championships
10R & Marblehead World Championships 9–19 June West Kirby
Marblehead National Championship 25–26 July Manor Park
IOM National Championship 28–31 August Fleetwood
10R National Championship 19–20 September Keighley

2020 – 2021 Radio Sailing at Frensham
We are as always a friendly bunch, and sail on every Tuesday starting at 10:30.
Beginners are welcome, and good support is available for those who want to
learn. We take a break for lunch between 12:00 and 13:15 in the Clubhouse or
elsewhere, and then race again in the afternoon. On most days we race – see
the programme on the next page for details.

There are four main series of races (Spring, Summer, Autumn and Frostbite/
Winter) with informal racing, including relay races etc. on other days. When we
sail there is a recovery boat available in case of problems with the boats. As an
option to the races there will be an area reserved for informal sailing to hone your
skills, and experiment with tuning your boat. Free sailing/racing takes place on
Informal sailing days.
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MYG Programme for April 2020 – March 2021

All Tuesdays unless otherwise noted.

7 Apr Informal Sailing
14 Apr Informal Sailing
21 Apr Spring Rd 3
26 Apr Videlo Globe

Open Meeting (Sun)
28 Apr Spring Rd 4
29 Apr 10R & Marblehead

Open (Wed)
5 May Informal Sailing

12 May Spring Rd 5
19 May Spring Rd 6
26 May RYA Course, no MYG

2 Jun Summer Rd 1
9 Jun Summer Rd 2

16 Jun Informal Sailing
23 Jun Summer Rd 3
30 Jun Summer Rd 4

7 Jul Summer Picnic
14 Jul Summer Rd 5
21 Jul Summer Rd 6
28 Jul RYA Course, no MYG

4 Aug Informal Sailing
11 Aug Informal Sailing
18 Aug RYA Course, no MYG
25 Aug Informal Sailing

1 Sep Autumn Rd 1
8 Sep Autumn Rd 2
9 Sep Nick’s Knots IOM

Open Meeting (Wed)

15 Sep Informal Sailing
22 Sep Autumn Rd 3
29 Sep Autumn Rd 4
6 Oct Informal Sailing

13 Oct Autumn Rd 5
20 Oct Autumn Rd 6
27 Oct Winter System Sailing
3 Nov Winter System Sailing

10 Nov Winter System Sailing
17 Nov Winter System Sailing
24 Nov Winter System Sailing
1 Dec Winter System Sailing
8 Dec MYG Christmas Lunch

15 Dec Winter System Sailing
22 Dec Winter System Sailing
29 Dec Winter System Sailing
5 Jan Winter System Sailing

12 Jan Winter System Sailing
19 Jan AGM & Informal Sailing
26 Jan Winter System Sailing
2 Feb Winter System Sailing
9 Feb Winter System Sailing

16 Feb Winter System Sailing
23 Feb Winter System Sailing
2 Mar Winter System Sailing
9 Mar Informal Sailing

16 Mar Spring Rd 1
23 Mar Spring Rd 2
30 Mar Informal Sailing
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Cody Sailing Club Affiliated

A group member of FPSC

Family Sailing Camps
We provide sailing-themed camps and affordable coastal sailing cruises for our
members, in a friendly and supportive group environment. The sailing is de-
signed to suit a wide range of sailing abilities, whilst the camping also appeals
to non-sailing members of all ages. We use camping venues at Poole, Rutland,
Bosham, Keyhaven, the West Country and beyond.

Safe, Friendly, Adventurous

Our programme provides both tidal and inland sailing events that are tailored
to suit the mixed interests of our membership. We can offer support to sailors
wishing to broaden their sailing experience and those who wish to try something
new.

Sail a Cody Sailing Club boat with an experienced helm or bring your own boat
and be part of our cruising fleet.

See the posters on the club noticeboard, take a look at codysailingclub.co.uk, or
email commodore@codysailingclub.co.uk for more information.
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Training

Club Intermediate Coaching

FPSC’s Intermediate Coaching is primarily aimed at helping members with lim-
ited or out of date sailing experience to make the transition into dinghy racing
through developing their knowledge, skills and confidence. It is suited to mem-
bers who:

• have recently completed RYA courses (Level 2 and above), or
• are returning to sailing after a long break, or
• have not raced dinghies before, or
• are just plain stuck at the back of the Club fleet and want to improve.

Intermediate Coaching is open to adults and teenagers, with any class of dinghy
being welcomed. If you don’t have your own boat, then the Club’s hire boats –
Lasers, GP14s, Bahias and an Enterprise are available at a discounted rate. You
could even try out the Club’s RS 200 or Lark, but they are possibly a bit feisty to
start with. Normal boat hire terms apply.

Intermediate Coaching consists of a structured programme running on six con-
secutive Saturday mornings:

1. Introduction (aimed at identifying the sailors strengths and weaknesses)
2. Upwind / downwind
3. Tacking & gybing
4. Boat control and sail controls
5. Mark rounding
6. Racing

The programme builds on everything taught in RYA courses and there is flexi-
bility to adjust the level within each session to suit the ability of participants. If
appropriate they will split into two groups on the water, based on ability.

Each session is between 3 and 4 hours long and uses four coaches who are
experienced FPSC sailors from across the Club’s recognised classes. They have
all been through the same journey.

Please note that:

• you MUST commit to participating in ALL six sessions
• places are restricted to 12 boats
• the cost is £60 per person (covers all six sessions)
• boat hire is £30 per person (where applicable; covers all six sessions)

At the time of publication two courses are planned, starting on 7 Nov 2020 and
6 Feb 2021, but it is hoped to add extra dates during the year.

For more information please contact John Brooker (coaching@sailfrensham.org.uk).
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RYA Training at Frensham

Frensham Pond Sailing Club is an RYA Recognised Teaching Establishment and
offers top quality training in a safe, friendly and attractive environment. Our
aim at Frensham is to introduce new people to the sport of dinghy sailing, pro-
mote membership of our club and offer members an opportunity to improve their
skills.

We are proud to be recognised by the RYA (Royal Yachting Association) as a
Training Centre. To maintain this recognition we are inspected annually to ensure
that we comply with the RYA’s high standards regarding Safety, Safeguarding and
Child Protection, Quality of Instruction and Equipment.

The training section offers benefits not only to the students being taught but also
to the instructors. For the younger instructors the qualifications and experience
gained whilst taking part teaches valuable life skills and also offers real opportu-
nities to use these internationally accepted qualifications almost anywhere in the
world. For the adult instructors the joy of passing on skills, while developing their
own, and then watching folk grow into a new sport, is a fantastic and rewarding
experience.

For information on this year’s training courses please refer to the website.
The schedule of courses is also given on the next page.

Stefan Bennett
RYA Training Principal
principal@sailfrensham.org.uk
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2020 RYA PROGRAMME

GP14 & BAHIA
14 - ADULT

CADET/FEVA
11-14

TOPPER
10-14

OPTIMIST
8-10

www.sailfrensham.org.uk

training@sailfrensham.org.uk

STAGE 3-4
CADET

STAGE 1-2STAGE 1-2

STAGE 1-2 STAGE 1-2 STAGE 3-4
CADET/FEVA

DATES & COSTS

SATURDAY
MORNINGS

The higher cost for the "Non-Member" includes the cost of a restricted family membership (Youth) or training membership 
(Adults) and subsequent courses can be booked within the same calendar year at the member's rate. Siblings or other 
family members will also pay the reduced rate as a "Member". 
Saturday 'Taster Sails' can be arranged at £10 per family group through: training@sailfrensham.org.uk or 01252 792859  
All course fees include the appropriate logbooks, certificates, handbooks and use of buoyancy aids. 
There are no additional course costs other than food & drink.

NOTE: All courses require minimum 6 students

training@sailfrensham.org.uk

LEVEL 1-2
GP/BAHIA

STAGE 2-3 STAGE 2-3

STAGE 2-3 STAGE 2-3

STAGE 1-2STAGE 1-2

Non-Member £310
Member £240

STAGE 1
and

STAGE 2

LEVEL 1&2
and

LEVEL 3

May 26 – May 29
4 WEEKDAYS

Non-Member £260
Member £190

BOOKINGS OPEN 10 JANUARY 2020

April 25

May 2

May 9

May 16

May 30

June 6

June 13

June 20

July 27 – July 31
5 WEEKDAYS

Non-Member £310
Member £240

Aug 18 – Aug 21
4 WEEKDAYS

Non-Member £260
Member £190
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Race Duty Teams

Cadet
C-1 David Little 07946 709585 Team Leader

David Caygill 07980 571375
Kerrie Daunter 07425 990905
Rachel Harris 07810 644895
Tim Mycroft 07971 478721
James Shepherd 07833 441366

C-2 Martin Goult 07770 581848 Team Leader
Jonathan Corbett 07786 950139
Nigel East 07802 386838
Colette Grist 07879 406923
Crispin Rowell 07850 766468
Peter Slump 01252 790107

RS Tera
Tr-1 Simon Lomas-Clarke 07760 372242 Team Leader

Chris Askew 07711 314341
Josephine Goodchild 07970 049003
Andy Halliwell 07952 048765
Rupert Lewis 07557 970878
Tessa Masterton 07974 933207

Tr-2 Richard Harding 07527 603499 Team Leader
James Angus 07394 747280
Carly Butler 07919 894004
Peter McKay 07958 015754
Miles Stuart 07989 332 976
Paul Thompson 07771 560 371

Enterprise
E-1 Ian Johnson 01252 620606 Team Leader

Bob Boyd 02392 594649
David Hay 01252 715130
Dhiren Kataria 01403 269636
David Pite 01483 208409

E-2 Nick Carr 02088 785632 Team Leader
Matthew Glasgow 07859 072122
Andrew Hicks 01730 265010
Kazuko Kawamura 07720 053924
Neil Procter 07834 726929
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E-3 Roger Carter 01252 620316 Team Leader
Gian Luca Amadei 01428 643664
Stewart Farthing 01428 658560
Antony Mee 01428 651958
David Starbuck 01428 722481
Steve Taylor 01428 644751

E-4 Keith Mundy 01252 616524 Team Leader
Ted Bonner 01252 793135
Sarah Jackson 07713 141595
Andy Majury 07757 744532
Anthony Pisasale 07963 068535
Lisa Skirrow 01428 712100

E-5 Neil Platt 01252 794664 Team Leader
Howard Best 07803 762208
Richard Moger 07595 286867
Annabel Partridge 07586 787408
Neil Rowatt 01252 793143
Suze Watling 07823 334022

GP14
GP-1 Andy Bradford 01420 562114 Team Leader

Ian Hamilton 07910 304053
Mark Herbert 01252 820583
John Kerridge 01252 793713
Ed White 07788 512559
Peter White 01730 893658

GP-2 David Innes 01483 894993 Team Leader
Glynn Alger 01428 717328
Bruce Craven 07956 291722
Tim Farnell-Watson 01252 444583
John Traylor 01483 346892

GP-3 David Youll 01256 464835 Team Leader
John Barrat 07502 431370
Sue Collet 07906 941524
Rita Easton 07810 367633
Christopher Marquis 07940 552791
Paul Passmore 01428 654648
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GP-4 Stuart Duckworth 01428 643435 Team Leader
Guy Baber 07789 363935
David Kingston 01252 717635
Victoria Wakeford 01252 728273
Fiona Wormwell 07799 067067
Chris Wright 07428 642991

GP-5 Andrew Todd 07808 771755 Team Leader
Gary Lavan 07590 570351
James Raven 07795 331933
Paul Trubridge 07802 349388
Bridget Woodhouse 01252 795797

GP-6 Bryan Taylor 01428 685958 Team Leader
Jane Drysdale 01420 549663
Philip Mutton 07956 742030
Richard O’Brien 01730 301429
Bob Page 01420 549161

GP-7 Tony Steventon 01344 875114 Team Leader
Richard Fry 07980 549204
Neil Holden 01252 640011
Roger Palethorpe 07833 765940
Lorenzo Piccinni 07523 211968

GP-8 Simon Millar 01252 522106 Team Leader
Alex Billowes 07717 416800
Steve Blake 07976 846535
Jon Denyer 01252 716640
Sarah Gates 07812 601330

K Class
K-1 Philip Whitney 01483 422289 Team Leader

Miles Austen 01252 718885
Andrew Stainsby 07584 574626
Nick Tupper 01420 88274
Lynda Williams 01372 458911

K-2 Dan Shaw 01483 236252 Team Leader
Godfrey Ayres 01428 683679
Nigel Bayly 07966 244139
Helen McHale 07973 446867
Toby Stratton-Brown 07717 782813
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K-3 Katrina Gilbert 01420 88172 Team Leader
Simon Bond 07557 760991
Doug Cook 07799 765225
Nick Garlick 01252 781744
Joanna Jones 07590 835161
Jenny Rust 01428 291768

K-4 Nigel Hufton 01252 725096 Team Leader
Lee Bradley 07968 864931
Victoria Bridge 07776 210021
Kenny English 07971 997025
Sean Nee 07842 571413

K-5 Jeremy Hudson 01428 654204 Team Leader
Lucy Barker-Yates 07961 857333
Rob Buckton 01252 781501
Roger Gilbert 01428 658352
Kirsten Kuhnert 07802 258246

K-6 Keith Videlo 01483 728917 Team Leader
Rob Ahlheid 01252 821684
Rupert Nevile 01420 23286
Steph Videlo 01483 728917
Jason Walford-Grant 07989 563341

K-7 Chris Ellis 01256 703402 Team Leader
Mike Brewster 01428 712346
Andrew Dudhill 07908 178788
Nick Mutch 01252 797103
Judith Young 07771 556631

K-8 Christopher Gay 07587 142969 Team Leader
Vanessa Bown 07982 269823
Matthew Pinner 07813 199495
Andy Shorrock 01252 703045
Ben Terrell 07966 284065

Laser
L-1 David Goldsmith 01420 87048 Team Leader

Chris Brown 01428 712122
Jim Dunphy 01252 726449
Paul Kenny 07732 756271
Alison Miller 01428 288873
John Pearson 07786 240726
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L-2 Karin Bradbury 01252 702440 Team Leader
Julia Hardy 07931 357101
Vicki Hinde 07715 291928
Kevin Regan 07802 809677
Chris Yelland 01252 714788

L-3 Richard Payne 01276 34816 Team Leader
Richard May 01428 723285
Steve Morgan 01428 712667
Katy Pozerskis 01420 80357
Emma Wells 07980 393102
Simon Wilkinson 01252 781366

L-4 Ian Brown 01252 734036 Team Leader
Chris Bennett 07810 631599
David Carew-Jones 07539 870236
Toby Franklin 01252 722522
Richard Noble 07425 179569

L-5 Kate Taylor 01428 727806 Team Leader
Paul Chapple 01252 645043
Jonathan Dakin 01252 706804
David Farmer 01252 675796
Michael Livingstone 07921 910326
Andrew Ross

L-6 Ian Gregory 01252 834347 Team Leader
Ann Brand 07803 361017
Graham Headleand 01420 488909
Richard Noyau 01483 502816
Matthew O’Reilly 07738 558464
Jon Tully 07765 056449

L-7 Rob Beere 01252 629038 Team Leader
Charlie Bourne 01428 682528
Nigel Frith 07432 704041
Chris Gillard 07711 550922
Adrian Hilton 07702 884509

L-8 Graham Howlett 01483 421035 Team Leader
Nick Betterley 07775 680617
Doug Brett 01428 609121
Mark Knight Robinson 07961 300750
Kevin Marshall 01428 644080
Kate Nevett 01428 684096
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L-9 Trevor Moreton 01276 513864 Team Leader
Philip Cooper 01483 421718
Richard Moore 07889 691831
Peter Neville Jones 01737 761997
Craig Niven 07767 497400

Solo
So-1 John Brooker 01420 85331 Team Leader

Simon Adler 07730 773939
Paul Bromhead 01483 308421
Hilary King 01276 507807
Jamie Stewart 07980 547165
Dan Wagerfield 01483 415411

So-2 Geoff Woollen 01420 23489 Team Leader
John Barton 07540 421015
John Blackman 01252 781831
Martin Kemp 01276 64737
Adrian Law 01428 604307

So-3 Tim Deacon 01428 714192 Team Leader
Patrick Callan 07825 134459
Mike Footer 01962 861061
John McGuinness 07701 056905
Geraldine Molony 01252 710815
Michael Tiley 01252 711645

So-4 John Marriott 01420 563935 Team Leader
Steve Gregory 01420 562880
Simon Law 07774 748784
Bruce Nicholson 01252 727658
Peter Renn 01730 893067
Sam Scott 07588 502673

So-5 Ray Baker 01252 330674 Team Leader
Peter Cruise 07802 201058
Mark Gillett 01428 608215
Michael Pravda 01252 793277
David Smith 01483 822976

So-6 Stephen Brooker 01420 85331 Team Leader
John Haine 01428 604703
David Jordan 01256 702362
Dean Kettell 07471 931932
John Tason 07768 650595
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2.4mR
2.4-1 Megan Pascoe 07952 411017 Team Leader

Nicholas Cook 07850 562410
Mike Everitt 07979 070748
Alison Grant 07984 014839
Simon Meehan 07973 406 42
Paul Phillips 01189 462241
Tessa Watkiss 02089 460525

2.4-2 Bruce Hill 01420 487127 Team Leader
Lindsay Burns 01428 712942
Mark Greenwood 07860 157257
Kate Hedley 01403 732961
Nev Millard 07903 247488
Myron Prosser 01784 436168
Peter Woodd 07843 095885

2.4-3 Paul Schroeder 07759 355164 Team Leader
Ian Campbell 01372 273855
Nick Clibborn 01252 311982
Tony Goodall 01252 721531
Alan Johnson 07894 967887
Bruce Padfield 01628 639759
Talan Skeels-Piggins 07900 892920
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Race Programme 2020–2021

SUMMER RACING – 2020
Programme start times (unless otherwise stated)

Saturday Cadet Training 09:30 or 11:15
RS Tera Training 10:00 or 12:00
Handicap Race 14:30 or 15:00
2.4mR Race 14:35 or 15:05
Cadet/RS Tera/Liberty Race 14:40 or 15:10

Wednesday Handicap Race 19:00
Cadet/RS Tera Race 19:05

Sunday Class / Handicap Racing
First start in first set of races 10:45
First start in second set of races 12:30
First start in third set of races 14:30

Interval between each class start is five minutes.
Pursuit races: offsets of class start times as in Appendix A
Intermediate handicap races: for 2019 RYA course students

Abbreviations:
C : Cadet Class K : Handicap Class R/O : Race Officer Wednesday Evenings:
E : Enterprise Class L : Laser Class So : Solo Class C : Crew

GP : GP14 Class Lib : Hansa Liberty Tr : RS Tera Class A : R/O Assistant
H : Handicap P : Pursuit 2.4 : 2.4mR Class
IR : Intermediate Race

2020 Start of Summer Season

Date Duty Officer Time Event SB Driver Race Team

April 2020

Thur 2 Apr Start of Sailability Season

Sat 4 Apr Spring Challenge Trophy

0900 Powerboat Skills Assessment
0930 Cadet Training
1030 RS Tera Training

M Pascoe 1500 H - Spring Challenge Trophy D Targett L-3

Sun 5 Apr B Hill 1045 S, GP, K S Ward 2.4-2
1230 L, H, IR-1
1430 L, E, C/T/Lib H Speirs 2.4-2

Fri 10 Apr Good Friday – Club closed

Sat 11 Apr The Clubhouse Trophy

0930 Cadet Training
1030 RS Tera Training

J McGuinness 1357 P – The Clubhouse Trophy J Townsley So-3

Sun 12 Apr K Whyatt 1045 L, E, C/T/Lib K Whyatt K-4
1230 L, H, IR-2
1430 S, GP, K A Willis L-4

Mon 13 Apr Easter Monday – Club closed
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Sat 18 Apr 0900 Work Party

0900 Work Party to 1300

Sat 18 Apr 0930 Cadet Training
1030 RS Tera Training

D Innes 1500 H, 2.4, C/T/Lib S White GP-2

Sun 19 Apr I Gregory 1045 S, GP, K + RS 200 Super Sunday J Winchester L-6
1230 L, H, IR-3
1430 L, E, C/T/Lib H Stratton-Brown K-5

Wed 22 Apr 1900 New Members Welcome Evening Social

Wed 22 Apr Start of Wednesday Evening Racing

I Gregory 1900 H, C/Tr N Carruthers I Gregory
C: N Carruthers crew A: N Millard

Sat 25 Apr RYA Training – Saturday mornings

Sat 25 Apr Lark Inlands and Lark Open Meeting R/O Hugh Marston
(alongside club racing)

Sat 25 Apr 1115 Cadet Training
1200 RS Tera Training

C Brown 1500 Lark C Hudson L-1
1505 H
1510 2.4
1515 C/T/Lib

Approx1630 Lark Second Race C Dutton Laser Class

Sun 26 Apr Videlo Globe (MYG)

Sun 26 Apr Lark Inlands and Lark Open Meeting R/O Hugh Marston
RS 200 Open Meeting

Sun 26 Apr C Ellis am: T Flintham Laser Class
am: P Mutton
pm: O Griffiths
pm: O Hudson

Wed 29 Apr 10R & Marblehead Open Meeting (MYG)

Wed 29 Apr G Butler 1900 H, C/Tr J Townsley B Taylor
C: G Butler A: P Schroeder

May 2020

Sat 2 May RYA Training – Saturday mornings

Sat 2 May 1115 Cadet Training
1200 RS Tera Training

S Law 1500 H, 2.4, C/T/Lib R Dean So-4

Sun 3 May I Barrett 1045 L, E, C/T/Lib N Hardie 2.4-3
1230 L, H, IR-4
1430 S, GP, K T Hallifax 2.4-3

Wed 6 May M Pascoe 1900 H, C/Tr T Flintham M Pascoe
C: P Neville Jones A: A Howlett
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Fri 8 May The May Knott Trophy, also part of Reddie Trophy series

A McEwan 1127 P A McEwan GP-3
1400 H N Royse K-6

Sat 9 May RYA Training – Saturday mornings

Sat 9 May Open Day – Push The Boat Out

Sat 9 May 1115 Cadet Training
1200 RS Tera Training

R Carter 1500 H, 2.4, C/T/Lib N Carruthers E-3

Sun 10 May Signet Open Meeting (alongside club racing)

Sun 10 May J Dolton 1045 S, GP, K S Ward E-4
1230 L, H, IR-5
1430 L, E, C/T/Lib S Bennett K-7

Wed 13 May C Ellis 1900 H, C/Tr S Bennett C Ellis
C: A Law A: C Ellis crew

Sat 16 May RYA Training – Saturday mornings

Sat 16 May 2.4mR Open Meeting R/O Dan Shaw

1115 Cadet Training
1200 RS Tera Training

Sat 16 May I Barrett 1500 H R Banes-Walker L-7
1505 C/T/Lib

Approx1600 2.4mR First Race K Whyatt Sailability

Sun 17 May 2.4mR Open Meeting R/O Dan Shaw

Sun 17 May B Hill am: N Carruthers Enterprise Class
am: T Hallifax
pm: R Miller
pm: O Hudson

Wed 20 May S Law 1900 H, C/Tr B Chaplin J Brooker
C: D Farmer A: S Law

Sat 23 May 0930 Cadet Training
1200 RS Tera Training

D Innes 1500 H, 2.4, C/T/Lib I Cherrill So-5

Sun 24 May S Duckworth 1045 L, E, C/T/Lib A Dance GP-4
1230 L, H
1430 S, GP, K + RS 200 Super Sunday O Griffiths L-8

Mon 25 May Spring Bank Holiday – part of Reddie Trophy series

G Butler 1127 P B Draper K-8
1400 H C Henly E-5

Tue 26 May – Fri 29 May RYA Training

Wed 27 May I Soars 1900 H, C/Tr I Soars K Gilbert
C: S Gregory A: J Rust
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Sat 30 May RYA Training – Saturday mornings

Sat 30 May 1115 Cadet Training
1200 RS Tera Training

J Haine 1500 H, 2.4, C/T/Lib H Speirs GP-5

Sun 31 May J Brooker 1045 S, GP, K T Flintham L-9
1230 L, H
1430 L, E, C/T/Lib P Trevan So-1

June 2020

Wed 3 Jun K Whyatt 1900 H, C/Tr K Whyatt D Youll
C: K Whyatt crew A: D Youll crew

Sat 6 Jun RYA Training – Saturday mornings

Sat 6 Jun 1115 Cadet Training
1200 RS Tera Training

J Denyer 1500 H, 2.4, C/T/Lib C Eplett K-1

Sun 7 Jun D Innes 1045 L, E, C/T/Lib D Hawkins GP-2
1230 L, H
1430 S, GP, K C Dutton E-1

Wed 10 Jun D Innes 1900 H, C/Tr C Dutton D Innes
C: E Taylor A: D Innes crew

Sat 13 Jun RYA Training – Saturday mornings

Sat 13 Jun 1115 Cadet Training
1200 RS Tera Training

J Dolton 1500 H, 2.4, C/T/Lib J Dolton K-2

Sun 14 Jun R Anstey 1045 S, GP, K + RS 200 Super Sunday A Willis L-5
1230 L, H
1430 L, E, C/T/Lib S Lawrence So-2

Wed 17 Jun J Dolton 1900 H, C/Tr J Dolton J Marriott
C: J Barton A: K Hedley

Sat 20 Jun RYA Training – Saturday mornings

Sat 20 Jun 1330 Winter Series Prize Giving

Sat 20 Jun 1115 Cadet Training
1200 RS Tera Training

1330 Winter Series Prize Giving

N Holden 1500 H, 2.4, C/T/Lib J Everson GP-7

Sun 21 Jun M Pascoe 1045 L, E, C/T J Townsley 2.4-1
1230 L, H
1430 S, GP, K B Grimwood 2.4-1

Wed 24 Jun J McGuinness 1900 H, C/Tr C Eplett R Beere
C: S Bond A: J McGuinness

Sat 27 Jun The 10 Hour Race and Summer BBQ

M Pascoe 0900 Race Start Volunteers Volunteers
1900 Race End
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Sun 28 Jun Vintage Merlin Rocket Open Meeting (alongside club racing)

Sun 28 Jun T Masterton 1045 S, GP, K D Targett Tr-1
1230 L, H
1430 L, E, C/T/Lib H Stratton-Brown Tr-2

July 2020

Wed 1 Jul I Gregory 1900 H, C/Tr N Carruthers I Gregory
C: N Carruthers crew A: N Millard

Fri 3 Jul 1730 New Racers’ Pre-Meet & Advice

D Innes 1900 Social Sailing & tbd
Race Development for members wanting to race

Sat 4 Jul 0930 Cadet Training
1030 RS Tera Training

I Soars 1430 H, 2.4, C/T/Lib I Soars C-1

Sun 5 Jul J Denyer 1045 L, E, C/T S White GP-8
1230 L, H
1430 S, GP, K S Ward C-2

Wed 8 Jul G Butler 1900 H, C/Tr J Townsley B Taylor
C: G Butler A: P Schroeder

Fri 10 Jul K Whyatt 1900 Social Sailing & tbd
Race Development for members wanting to race

Evening class sponsor – GP14 Class

Sat 11 Jul 0930 Cadet Training
1030 RS Tera Training

J McGuinness 1430 H, 2.4, C/T/Lib B Larder So-3

Sun 12 Jul K Whyatt 1045 S, GP, K + RS 200 Super Sunday J Winchester L-2
1230 L, H
1430 L, E, C/T K Whyatt K-3

Wed 15 Jul M Pascoe 1900 H, C/Tr T Flintham M Pascoe
C: P Neville Jones A: A Howlett

Fri 17 Jul A Bradford 1900 Social Sailing & tbd
Race Development for members wanting to race

Evening class sponsor – K Class

Sat 18 Jul 0930 Cadet Training
1030 RS Tera Training

I Barrett 1430 H, 2.4, C/T/Lib C Hudson E-2

Sun 19 Jul Solo and Comet Open Meeting R/O Jeremy Hudson

Sun 19 Jul J Haine am: D Spillan-Ind GP14 Class
am: B Draper
pm: N Carruthers
pm: S White

Wed 22 Jul K Whyatt 1900 H, C/Tr K Whyatt D Youll
C: Whyatt crew A: D Youll crew

Fri 24 Jul Sailability BBQ
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Sat 25 Jul 0930 Cadet Training
1030 RS Tera Training

N Holden 1430 H, 2.4, C/T/Lib R Dean GP-1

Sun 26 Jul B Hill 1045 L, E, C/T N Hardie 2.4-2
1230 L, H
1430 S, GP, K O Griffiths 2.4-2

Mon 27 Jul – Fri 31 Jul RYA Training

Wed 29 Jul S Law 1900 H, C/Tr B Chaplin J Brooker
C: D Farmer A: S Law

Fri 31 Jul M Pascoe 1900 Social Sailing & tbd
Race Development for members wanting to race

Evening class sponsor – 2.4mR Class

August 2020

Sat 1 Aug 0930 Cadet Training
1030 RS Tera Training

J Haine 1430 H, 2.4, C/T/Lib B Chaplin So-6

Sun 2 Aug S Duckworth 1045 S, GP, K R Miller L-3
1230 L, H
1430 L, E, C/T N Royse GP-6

Wed 5 Aug I Soars 1900 H, C/Tr I Soars K Gilbert
C: S Gregory A: J Rust

Fri 7 Aug D Innes 1900 Social Sailing & tbd
Race Development for members wanting to race

Evening class sponsor – Solo Class

Sat 8 Aug 0930 Cadet Training
1030 RS Tera Training

C Brown 1430 H, 2.4, C/T/Lib P Trevan L-1

Sun 9 Aug R Anstey 1045 L, E, C/T S Bennett K-4
1230 L, H
1430 S, GP, K + RS 200 Super Sunday T Hallifax L-5

Wed 12 Aug D Innes 1900 H, C/Tr C Dutton D Innes
C: E Taylor A: D Innes crew

Fri 14 Aug J Denyer 1900 Social Sailing & tbd
Race Development for members wanting to race

Evening class sponsor – Laser Class

Sat 15 Aug 0930 Cadet Training
1030 RS Tera Training

T Masterton 1430 H, 2.4, C/T/Lib I Cherrill K-5

Sun 16 Aug R Carter 1045 S, GP, K R Banes-Walker E-3
1230 L, H
1430 L, E, C/T C Henly So-5

Tue 18 Aug – Fri 21 Aug RYA Training

Wed 19 Aug J Dolton 1900 H, C/Tr J Dolton J Marriott
C: J Barton A: K Hedley
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Fri 21 Aug R Carter 1900 Social Sailing & tbd
Race Development for members wanting to race

Evening class sponsor – Enterprise Class

Sat 22 Aug 0930 Cadet Training
1030 RS Tera Training

G Butler 1430 H, 2.4, C/T/Lib A Dance GP-3

Sun 23 Aug J Dolton 1045 L, E, C/T J Dolton 2.4-3
1230 L, H
1430 S, GP, K T Flintham 2.4-3

Wed 26 Aug C Ellis 1900 H, C/Tr S Bennett C Ellis
C: A Law A: C Ellis crew

Sat 29 Aug 0930 Cadet Training
1030 RS Tera Training

I Gregory 1430 H, 2.4, C/T/Lib S Lawrence L-6

Sun 30 Aug S Law 1045 S, GP, K B Grimwood E-4
1230 L, H
1430 L, E, C/T D Hawkins So-4

Mon 31 Aug August Bank Holiday – part of Reddie Trophy series

C Ellis 1400 H C Eplett K-7
including Vice president’s Cup (helms over 65)

September 2020

Sat 5 Sep 0930 Cadet Training
1030 RS Tera Training

S Duckworth 1430 H, 2.4, C/T/Lib B Larder GP-4

Sun 6 Sep S Nee 1045 L, E, C/T J Everson K-6
1230 L, H
1430 S, GP, K C Dutton L-7

Wed 9 Sep IOM Open Meeting “Nick’s Knotts” (MYG)

Sat 12 Sep Laser Std, Radial & 4.7 Open Meeting R/O Chris Ellis

Sat 12 Sep C Brown am: B Chaplin K Class
am: H Stratton-Brown
pm: P Mutton
pm: H Speirs

Sun 13 Sep G Butler 1045 S, GP, K + RS 200 Super Sunday R Miller L-8
1230 L, H
1430 L, E, C/T B Draper K-8

Wed 16 Sep Hansa Open Meeting R/O Graham Howlett

Sat 19 Sep 0930 Cadet Training
1030 RS Tera Training

T Masterton 1430 H, 2.4, C/T/Lib J Townsley E-5

Sun 20 Sep RS Tera Open Meeting R/O Simon Lomas-Clarke

Sun 20 Sep I Soars Tera Parents Tera Parents
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Sat 26 Sep Club of the Year Trophy

0930 Cadet Training
1030 RS Tera Training

J Denyer 1427 P – Club of the Year Trophy S Ward GP-5

Sun 27 Sep J Brooker 1045 L, E, C/T S White So-1
1230 L, H
1430 S, GP, K A Willis L-9

October 2020

Sat 3 Oct 0930 Cadet October Training

I Barrett 1430 H, 2.4, C/T/Lib D Targett C-1

Sun 4 Oct N Holden 1045 S, GP, K J Winchester E-1
1230 L, H
1430 L, E, C/T B Chaplin GP-7

Sat 10 Oct 0930 Cadet October Training

M Pascoe 1430 H, 2.4, C/T/Lib D Spillan-Ind C-2

Sun 11 Oct GP14 and Enterprise Open Meeting R/O Bruce Hill

Sun 11 Oct R Carter am: B Grimwood Solo Class +
am: J Townsley 2.4mR Class
pm: S Lawrence
pm: P Trevan

Sat 17 Oct 0930 Cadet October Training

S Nee 1430 H, 2.4, C/T/Lib R Dean C-1

Sun 18 Oct M Pascoe 1045 L, E, C/T N Royse 2.4-1
1230 L, H
1430 S, GP, K + RS 200 Super Sunday T Hallifax 2.4-1

Sat 24 Oct 0930 Cadet Training
1030 RS Tera Training

S Law 1430 H, 2.4, C/T/Lib N Hardie C-2

Sun 25 Oct HELM OF THE YEAR – open to all
and “P-Plate” (those completing their RYA level 2 after 1 Jan 2019)

G Butler 1027 P O Hudson GP-6
1300 H P Trevan K-3
1305 “P-Plate’ (those completing their RYA level 2 after 1 Jan 2016)

Fri 30 Oc Sailability Laying Up Supper

Sat 31 Oct Last Sailability Session

Sat 31 Oct 0900 Work Party

0900 Work Party to 1300

Sat 31 Oct 0930 Cadet Training
1030 RS Tera Training

I Soars 1430 H, 2.4, C/T/Lib I Soars Tr-2

End of Summer Season
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WINTER RACING – 2020–21
Programme start times (unless otherwise stated)

Saturday Cadet Training, RS Tera Training 10:00
Intermediate Coaching 10:30
Handicap Race 14:00
Cadet/RS Tera/Liberty Race 14:05

Sunday Class and Handicap racing:
First start in first flight of races 10:30
Handicap Race 12:15
Intermediate Handicap Race 12:20
First start in second flight of races 14:00

Interval between each class start is five minutes.
Pursuit races: offsets of class start times as in Appendix A

2.4mR will race on Sunday afternoons
Intermediate handicap races: for 2019 / 2020 RYA course and Intermediate Coaching students

2020–21 Start of Winter Season

Date Duty Officer Time Event SB Helm Race Team

November 2020

Sun 1 Nov A McEwan 1030 S, GP, K O Griffiths L-1
1215 H
1400 2.4, L, E, C/T/Lib I Cherrill So-2

Sat 7 Nov 1000 Cadet Training, RS Tera Training
1030 Intermediate Coaching

J Denyer 1400 H, C/T/Lib A Dance GP-8

Sun 8 Nov Remembrance Sunday

D Innes 1100 Two Minutes Silence

1130 L, E, C/T/Lib J Everson GP-2
1400 2.4, S, GP, K A Willis L-2

Sat 14 Nov 1000 Cadet Training, RS Tera Training
1030 Intermediate Coaching

T Masterton 1400 H, C/T/Lib C Henly Tr-1

Sun 15 Nov A McEwan 1030 S, GP, K + RS 200 Super Sunday A McEwan E-2
1215 H
1400 2.4, L, E, C/T/Lib D Hawkins GP-1

Sat 21 Nov 1000 Cadet Training, RS Tera Training
1030 Intermediate Coaching

R Carter 1400 H, C/T/Lib R Banes-Walker E-3

Sun 22 Nov J McGuinness 1030 L, E, C/T/Lib C Eplett So-3
1215 H
1400 2.4, S, GP, K T Flintham L-4

Thur 26 No Sailability Forum
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Sat 28 Nov Christmas Party (Evening – Black Tie)

Sat 28 Nov 1000 Cadet Training, RS Tera Training
1030 Intermediate Coaching

J Dolton 1400 H, C/T/Lib J Dolton K-4

Sun 29 Nov J Haine 1030 S, GP, K C Dutton L-3
1215 H
1400 2.4, L, E, C/T/Lib B Larder So-6

December 2020

Sat 5 Dec 1000 Cadet Training, RS Tera Training
1030 Intermediate Coaching

S Law 1400 H, C/T/Lib H Speirs So-4

Sun 6 Dec R Anstey 1030 L, E, C/T/Lib N Carruthers K-5
1215 H
1400 2.4, S, GP, K + RS 200 Super Sunday R Miller L-5

Sat 12 Dec 1000 Cadet Training, RS Tera Training
1030 Intermediate Coaching

S Nee 1400 H, C/T/Lib S Bennett K-6

Sun 13 Dec I Gregory 1030 S, GP, K A McEwan L-6
1215 H
1400 2.4, L, E, C/T/Lib D Targett GP-3

Sat 19 Dec 1000 Cadet Training, RS Tera Training

A McEwan 1400 H, C/T/Lib J Townsley E-4

Sun 20 Dec C Ellis 1030 L, E, C/T/Lib K Ferguson K-7
1215 H, IR-1
1400 2.4, S, GP, K K Ferguson L-7

Sat 26 Dec Boxing Day – Keene Cup

R Anstey 1057 P K Ferguson So-5

Sun 27 Dec K Whyatt 1030 S, GP, K J Winchester L-8
1215 H, IR-2
1400 2.4, L, E, C/T/Lib K Whyatt K-8

Mon 28 Dec Substitute Bank Holiday (Boxing Day) – Club Closed

January 2021

Fri 1 Jan New Year’s Day – Newbery Shield

S Duckworth 1327 P K Ferguson GP-4

Sat 2 Jan 1000 Cadet Training, RS Tera Training

A McEwan 1400 H, C/T/Lib A McEwan E-5

Sun 3 Jan N Holden 1030 L, E, C/T/Lib D Spillan-Ind GP-7
1215 H, IR-3
1400 2.4, S, GP, K T Hallifax L-9

Sat 9 Jan 1000 Cadet Training, RS Tera Training

J Brooker 1400 H, C/T/Lib O Hudson So-1
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Sun 10 Jan Summer Series Prize Giving

Sun 10 Jan D Innes 1030 S, GP, K + RS 200 Super Sunday O Griffiths E-1
1215 Summer Series Prize Giving
1400 2.4, L, E, C/T/Lib N Hardie GP-2

Sat 16 Jan 1000 Cadet Training, RS Tera Training

J Brooker 1400 H, C/T/Lib P Trevan GP-6

Sun 17 Jan C Brown 1030 L, E, C/T/Lib N Royse K-2
1215 H, IR-4
1400 2.4, S, GP, K R Dean L-1

Sat 23 Jan 1000 Cadet Training, RS Tera Training

J Brooker 1400 H, C/T/Lib N Carruthers So-2

Sun 24 Jan T Masterton 1030 S, GP, K R Banes-Walker Tr-1
1215 H, IR-5
1400 2.4, L, E, C/T/Lib S Bennett GP-5

Fri 29 Jan 2000 Annual General Meeting

Sat 30 Jan 1000 Cadet Training, RS Tera Training

I Gregory 1400 H, C/T/Lib B Chaplin K-2

Sun 31 Jan J Haine 1030 L, E, C/T/Lib I Cherrill So-6
1215 H + Frensham Five 1
1400 2.4, S, GP, K (Frensham Five 2) A Willis Tr-2

February 2021

Sat 6 Feb 1000 Cadet Training, RS Tera Training
1030 Intermediate Coaching

J Dolton 1400 H, C/T/Lib J Dolton K-1

Sun 7 Feb J Denyer 1030 S, GP, K + RS 200 Super Sunday B Grimwood L-2
1215 H
1400 2.4, L, E, C/T/Lib C Henly GP-8

Sat 13 Feb 1000 Cadet Training, RS Tera Training
1030 Intermediate Coaching

G Butler 1400 H, C/T/Lib C Hudson K-3

Sun 14 Feb I Barrett 1030 L, E, C/T/Lib B Draper GP-1
1215 H + Frensham Five 3
1400 2.4, S, GP, K (Frensham Five 4) T Flintham E-2

Sat 20 Feb 1000 Cadet Training, RS Tera Training
1030 Intermediate Coaching

J McGuinness 1400 H, C/T/Lib C Eplett So-3

Sun 21 Feb S Nee 1030 S, GP, K C Dutton L-3
1215 H
1400 2.4, L, E, C/T/Lib D Hawkins K-6

Sat 27 Feb 1000 Cadet Training, RS Tera Training
1030 Intermediate Coaching

I Gregory 1400 H, C/T/Lib J Everson L-6
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Sun 28 Feb R Carter 1030 L, E, C/T/Lib B Larder K-1
1215 H + Frensham Five 5
1400 2.4, S, GP, K (Frensham Five 6) D Targett E-3

March 2021

Sat 6 Mar 1000 Cadet Training, RS Tera Training
1030 Intermediate Coaching

S Law 1400 H, C/T/Lib H Stratton-Brown So-4

Sun 7 Mar Frensham Frenzy R/O Andy Shorrock

Sun 7 Mar R Anstey incl Lark Frensham Five 7 & 8 am: I Soars L-5
am: H Speirs
pm: H Stratton-Brown K-5
pm: S Lawrence

Sat 13 Mar 0930 Cadet Training, RS Tera Training
1030 Intermediate Coaching

I Soars 1400 H, C/T/Lib I Soars GP-3

Sun 14 Mar S Duckworth 1030 S, GP, K + RS 200 Super Sunday S Ward L-4
1215 H
1400 2.4, L, E, C/T/Lib S White GP-4

Sat 20 Mar Cadet Open R/O Keith Videlo

Sat 20 Mar S Nee Cadet Parents Cadet Parents

Sun 21 Mar C Ellis 1030 L, E, C/T/Lib A Dance K-7
1215 H + Frensham Five 9, I
1400 2.4, S, GP, K (Frensham Five 10) J Winchester E-4

Sat 27 Mar 0930 Cadet Training, RS Tera Training

K Whyatt 1400 H, C/T/Lib K Whyatt L-7

Sun 28 Mar Hemsley SuperPrix – open to all classes R/O Bruce Hill

B Hill 1030 4/5 short back to back races C Hudson So-5
1400 4/5 short back to back races D Spillan-Ind K-4

End of Winter Season
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Members’ List
(Key to last two columns at end)

Surname Firstname Mobile Telephone Memb. Ty. Duty

Adler Simon 07730 773939 FF So
Ahlheid Rob 07738 646376 01252 821684 FF K
Al-Azzawi Ali 01252 794632 FF
Alford Mark 01252 713050 Mid
Alger Glynn 07980 749621 01428 717328 F GP
Amadei Gian Luca 07932 424099 01428 643664 SC E
Angus James 07394 747280 YF Tr
Apse Katie 07733 331037 01428 641740 Mid
Askew Chris 07711 314341 YF Tr
Austen Miles 07799 768228 01252 718885 FF K
Ayres Godfrey 07843 001206 01428 683679 F K

Baber Guy 07789 363935 FF GP
Baker Ray 07748 400955 01252 330674 R So
Baldey Richard 07770 888617 01483 578474 MY
Banes-Walker Richard 07968 587642 01252 795955 YF SB
Barker-Yates Lucy 07961 857333 YF K
Barrat John 07802 431370 01252 793546 R GP
Barrett Ivor 07711 162083 01428 607319 R
Barrow Nigel 01420 23365 H
Barton John 07540 421015 F So
Barton Stephen 07795 036864 RF
Bayly Nigel 07966 244139 01428 714864 R K
Beere Rob 07891 154207 01252 629038 F L
Bennett Chris 07810 631599 F L
Bennett Stefan 07941 272358 07941 272358 F SB
Best Howard 07803 762208 01252 790727 R E
Betterley Nick 07775 680617 01483 480367 FF L
Billowes Alex 07717 416800 F GP
Blackman John 07836 551601 01252 781831 R So
Blackwell Andrew 01252 790794 FF
Blake Steve 07976 846535 FF GP
Bond Simon 07557 760991 FF K
Bonner Ted 07837 177868 01252 793135 R E
Bourne Charlie 07827 358252 01428 682528 FF L
Bown Vanessa 07982 269823 FF K
Boyd Bob 02392 594649 R E
Boys Colin 01252 675004 R
Bradbury Karin 07799 562058 01252 702440 F L
Bradford Andy 07768 747968 01420 562114 F GP
Bradley Lee 07968 864931 FF K
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Surname Firstname Mobile Telephone Memb. Ty. Duty

Brand Ann 07803 361017 01252 672642 F L
Brett Doug 01428 609121 S L
Brewster Andrea 01428 712346 H
Brewster Mike 07985 933626 01428 712346 R K
Bridge Victoria 07776 210021 01428 642625 YF K
Brierley Stuart 07778 343644 01730 268752 Mid
Brink Elise 07591 111622 OP
Brock Nigel 07876 043417 01252 542083 MY
Bromhead Paul 01483 308421 FF So
Brooker Stephen 07790 491197 01420 85331 H,FF So
Brooks Paul 07799 771937 01962 886757 MY
Brown Chris 07973 431510 01428 712122 FF L
Brown Ian 07498 503419 01252 734036 F L
Brown Tony 07982 152243 02392 598123 MY
Buckton Rob 07557 119608 01252 781501 FF K
Burnett Stuart 07791 342622 OP
Burns Lindsay 01428 712942 R 2.4
Butler Carly 07919 894004 FF Tr
Butler Graham 07767 865632 01252 786108 F
Buttler Michael 0790 004 8688 01252 792550 Mid

Callan Patrick 07825 134459 R So
Campbell Ian 07711 793858 01372 273855 R 2.4
Carew-Jones David 07539 870236 07810 632942 F L
Carey Alice 07877 821767 RF
Carr Nick 07803 856780 02088 785632 F E
Carruthers Neil 07788 132061 01252 790292 FF SB
Carter Roger 07900 245749 01252 620316 R E
Castle Bob 01483 726926 H
Caygill David 07980 571375 01252 479407 FF C
Chaplin Brendan 07710 703967 01483 428100 R SB
Chapman Paul 07742 542745 RF
Chapple Paul 01252 645043 F L
Cherrill Ian 07973 285999 FF SB
Child David 07711 995704 Mid
Christie Mike 07967 225002 02083 912338 MY
Clarke James 07976 341360 01252 795769 Mid
Clibborn Nick 01252 311982 R 2.4
Colbourne Michael 01428 653775 Mid
Coley Graham 07810 510070 01264 737474 MY
Collet Sue 07906 941524 01483 570497 SC GP
Conway Matthew 07703 491399 RF
Cook Doug 07799 765225 YF K
Cook Nicholas 07850 562410 01425 280589 F 2.4
Cooper Amanda 07786 686265 01252 726075 OP
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Surname Firstname Mobile Telephone Memb. Ty. Duty

Cooper Clive 07825 985348 01403 752487 MY
Cooper Philip 07710 043792 01483 421718 F L
Corbett Jonathan 07786 950139 YF C
Cowan Karen 01428 713560 RF
Cox Jeremy 07971 644467 01306 882541 Mid
Craig Nick 07795 671319 OP
Craven Bruce 07956 291722 FF GP
Crew Richard 07830 264592 01483 273834 MY
Crick Amy 07810 492594 01252 781803 S
Cruise Peter 07802 201058 F So
Cushing Pat 01420 83555 L

Dakin Jonathan 07949 573555 01252 706804 F L
Dance Alan 07840 561714 01483 429125 R SB
Daunter Kerrie 07425 990905 YF C
Davies John 07794 251483 MY
Deacon Tim 01428 714192 FF So
Dean Richard 07542 053944 01252 792810 FF SB
Denyer Jon 07570 390662 01252 716640 F GP
Dolton Jeff 07703 858413 01428 714843 F SB
Draper Brian 01252 719731 01252 718192 R SB
Drysdale Jane 07905 895577 01420 549663 F GP
Duckworth Stuart 07899 062842 01428 643435 R GP
Dudhill Andrew 07908 178788 01252 622088 F K
Dunn Anthony 07710 421054 01428 609457 MY
Dunphy Jim 07527 810048 01252 726449 R L
Dutton Colin 01428 608284 R SB
Dyer Stella 01483 571758 L

East Lionel 01252 724805 R
East Nigel 07802 386838 01252 734060 YF C
Easton Rita 07810 367633 01428 707619 FF GP
Elithorn Cav 07866 480172 RF
Ellis Chris 07917 365457 01256 703402 L K
English Kenny 07971 997025 01252 718842 FF K
Eplett Clive 07966 292430 01428 656949 H,F SB
Etherton Peter 07500 724348 01420 23557 R
Everitt Mike 07979 070748 F 2.4
Everson Jessica 07955 224782 S SB

Fairhurst Becks 07946 511863 01428 723733 RF
Farmer David 07842 076896 01252 675796 R L
Farnell-Watson Tim 07870 593415 01252 444583 FF GP
Farthing Stewart 07443 584539 01428 658560 FF E
Ferguson Karen 07872 006312 01252 845232 FF SB
Fitzpatrick Peter 07793 965375 01483 824972 Mid
Flintham Tom 07776 203091 01256 703606 R SB
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Footer Mike 07789 097637 01962 861061 F So
Foster Cathy 07771 784447 01962 863601 L
Franklin Toby 01252 722522 FF L
Frith Nigel 07432 704041 YF L
Fry Richard 07980 549204 01252 721567 FF GP

Garlick Nick 07810 552072 01252 781744 FF K
Gates Sarah 07812 601330 F GP
Gay Christopher 07587 142969 F K
Gilbert Caroline 07969 344547 01428 605275 A
Gilbert Katrina 07866 845968 01420 88172 F K
Gilbert Roger 01428 658352 FF K
Gillard Chris 07711 550922 01420 562333 F L
Gillett Mark 07771 978570 01428 608215 F So
Glasgow Matthew 07859 072122 01428 682856 F E
Goldsmith David 07990 510466 01420 87048 FF L
Goodall Tony 07901 141301 01252 721531 R 2.4
Goodchild Josephine 07970 049003 01483 861870 YF Tr
Goodwin Philip 01489 861222 Mid
Goult Fiona 07770 581848 01252 716157 FF C
Grant Alison 07984 014839 F 2.4
Greenwood Mark 07860 157257 01428 727040 F 2.4
Gregory Ian 07811 382888 01252 834347 F L
Gregory Steve 01420 562880 F So
Griffiths Oliver 07760 665993 01252 793076 F SB
Grimwood Brian 01252 850089 L SB
Grist Colette 07879 406923 01420 23510 YF C
Gunner Xavier 07768 763066 01256 381839 Mid
Gupta Suita 0782 8891197 01483 527797 RF

Haine John 01428 604703 R So
Hallifax Trevor 07798 653271 01252 343530 F SB
Halliwell Andy 07952 048765 01252 795378 YF Tr
Hamilton Ian 07910 304053 F GP
Hardie Neil 07850 934184 01252 719762 FF SB
Harding Richard 07527 603499 FF Tr
Hardy Julia 07931 357101 FF L
Harris Rachel 07810 644895 YF C
Hart Richard 07772 534811 01489 575327 H
Hawkins David 07778 666714 01252 713290 L SB
Hay David 07773 049896 01252 715130 F E
Hazeldine Ben 07771 884514 01428 713060 OP
Headleand Graham 07929 713947 01420 488909 F L
Hedley Kate 07941 251619 01403 732961 F 2.4
Henly David 07901 855084 01252 715659 FF SB
Herbert Mark 07899 978724 01252 820583 FF GP
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Hereward Julian 07969 477728 01483 571300 L
Hetem Graham 07813 032130 MY
Hicks Andrew 07544 058243 01730 265010 R E
Hill Bruce 07836 203871 01420 487127 F 2.4
Hill Steve 07506 593684 01903 417768 MY
Hilton Adrian 07702 884509 FF L
Hinde Vicki 07715 291928 01428 682153 F L
Holden Neil 07748 368654 01252 640011 FF GP
Hollingdale Mark 07713 627336 Mid
Howlett Graham 01483 421035 L L
Hudson Conor 07927 178727 F SB
Hudson Jeremy 07979 037215 01428 654204 F K
Hudson Oliver 07926 934534 01428 713068 F SB
Hufton Nigel 07870 591511 01252 725096 F K

Innes David 01483 894993 F GP

Jackson Sarah 07713 141595 01252 447158 F E
Jaffa James Mid
Johnson Alan 07894 967887 01252711 839 R 2.4
Johnson Ian 07909 660990 01252 620606 R E
Jones Joanna 07590 835161 YF K
Jordan David 07422 514625 01256 702362 R So
Jourdain Clive 01252 794171 Mid

Kataria Dhiren 07775 060401 01403 269636 F E
Kawamura Kazuko 07720 053924 01252 733941 F E
Kemp Martin 01276 64737 F So
Kenny Paul 07732 756271 F L
Kerridge John 04477 305876 01252 793713 FF GP
Kettell Dean 07471 931932 F So
Khaksar Rebecca 07527 489698 RF
King Hilary 07760 162313 01276 507807 FF So
King Michael 07596 923260 01252 890363 RF
Kingston David 07930 575464 01252 717635 FF GP
Kingston Paul 07747 844054 01252 662077 Mid
Kirby Peter 07592 912586 01483 730285 MY
Knight Robinson Mark 07961 300750 01252 792121 F L
Kuhnert Kirsten 07802 508246 FF K

Lance Derek 01252 715145 MY
Larder Bob 07747 847747 01428 713816 F SB
Lavan Gary 07590 570351 F GP
Law Adrian 07970 729355 01428 604307 FF So
Law Simon 07774 748784 FF So
Lawrence Steven 07776 152489 01428 609293 FF SB
Lear Martin 07949 565634 01252 711832 Mid
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Leatherby James 01428 652173 Mid
Lehane Shaun 07548 690204 01252 315085 R
Leigh Raymond 07732 986973 01252 653961 Mid
Lewis Rupert 07557 970878 01428 608395 FF Tr
Little David 07946 709585 01252 719647 FF C
Livingstone Michael 07921 910326 01252 794020 FF L
Lo Iacono Helen 07596 459682 RF
Lomas-Clarke Simon 07760 372242 01252 721286 FF Tr

Majury Andy 07757 744532 01252 691024 SC E
Marchant Dominic 07748 880655 01403 820268 OP
Marquis Christopher 07940 552791 FF GP
Marriott Amy 07973 192747 RF
Marriott John 07885 574854 01420 563935 F So
Marshall Kevin 07710 113838 01428 644080 FF L
Marston Cat 07799 097221 07799 097221 OP
Marston Hugh 07920 081707 01420 489549 F
Martin Peter 01428 605956 MY
Maslin Jon 01483 429461 MY
Masterton Tessa 07974 933207 FF Tr
May Richard 01428 723285 F L
Mayson Keith 01428 607888 MY
McEwan Alastair 07860 191199 0203 6855769 FF SB
McGuinness John 07701 056905 01252 715042 FF So
McHale Helen 07973 446867 FF K
McKay Peter 07958 015754 FF Tr
Mee Antony 07787 767772 01428 651958 FF E
Meehan Simon 07973 406342 01420 538092 F 2.4
Mercer Anna 07583 491728 01252 710920 S
Millar Simon 07746 520200 01252 522106 R GP
Millard Nev 07903 247488 01784 211677 F 2.4
Miller Alison 07816 749829 01428 288873 FF L
Miller Roger 07583 442147 01428 722859 R SB
Mills Paul 07966 452256 Mid
Mitchell Peter 07799 053888 01252 716924 MY
Moger Richard 07595 286867 FF E
Molony Geraldine 07990 520337 01252 710815 F So
Moore Richard 07889 691831 FF L
Moreton Trevor 07980 213736 01276 513864 F L
Morgan Steve 07891 900244 01428 712667 F L
Morley Jim 01420 538688 R
Mundy Keith 07879 512287 01252 616524 SC E
Mutch Nick 01252 797103 FF K
Mutton Philip 07956 742030 R GP
Mycroft Tim 07971 478721 YF C
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Nee Sean 07842 571413 FF K
Nevett Kate 07880 993658 01428 684096 FF L
Nevile Rupert 07976 351326 01420 23286 FF K
Neville Jones Peter 07825944 476 01737 761997 F L
Nicholson Bruce 07979 720547 01252 727658 F So
Niemiro Lorynda 07980 932038 01428 712203 Mid
Niven Craig 07767 497400 FF L
Noble Richard 07425 179569 02392 461824 F L
Noyau Richard 07500 310586 01483 502816 F L

O’Brien Richard 01730 301429 F GP
O’Reilly Matthew 07738 558464 F L
Osborne Martin 07702 975115 01428 644824 Mid

Padfield Bruce 07854 622339 01628 639759 R 2.4
Page Bob 07980 827970 01420 549161 R GP
Palethorpe Roger 07833 765940 01252 792187 R GP
Parrott Keith 01252 617919 MY
Partridge Annabel 07586 787408 01420 587352 F E
Pascoe Megan 07952 411017 F 2.4
Passmore Paul 07879 482002 01428 654648 FF GP
Paton Sarah 07910 347575 01252 820661 RF
Payne Richard 01276 34816 F L
Pearce Chris 01730 815159 MY
Pearce Roger 07810 363644 01276 20620 MY
Pearson John 07786 240726 01483 428987 F L
Phillips Jim 07747 734359 01420 477830 MY
Phillips Paul 07572 440724 01189 462241 F 2.4
Piccinni Lorenzo 07523 211968 F GP
Pinner Matthew 07813 199495 FF K
Pisasale Anthony 07963 068535 FF E
Pite David 07919 601108 01483 208409 F E
Platt Neil 07824 364456 01252 794664 FF E
Pozerskis Katy 07771 665965 01420 80357 F L
Pravda Michael 07900 698784 01252 793277 R So
Procter Neil 07834 726929 01730 813275 FF E
Prosser Myron 01784 436168 R 2.4

Railton Keith 07764 964164 MY
Raven James 07795 331933 FF GP
Redpath Mike 01420 477693 H
Reed Pat 01252 795754 MY
Regan Kevin 07802 809677 01252 725643 F L
Renn Peter 07754 195314 01730 893067 F So
Rhodes Sylvia 01276 31507 R
Robb Christopher 07790 614935 01428 656292 MY
Robinson Adrian 07941 353541 OP
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Ross Andrew 07586 295630 FF L
Rowatt Neil 07770 863030 01252 793143 FF E
Rowell Crispin 07850 766468 02079 932599 YF C
Royse Nick 07530 254242 01252 624402 R SB
Rust Jenny 07968 291768 F K

Schlaeppi Tony 07762 918131 01428 605068 MY
Schroeder Paul 07759 355164 01784 466651 R 2.4
Scott Sam 07588 502673 F So
Shaw Dan 07703 318902 01483 236252 F K
Shepherd James 07833 441366 01252 703611 FF C
Sherwood Deb 07970 809542 RF
Shorrock Andy 07879 628214 01252 703045 FF K
Sizer Valerie 01252 543362 L
Skeels-Piggins Talan 07900 892920 F 2.4
Skirrow Lisa 07931 661996 01428 712100 FF E
Slump Peter 01252 790107 FF C
Smith Charles 01483 429792 MY
Smith David 07983 834764 01483 822976 R So
Soars Iain 07799 883543 01252 625801 FF SB
Speirs Erika 07973 837166 01252 716289 FF SB
Spillan-Ind Darran 07917 386432 01252 404271 F SB
Stainsby Andrew 07584 574626 F K
Starbuck David 01428 722481 R E
Steventon Tony 01344 875114 FF GP
Stewart Jamie 07980 547165 F So
Stewart Richard 07887 674467 Mid
Stichbury Bryan 01730 812485 MY
Stollery Roger 01483 421801 MY
Stratton-Brown Harry 07730 954794 01420 520347 FF SB
Stratton-Brown Toby 07717 782813 YF K
Stuart Miles 07989 332976 YF Tr
Sturgeon John 07980 603999 01252 623253 MY
Sumner Ray 01252 658824 R

Targett Marie-Therese 07824 339554 01252 723 391 YF SB
Tason John 07768 650595 FF So
Taylor Bryan 07947 253390 01428 685958 F GP
Taylor Emily 07968 197361 F
Taylor Kate 01428 727806 FF L
Taylor Steve 07970 573840 01428 644751 F E
Terrell Ben 07966 284065 01962 422476 FF K
Thompson Paul 07771 560371 02078 080313 YF Tr
Tiley Michael 01252 711645 R So
Todd Andrew 07808 771755 F GP
Townsley John 07742 923775 01252 617912 L SB
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Townsley Zoe 07854 373377 Mid
Traylor John 01483 346892 R GP
Trevan Paul 07450 171396 02392 594569 R SB
Troke-Thomas Bill 07717 571787 02083 993404 Mid
Trubridge Paul 07802 349388 FF GP
Tully Jon 07765 056449 F L
Tupper Nick 07789 058672 01420 88274 F K

Vaughan Alex 07876 248870 01252 850119 RF
Videlo Ian H
Videlo Keith 07894 575735 07887 525504 FF K
Videlo Mona 07894 575735 01483 728917 L

Wagerfield Dan 07734 328008 01483 415411 F So
Wakeford Victoria 07974 384742 01252 728273 F GP
Walford-Grant Jason 07989 563341 07778 353394 YF K
Walker Mark 07968 718606 01428 713662 YF
Wallis Peter 07785 780372 01256 363988 MY
Warburton Keith 07521 997551 01252 722737 MY
Ward Stuart 07725 761384 01428 643099 F SB
Watkiss Tessa 07720 397773 02089 460525 F 2.4
Watling Suze 07823 334022 01252 795945 FF E
Webb David 07714 169052 01252 616319 MY
Wells Emma 07980 393102 FF L
White Barry 01730 893041 MY
White Ed 07788 512559 FF GP
White Peter 07968 943216 01730 893658 R GP
White Stephen 07718 966390 01428 713852 F SB
Whitehead Graham 07836 338053 01252 329953 MY
Whitehouse Ben 07946 471454 01252 794147 RF
Whitney Philip 01483 422289 R K
Whyatt Kate 07884 262070 01252 624811 F SB
Wilkinson Ryan 07733 300091 01428 608096 S
Wilkinson Simon 01252 781366 FF L
Williams Lynda 01372 458911 SC K
Willis Andrew 07971 314560 07786 174915 F SB
Wilson Martin 07766 253413 MY
Winchester John 07774 853614 01428 606115 R SB
Wood Frank 07846 712101 01420 520314 MY
Woodd Peter 07843 095885 01252 702828 F 2.4
Woodhouse Bridget 07831 230152 01252 795797 SC GP
Woollen Geoff 07999 652602 01420 23489 F So
Wormwell Fiona 07799 067067 01428 717989 YF GP
Wright Chris 07798 796560 07428 642991 FF GP

Yelland Nicky 07827 331598 01252 714788 FF L
Youll David 01256 464835 R GP
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Young Judith 07771 556631 SC K
Young Nicholas 07867 536937 01372 841820 RF

Key:
Memb. Ty.

A Associate
F Full

FF Full Family
H Honorary

Mid Mid-Week
L Honorary Life

MY Model Yacht
OP Out of Port
R Retired

RF Restricted Family
S Student

SC Single Crew
W Winter
YF Youth Family

Key:
Duty

C Cadet
E Enterprise

GP GP14
K K Class
L Laser

Sa Sailabilty
SB Safety Boat Driver
So Solo
Tr RS Tera
2.4 2.4mR
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Rules of Frensham Pond Sailing Club
Revised 1 January 2018

1 Name
The name of the Club shall be Frensham Pond Sailing Club.

2 Aims

i The aims of the Club are to encourage amateur boat sailing and rac-
ing.

ii The Club is a non-profit making organisation. All profits and surpluses
will be used to maintain or improve the Club’s facilities. No profit or
surplus will be distributed.

3 Rules and By-Laws

i All members shall accept and abide by the Rules and By-laws of the
Club. The Rules may be altered or repealed and new Rules added
only by a resolution passed at a General Meeting of the Club, by
not less than two-thirds majority of those members entitled to vote,
present and voting. The notice of the General Meeting shall specify
the proposed alterations and the quorum shall be 21 members entitled
to vote. Such alterations shall be subject to approval by the Waverley
Borough Council.

ii The General Committee shall have the power to create, amend and
repeal the Club By-laws (not inconsistent with these Rules or the
covenants and stipulations contained in the Second Schedule of the
Lease and Licence dated 5th June 1964, between the Hambledon
Rural District Council and the Club), as amended by the agreement
with Waverley District Council and the Club dated January 1978 and
subsequent amendments, as they may from time to time think expedi-
ent for the management of the Club but such Club By-laws may at any
time be set aside by a resolution of a General Meeting of the Club.

iii Frensham Pond Sailability, a registered charitable company limited
by guarantee, shall be governed by the Memorandum and Articles
of Frensham Pond Sailability Limited and by the Rules of Frensham
Pond Sailability Limited as approved by the Frensham Pond Sailing
Club General Committee and as amended from time to time.

4 Election of Members

i Every candidate for membership of the Club shall be proposed by
a member entitled to vote. Every application must be proposed by
a Class Captain or member of the General Committee prior to sub-
mission of a completed application form to the Honorary Membership
Secretary. Membership will commence no sooner than 48 hours from
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the date of approval of the application by the General Committee.

ii Candidates (except those for Winter membership and training course
attendees) shall be elected by a majority of not less than two-thirds of
the members in a properly convened General Committee meeting.

iii Candidates for Winter membership may be accepted by the Honorary
Membership Secretary subject to any directions given by the General
Committee and provided that 48 hours have elapsed from the date of
approval of the application.

iv Candidates requiring Restricted Family membership for attendance
on Club RYA training courses may be accepted by the Training Prin-
cipal, subject to any directions given by the General Committee, and
provided that application acceptance is completed at least 48 hours
prior to course commencement.

v Candidates for Sailor and Helper membership of Frensham Pond Sail-
ability shall be accepted in accordance with the Rules of Frensham
Pond Sailability, subject to the directions given by the General Com-
mittee, and provided that application acceptance is completed at least
48 hours prior to the commencement of membership benefits.

vi Other than Honorary Life Members, no members shall be entitled to
any of the benefits or privileges of the Club until their entrance fees
and subscriptions have been paid.

vii Honorary Life Members and Honorary Members must be elected by
the General Committee by a two-thirds majority. For Honorary Life
Members, the General Committee’s proposals must be ratified by a
General Meeting of members.

5 Membership Categories

i Full Family Membership provides full sailing and social rights for two
named adults, residing at the same address, together with children up
to the age of 18, and/or ‘bona fide’ students from 18 up to 23, to whom
they are parent or guardian. This category carries voting rights for the
two adult members only, entitlement to a berth, subject to the terms
and conditions of the berth policy, and the requirement to undertake
duties.

ii Full Membership provides full sailing and social rights for the mem-
ber and social rights to a named partner and their children. This cat-
egory carries voting rights for only the full member, entitlement to a
berth, subject to the terms and conditions of the berth policy, and the
requirement to undertake duties.

iii Retired Membership provides full sailing and social rights for up to
two adults residing at the same address who have reached the State
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retirement age. This category carries voting rights (one vote per mem-
bership), entitlement to a berth, subject to the terms and conditions
of the berth policy, and the requirement for active sailing members to
undertake duties.

iv Student Membership is for ‘bona fide’ students who are in full time
education between the ages of 18 and 23, whose family are not mem-
bers. This category provides full sailing and social rights, carries vot-
ing rights, entitlement to a berth, subject to the terms and conditions
of the berth policy, and the requirement to undertake duties.

v Single Crew Membership entitles the member (over 18 years of age)
to crew with a member entitled to vote. This category carries social
rights, voting rights, helming in races where authorised, no berthing
rights but does require duties to be undertaken. It also provides social
rights to a named partner and their children.

vi Restricted Family Membership is open to families with junior sailors
under the age of 18 whose parents/guardians do not intend to sail.
All such children are entitled to helm during club supervised training
and to crew for others outside these periods. This category carries
social rights, but no voting or berthing rights and no entitlement to
bring a boat to the Club. This category is also used for those under
18 attending Club RYA training courses.

vii Youth Family Membership is open to families with sailors under the
age of 18 whose parents/guardians do not intend to sail. This cate-
gory includes full sailing and social rights for the children, social rights
for their parents/guardians and the right to bring one boat per child to
the Club. This category also includes entitlement to a berth per boat
if available at the normal fee, subject to the terms and conditions of
the berth policy, and the requirement for adult members to undertake
duties. It does not include voting rights.

viii Training Membership is for adults participating in RYA training cours-
es run by the Club and provides sailing and social rights to the adult
undertaking the course and social rights to a named partner and their
children for the remainder of the membership year. The category car-
ries no voting or berthing rights and no entitlement to bring a boat
to the Club. There is no entrance fee and the membership fee is
included in the course fee. If the member wishes to upgrade to an-
other membership category for the following membership year then
an entrance fee will be payable.

ix Out of Port Membership is available at the General Committee’s dis-
cretion for people who are members of the Club, however are unable
to attend the club for the year(s) in question (maybe moved away) and
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still want to remain in touch. They receive all the club mailings and are
entitled to visit the Club up to five times a year. The category carries
no voting rights and no entitlement to a berth.

x Sailor Membership shall be open to any person with a disability. This
will provide sailing rights for the member when using dinghies owned
by FPS, social rights to FPS and FPSC for the member and his or her
immediate family and/or partner and/or carer, no entitlement to vote
or obligation to undertake duties.

xi Helper Membership shall be open to persons actively offering their
help and expertise to Sailability. This will provide sailing rights for the
member when using dinghies owned by FPS, social rights to FPS and
FPSC for the member and his or her immediate family and/or partner,
no entitlement to vote or obligation to undertake duties.

xii Group Membership is for groups and schools. They pay either: one
Mid-Week fee and one berthing fee per boat for Mid-Week Member-
ship which is for sailing on the Pond from Monday to Friday inclusive,
excluding Public holidays; or one Full Family membership fee and
one berthing fee per boat making this membership available through-
out the year. When schools are using the facilities of the Club, pupils
must be under the supervision of a sailing instructor. Both variants of
this membership carry no voting rights and no requirement to under-
take duties.

xiii Mid-Week Membership provides full sailing rights from Monday to
Friday, excluding Public Holidays, for two named adults residing at the
same address, together with children up to the age of 18, and/or ‘bona
fide’ students from 18 to 23, to whom they are parent or guardian. This
membership carries limited berthing rights but no voting rights.

xiv Winter Membership is available for the Winter season, from the end
of October to the end of March. It provides full sailing and social rights
for helm, crew and children and one berth. Additional berths will be
charged at the appropriate berthing fee. There is no joining fee and
no voting rights. Duties are at the discretion of the Class Captain.

xv Associate Membership is available at the General Committee’s dis-
cretion for people who have been notably active members of the club
for at least 3 years. This category provides social rights, including a
named partner, and a requirement to undertake duties, or otherwise
contribute to the Club, so long as they are able to do so. This cate-
gory carries no entitlement to sailing or berthing rights, and no voting
rights.

xvi Honorary LifeMembership is for long-standing members of the Club
and their partner, who have given outstanding service to the Club.
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This category carries full sailing and social rights, and single voting
rights. However, there is no membership fee and no requirement to
undertake duties.

xvii Honorary Membership is for people who have brought honour to
the Club, e.g. won National or World Championships, and for other
persons at the discretion of the General Committee. Honorary Mem-
bership may be reviewed by the General Committee at any time. This
category carries no requirements to undertake duties and no voting
rights. Honorary Members who sail at the Club on a regular basis
will be required to take out the appropriate membership, which would
include the rights and obligations of that membership category.

xviii Model Yacht Membership provides the right to sail radio-controlled
model yachts plus social rights for two named adults residing at the
same address, together with children up to the age of 18, and/or ‘bona
fide’ students aged from 18 to 23 to whom they are parent or guardian.
This category of membership has no joining fee or voting rights.

6 Annual Subscription, Berthing and Entrance Fees

i Changes to the annual subscription, entrance fees and berthing fees
shall be agreed by the members at a General Meeting. The current
subscriptions and fees are as shown in an Appendix to these Rules
which is available from the Honorary Membership Secretary.

ii An Entrance fee may be payable by Full Family, Full, Mid-Week, Sin-
gle Crew, Retired and Group membership categories. The General
Committee may require the appropriate entrance fee to be paid when
changing between membership categories.

iii First subscriptions are payable in full upon application for member-
ship. In the case of election on or after the 1st May in any year the
first membership subscription shall be reduced in accordance with
agreed scales. The election of any new member failing to pay his first
subscription within one month will be considered void.

iv All annual subscriptions are payable on the 1st November in each
year and shall be payable to “Frensham Pond Sailing Club”.

v Members may change from one membership category to another,
subject to the sanction of the General Committee, who may require
such members to pay the balance of the change in membership fees
on a pro-rata basis.

vi Members wishing to change their class of boat or sail additional boat(s)
or sailboard(s) at the Club must get the General Committee’s prior
agreement.
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vii Reduced subscriptions may be made available for those who are un-
employed or not in full time work on application to the Membership
Secretary and at the discretion of two of the three flag officers.

7 Non-payment of Renewal Subscriptions

i Members whose subscriptions are not paid by the 8th November shall
be notified in writing by the Honorary Membership Secretary and their
subscription may be subject to a late payment fee. The name of a
member whose subscription is in arrears on the 14th November may
be posted on the Club notice board and the member ceases to be
entitled to use the clubhouse or enjoy any of the privileges of the Club
as long as the subscription remains in arrears.

ii If a membership subscription is not paid by the 30th November in the
year it is due, the membership ceases to be valid. The General Com-
mittee may waive, vary or suspend this provision at its discretion. It
may also reinstate membership if it considers an explanation of cir-
cumstances is satisfactory and provided all arrears are duly paid.

8 Retirement from Membership

i A member may retire from membership at any time by giving notice
in writing to the Honorary Membership Secretary. The notice will be
effective at the end of the membership year. Subscriptions already
paid will not be refunded.

ii Any member retiring from membership of the Club without having paid
his subscription for the then current year remains liable for that sub-
scription.

9 Expulsion of Members

i Any refusal or neglect to comply with these Rules or By-laws, or any
conduct unworthy of a member or prejudicial to the interests of the
Club, renders a member liable to expulsion by a resolution at a Gen-
eral Committee meeting.

ii At least one week before such meeting the member concerned must
be given written notice of the meeting and of the allegations made
against them and of the intended resolution of their expulsion.

iii At the meeting, before the passing of the resolution, the member must
be given an opportunity to explain or defend their position either orally
or in writing.

iv A member expelled under this Rule may appeal to the next General
Meeting of the Club, but their rights remain suspended until such
meeting.

v A member expelled under this Rule forfeits all rights in and claims
upon the Club and its property.
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10 Guests & Visitors

i Members may introduce visitors to the Club as guests, subject to the
Club Rules, By-laws and Sailing Instructions.

ii No more than three adult guests and their partner and children shall
be introduced in any one day by one member. The same guest shall
not be introduced more than three times in a calendar year.

iii Members shall enter the names of all guests in the visitors’ book, kept
in the clubhouse. The member will be held responsible for liabilities
incurred by such guests and shall remain on the Club premises while
such guests are present.

iv Members’ guests intending to make frequent use of the Club facilities
must apply for the appropriate membership.

v Visitors who are members of R.Y.A. recognised clubs and their sup-
porters, and visiting on the invitation of Frensham Pond Sailing Club,
are entitled to the privileges of membership of the Club during the pe-
riod of the events for which they are invited, provided that such events
are connected with the Club as a Sailing Club.

vi The General Committee may make arrangements with any organisa-
tion interested in sailing, for the admission of any number of persons
to the facilities of the Club. Such admissions will be subject to such
conditions and upon such terms as to categories and subscriptions as
the General Committee shall decide.

11 Officers

i The Officers of the Club shall consist of: Commodore, Vice Com-
modore and a Rear Commodore, each of whom is a Flag Officer, an
Honorary Treasurer, Honorary General Secretary, Honorary Member-
ship Secretary and Honorary Sailing Secretary. All Officers must be
Club members.

ii The respective duties of the Officers of the Club shall be defined by
the General Committee.

iii The Flag Officers of the Club shall be ex officio members of all com-
mittees and sub-committees.

12 General Committee

i All the affairs of the Club shall be managed (except as otherwise pro-
vided for in these Rules) by the members of the General Committee,
which shall consist of the current Officers and six members of the
Club entitled to vote, who shall be elected under Rule 15, plus the
Club Training Principal, Sailability Chairman and one member of Wa-
verley Borough Council nominated by the Borough Council.
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ii All General Committee Members, (except the Borough Councillor)
any President and any Vice-Presidents will be members of Frensham
Pond Sailing Club Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as the Company) and
shall operate it in the best interests of the Club. Waverley Borough
Council shall have the right to appoint its representative either to act
as a Director of the Club, or to act as an observer at General Com-
mittee Meetings.

iii Other than the Officers of the Club as specified in Rule 11 (i) the
members may propose for election at the Annual General Meeting
one deputy General Committee member for each of the six members
elected under 12 (i). However only one representative of each pair
may vote at each General Committee meeting.

iv The General Committee shall have power to fill vacancies occurring in
its body, (other than a vacancy arising from the resignation or demise
of the Borough Councillor), including any Officers of the Club, during
its year of office, and to co-opt not more than two members of the
Club to serve on the General Committee.

v General Committee Meetings will be held as required. They shall be
convened by the Honorary General Secretary who shall give notice
to all the Committee Members. All questions shall be decided by a
simple majority of those present and voting. The Senior Flag Officer
present shall take the chair and shall have a casting vote in the event
of an equal division. Five shall form a quorum.

13 Committees

i The General Committee shall appoint a Race Committee, Training
Committee, Kitchen Committee, Social Committee, Safety Committee
and Bar Committee and such other Committees as are required, and
may from time to time vary their composition and vary their powers
and duties.

ii The General Committee shall determine the terms of reference of all
committees and sub-committees.

iii Committees shall make their own regulations for meetings and proce-
dures, and these shall be agreed by the General Committee. No such
committee shall, (unless otherwise agreed by the Borough Council)
have delegated powers in respect of management, interpretation of
Club Rules, or power to reject an application for membership.
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14 General Meetings of Members

i The Annual General Meeting of members shall be held as soon as
possible in the three months following the annual accounting date in
each year. This is for the purposes of approving the accounts made
up to 31st October, electing Officers and members of the General
Committee, for the period up to the date of the next Annual General
Meeting and for transacting any other necessary business.

ii Additional General Meetings may be called at any time by the General
Committee or at the request of ten members entitled to vote.

iii Notice of every General Meeting shall be sent by the Honorary Gen-
eral Secretary to every member of the Club at their recorded address,
fourteen days prior to the meeting.

iv At every General Meeting the Senior Flag Officer present shall take
the chair. If no Flag Officer is present a chairman shall be elected
from the other members of the General Committee present, and fail-
ing an election of a General Committee member, an election from the
members themselves. Twenty-one members entitled to vote shall be
a quorum for General Meetings.

v All decisions (except rule changes, see Rule 3(i)) at General Meetings
shall be made by resolutions of a simple majority of the members
entitled to vote, who are present and exercise their vote. No other
persons shall be entitled to vote. Every member entitled to vote shall
have one vote and in the event of an equal division, the Chairman
shall have a casting vote.

15 Election of Officers, General Committee & Auditor

i The Officers of the Club, Members of the General Committee (other
than the Training Principal and Borough Councillor) and the Auditor,
must retire and be elected at each Annual General Meeting (this pe-
riod, typically a year, is defined as the appointment period), but each
may be eligible for re-election.

ii No Flag Officer can serve for more than three consecutive appoint-
ment periods, in the same rank, and cannot be re-elected to a lower
rank without a break of at least one appointment period.

iii No General Committee Member can serve for more than three con-
secutive appointment periods without a break of at least one period.

iv Flag Officers and General Committee Members can be elected as the
President, Honorary Treasurer, the Honorary General Secretary, the
Honorary Membership Secretary or the Honorary Sailing Secretary
without a break in service.
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v The Honorary Treasurer, the Honorary General Secretary, the Hon-
orary Membership Secretary, the Sailability Chairman, the Training
Principal and the Honorary Sailing Secretary can serve as General
Committee Members for more than three years.

vi Any candidate for election or re-election shall only be eligible if their
name has been submitted in writing to the Honorary General Secre-
tary by two members of the Club entitled to vote, at least seven days
before such Annual General Meeting.

16 President

i The Club in General Meeting may at any time elect any officer or ex-
officer of the Club to be President or Vice-President for life or for such
other period as may be specified. Such appointment shall take effect
immediately and shall include with their partner, full membership of
the Club.

ii Any President shall not take part in the management of the Club, nor
serve as a member of the General Committee or any Committees
unless elected or co-opted to such Committees at an Annual General
Meeting in accordance with Rule 15.

17 Club Property and Assets

i The property of the Club shall be under the control of the General
Committee and shall be vested in such Officers of the Club as the
General Committee shall decide.

ii The General Committee shall have full power on behalf of the Club
to acquire (in their names or in the names of any of them) such
property and rights and subject to such liabilities, and to enter into
such agreements, deeds and arrangements as the General Commit-
tee shall think requisite for the purpose of furthering the aims of the
Club and of carrying on its activities. The members of the Club for
the time being shall indemnify such persons as may duly enter into
any contractual obligations in pursuance of this Rule provided that no
such obligations shall be entered into without the previous sanction of
a resolution passed at a General Meeting of the Club if it appears to
the General Committee that the obligations would be likely to involve
the members (on the basis of continued membership) in financial lia-
bilities beyond the payment of their due subscriptions.

iii The Club members shall fully indemnify and keep fully indemnified
any person who, with the sanction of the General Committee acting
under its powers specified at rule 17(ii) above, enters into any con-
tractual obligation pursuant to rule 17(ii), in respect of any losses or
liabilities which any such person may incur as a result of entering into
such a contractual obligation.
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iv The Funds of the Club shall be kept by the Honorary Treasurer in
such manner as may be determined by the General Committee. The
General Committee shall have power to spend the Club’s funds in
such manner as they think fit in accordance with these Rules and the
aims of the Club.

v In the event of the activities of the Club ceasing permanently, pursuant
to the provisions of these Rules, the members of the Club entitled to
vote at the time of such cessation, shall be fully responsible in equal
proportions for all the liabilities of the Club.

18 Bar Administration

i The Club, under the control of the General Committee, is licensed to
purchase and sell intoxicating liquor, to Club members and guests for
bona fide purposes connected with the Club as a Sailing Club.

ii No person under the age of 18 shall be supplied with or shall be in-
volved in the purchase or supply of intoxicating liquor, for consumption
on or off the premises.

iii The Bar Sub-Committee shall consist of a member of the General
Committee and two elected members of the Club who shall be re-
sponsible for the administration, stocking and accounting of the bar.

iv No member shall take a commission, percentage or other such pay-
ment in connection with the purchase of excisable goods for the Club.
Any profit deriving from the sale of such goods shall (after deduction
of the costs of providing such goods for the benefit of the Club) be
applied to the provision of additional amenities for the benefit of the
Club.

v The permitted hours for the sale of intoxicating liquor are as follows:

a Monday to Saturday, except Good Friday and Christmas Day:
10.30am to 11.00pm

b Sunday, except Christmas Day: 12 noon to 10.30pm

c Good Friday: 12 noon to 10:30pm

d Christmas Day: 12 noon to 3.00pm and 7.00pm to 10.30pm

and the bar will be open at these hours as may be decided by the
General Committee subject to any restrictions imposed from time to
time by the Licensing Justices. These permitted hours are displayed
in the clubhouse.

19 Sailing Rules
Racing will be conducted in accordance with the Club Racing Sailing In-
structions.
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20 Enjoyment of Facilities
Nothing in these Rules or the Club By-laws shall authorise or purport to
authorise any Committee, Sub-Committee, Officer or member to do any
act or cause any other person to do any act or to restrain any person from
enjoying any facilities or privileges in contradiction to the Covenants and
Stipulations contained in the Second Schedule of the Lease and Licence
dated 5th June 1964 between Hambledon Rural District Council and the
Company, as amended by the agreement between Waverley District Coun-
cil and the Company dated January 1978 and subsequent amendments.

21 Dissolution

i If at any General Meeting of the Club, a resolution be passed calling
for the dissolution of the Club, the Honorary General Secretary shall
immediately convene an Additional General Meeting of the Club to be
held not less than one month thereafter to discuss and vote on the
resolution.

ii If, at the Additional General Meeting, the resolution is carried by at
least two thirds of the members present at the Meeting who are enti-
tled to vote, the General Committee shall thereupon, or at such a date
as shall have been specified in the resolution, proceed to realise the
assets of the Club and discharge all debts and liabilities of the Club.

iii After settling all liabilities of the Club, the Committee shall dispose of
the net assets remaining to one or more of the following:

a to another Club with similar sports purposes which is a registered
charity and/or

b to another Club with similar sports purposes which is a registered
CASC and/or

c to the Club’s governing body for use by them for related commu-
nity sports.
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By-laws of Frensham Pond Sailing Club
Revised March 2019
The By-laws governing the the FPSC Model Yachting Group may be found in the
archive under ‘Model Yachting Group’

1. USE OF CLUB FACILITIES

a) Berthing

(i) Boats may be stored on Club premises only in an authorised
berth.

(ii) Berths are offered at the discretion of the General Committee
and are assigned to Members in accordance with the Club’s pub-
lished Berthing Policy that is regularly reviewed by the General
Committee.

(iii) Members are responsible for keeping their berths tidy.
(iv) Members whose boats are kept at the Club shall display on their

launching trolley an identification tag issued by the Membership
Secretary such that it is clearly visible at the bow of the boat when
the boat’s cover is on. Members shall attach the tag to the trolley
within 6 weeks of the tag being issued.

(v) Should an assigned berthing place not be renewed by the Club
(in accordance with the Club’s published Berthing Policy) or a
Member’s berthing fees become two months in arrears, the Mem-
ber shall remove their boat from the Club premises.

(vi) If a Member leaves a boat on Club premises without permission,
the Club may
a) move the boat to any other part of the Club premises without
being liable for loss or damage to the boat however caused, and
b) upon the expiry of a month’s notice to the Member at their last
address notified to the Club, EITHER sell the boat and deduct
any monies due to the Club from the net proceeds of the sale,
accounting to the Member for the balance OR may dispose of the
boat in any manner the Club thinks fit and recover the expenses
from the Member.

b) Launching

(i) Boats may be sailed only by Members with sailing rights or by the
authorised guests of such Members.

(ii) Boats are allowed on the water only between sunrise and sunset.
(iii) Boats may be launched only from the Club launching ramps and

must not land elsewhere around the Pond except in emergencies.
(iv) The concrete approach to the launching ramps and their sur-

rounds must be kept clear at all times.
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(v) Boats must not be tied up and left unattended on the launching
ramp side of a jetty, and they may not be left permanently moored
to any jetty, or on the Pond.

c) Other activities

(i) Bathing, paddling and fishing are not permitted from the Club
premises.

(ii) BBQs should not be lit close to the Clubhouse, other buildings,
or under the awning.

(iii) Smoking is not permitted within any of the Club’s buildings.
(iv) Flying of model aircraft is not permitted from the Club premises

unless commissioned by General Committee.

d) Dogs and other animals

(i) With the exception for Assistance/Guide dogs, no animals are
permitted in the Clubhouse.

(ii) Dog owners and/or dog walkers are to keep their dog on a lead
at all times whilst within the grounds of the Club unless the dog
is kept in a vehicle.

(iii) Dogs should never be left unattended whilst within the grounds
of the Club, unless in a vehicle.

(iv) Dogs must not to be tethered to any object within the grounds of
the Club.

(v) Dog owners and/or dog walkers, when within the grounds of the
Club, are expected to remove, and safely dispose of, any dog
fouling caused by their dog.

e) Car Park and main gate

(i) Parking in the Club car park during the hours of darkness is
prohibited except during ‘bona fide’ activities connected with the
Club.

(ii) The main gate to the car park and Club premises shall be kept
locked at all times, except when organised Club racing or other
Club organised activities are taking place.

f) Accommodation

(i) Caravans and tents are not permitted on Club premises.

g) Trailers

(i) Ideally trailers should be removed from the Club premises, for
security and safety purposes. However, only trailers securely
immobilised and contained within the confines of the Member’s
assigned berth may be left on the premises and the width of the
trailer must not be so wide as to prohibit access to any boat stored
in an adjacent berth.
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(ii) If any part of the trailer extends beyond the berth area into the
car park, paths or other public walkways or communal areas then
the Club will contact the Member to request immediate removal
of the trailer.

(iii) If a trailer is stored in such a way that could give rise to accident
or injury to members, visitors or third parties or their possessions,
then the Club may, at its sole discretion, remove the trailer to a
place of safety without prior permission from the Member.

(iv) The Club reserves the right to dispose of trailers left elsewhere
on the premises.

(v) This by-law is limited to single boat road base trailers and the
storage of any other trailer, such as box trailers or double trailers
is prohibited, unless previously approved by the General Com-
mittee.

h) Masts

(i) Masts must only be stored in or on a boat or in racks designed
for the purpose of storage.

(ii) Masts must not be stored so that they protrude into the car park,
paths or other public walkways or communal areas. In these cir-
cumstances the Club reserves the right to contact the Member to
request immediate removal of the mast.

(iii) If a mast is stored in such a way that could give rise to accident or
injury to Members, visitors or third parties or their possessions,
then the Club may at its sole discretion, remove the mast to a
place of safety without permission from the Member.

(iv) The Club reserves the right to dispose of masts left elsewhere on
the premises.

i) Members’ Property

(i) The Club will not be responsible for loss or damage to Members’
property.

(ii) The Club reserves the right to dispose of clothes and other arti-
cles left on the Club premises for more than one month.

j) Duties

(i) To ensure the effective administration and operation of the Club
and depending on their membership category, Members shall,
from time to time, carry out race and other duties.

(ii) Each Member who is unable to fulfil a duty shall arrange to ex-
change duty dates with another Member and notify the Duty Of-
ficer.
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k) Abusive or Threatening Behaviour and Foul Language Policy

(i) All Members are asked to report any incidents of this nature to the
Race Officer, Duty Officer, and any Flag Officer or to the Sailing
Secretary as soon as possible. If the incident involves children
under 18 or vulnerable adults, the Club’s Child Protection and
Vulnerable Adult Officer also needs to be informed.

(ii) A protest can be brought on this matter by any person under the
World Sailing rules whether they are a competitor or not, but in
the first instance excepting in cases of gross infringement, we
would prefer to deal with the matter informally if possible.

(iii) The full enforcement procedures to be followed under this by-
law may be obtained from the Honorary General Secretary or by
viewing the by-law on the Club website.

l) Management of Persistent Non Attendance of Club Duties Policy.

(i) It is part of the conditions of membership of Frensham Pond Sail-
ing Club that all adult Members, unless exempt, perform on a rota
basis either race management or safety boat duties; this ensures
the smooth running of the Club.

(ii) Some Members persistently fail to attend to do their duties and
this is unfair on other Members and could lead to the cancellation
of Club sailing.

(iii) The full enforcement procedures to be followed under this by-
law may be obtained from the Honorary General Secretary or by
viewing the by-law on the Club website.

m) Television Usage

A television is provided for the enjoyment of the membership and may
be used during the opening times of the Clubhouse. The following
conditions relate to the usage of the television:

(i) The television operating instructions are to be strictly followed for
the turning on and off of the television set, selection of channel,
volume control, colour, brightness and other picture adjustment
controls.

(ii) No media, such as a dvd/blu-ray player, game console, digital
camera or video device, may be attached to the television without
the permission of the Duty Officer or unless such device is to be
used in a coaching session.

(iii) The viewer should select a channel that is suitable taking into
account the age of the audience and ensure that appropriate en-
tertainment is screened at all times with content that is not likely
to offend any Member or visitor.
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(iv) Particular care shall be given to the viewing content when chil-
dren are present.

(v) An adult, and preferably a parent, shall be present when a child
is watching television. It is recommended that a child’s viewing
time is restricted to a maximum of two hours.

(vi) The audio volume shall be set to a level that can be reasonably
heard by a person with standard hearing. The volume is not to
be increased to a level that could give distraction or discomfort to
other users of the Clubhouse.

(vii) The last person in the Clubhouse shall ensure that the television
is turned off and that the remote control is stored safely in the
vicinity of the television set.

2. SAILING and RACING

a) Non-swimmers and Buoyancy aids

(i) All children are required to wear buoyancy aids at all times whilst
near or on the water. Adults are advised to do the same.

b) Permitted Boats

(i) Sailing dinghies over 16 foot in length and Catamarans are barred
from the Pond. Rowing boats, canoes, paddleboards and inflat-
able rubber dinghies cannot be used on the Pond.

(ii) Only those boats declared and approved by the General Com-
mittee may be sailed.

(iii) All boat owners must hold third party Insurance cover of at least
£3,000,000 for every boat.

c) Sailing

(i) Those not involved in a race should respect the racers and keep
to those areas of the pond where they will not interfere with any
competitors.

(ii) Each Member must understand and accept as their responsibility
the risks associated with Blue-Green Algae that may be evident
in Frensham Great Pond. Water quality is monitored regularly by
the Waverley Borough Council and the results are available on
their website.

d) Racing

(i) Club and Class requirements for racing and boat buoyancy must
be observed. Race Officers are empowered to refuse entries
from or disqualify competitors who do not comply.

(ii) The Race Officer is empowered to start an informal race 10 min-
utes after the last scheduled race finishes (morning or afternoon).
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3. GENERAL

a) Sailing is by its nature an unpredictable sport and therefore inherently
involves an element of risk. By taking part in sailing, each member
agrees and acknowledges that:

(i) they are aware of the inherent element of risk involved in the
sport and accept responsibility for the exposure of themselves,
their crew and their boat to such inherent risk whilst taking part;

(ii) they are responsible for the safety of themselves, their crew, their
boat and their other property whether afloat or ashore;

(iii) they accept responsibility for any injury, damage or loss to the
extent caused by their own actions or omissions;

(iv) their boat is in good order, equipped to sail and they are fit to
participate;

(v) the provision of a race management team, training organisers,
patrol boats and other officials and volunteers by the organiser
does not relieve them of their own responsibilities;

(vi) the provision of patrol boat cover is limited to such assistance,
particularly in extreme weather conditions, as can be practically
provided in the circumstances;

(vii) it is their responsibility to familiarise themselves with any risks
specific to this venue and to attend any safety briefing held at the
venue.

b) (i) Each Member accepts full responsibility for any of their guests,
children or other persons permitted by them to sail or be on Club
premises; and agrees to indemnify the Club against any claim by
any of their guests.

(ii) The Club provides some safety facilities during the hours of Club
organised sailing. On all other occasions each Member accepts
that such facilities are not provided.
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Duty Officer Responsibilities & Checklist
Revised February 2020

There is a plan of the Club Grounds on page G1 of this Handbook, and a plan of
the Clubhouse on page G2

The Duty Officer (DO) is responsible for the management and safe running of the
Club during his or her duty period and it is to the DO that members will turn to if
there is an emergency. He or she is a key figure during the day. Race Manage-
ment is the province of the Race Officer (RO) and the two work together, the DO
providing support to the RO where appropriate. However, the DO is empowered
to suspend Racing if the Safety Requirements in Safety Roles and Responsibil-
ities, sections 2 and 3, are not being met. If a DO has safety concerns during
the racing – increasingly bad weather, ice, inadequate safety boat cover and so
on, he/she should liaise with the RO and if necessary agree that the racing is
suspended.

DOs are given on DutyMan.
On Saturdays there is a morning DO and an afternoon DO. An orderly handover
should be made between these two.

Refer also to ALARMS (page 10.8) for the Alarm procedures.

Preliminary

Contact at least 2 weeks in advance to confirm attendance:
• Race Officer(s) – names in this Handbook (updates on DutyMan)
• Safety boat helm(s) – names in race programme (updates on DutyMan)

First Aid
• First Aid Boxes: one is in the Clubhouse Foyer opposite the course board,

the other is between the sliding door and the security grill.
• Emergency contacts are on the board above the telephone.
• Blankets are under the shelves in the Foyer.
• Accident Book is in the drawer beneath the First Aid Kit in the Foyer. Any-

thing that requires the use of more than a plaster should be entered into
the Accident Book.

Procedures in the event of Fire
• In the event of fire, set off the fire alarm located by the entrance / exit

doors, empty the Clubhouse, Check Changing rooms, and assemble on
Muster Point (concrete path by jetties 4 & 5) and try to ascertain if anyone
is missing.

• Call the Fire Brigade (999).
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• If possible, and without compromising personal safety, fight fire with fire
extinguishers.

• If the fire has been extinguished, call the Fire Brigade again to cancel the
emergency. They may still attend to check the building, but it will not be a
999 situation.

Safety
• Any incidents involving injuries or faults should be reported using the ap-

propriate forms in the Accident Book and Faults File which are kept in the
drawer opposite the course board in the Foyer.

• Safety issues or faults should be reported to the Club Manager directly, by
telephone, or by email. The appropriate forms (in the drawer opposite the
course board in the Foyer) should also be filled in.

Plumbing
• If you need to shut off the water to the Clubhouse, the stopcock is in the

near left-hand corner of the Male Changing Room as you enter.
• Cold water to the hoses to the east of the Clubhouse is shut off during very

cold periods. The valve is located in the Club Manager’s Office.
• For any plumbing emergencies contact our emergency/on call plumber.

Contact details with the Club Manager or on the notice board above the
Office telephone.

Duty Hours
• This applies to all programmed events as well as to Sailability and MYG.
• Arrive at least 1½ hours before the start of the first race or at least ½ hour

before any organised training or youth activities on Saturdays.

Note: All DOs should hold the following keys and access codes:
• Main Clubhouse door & Flagroom door – same key for both
• Code to the key press
• Key to Club Manager’s Office
• Alarm code to main Clubhouse key pad (Alarm Zone 1)
• Alarm codes for Alarm Zones 2, 3 & 4

Start of Day
• Unlock Clubhouse front door and turn off the alarm – tap in code only.
• The Flagroom is the room adjacent to the kitchen and contains the key-

press.
Unlock Flagroom door, latching its lock in the open position.
Note: If there are security concerns (e.g. hardly anyone in the Clubhouse),
leave this door locked.
Outside duty hours, this door must be kept locked.
The operation of the door-closer is not to be interfered with.

Using keys from the key press:
• Unlock both doors leading to the Patio, returning keys to key press.
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• Unlock security grill and tie back into position.
• Set the electronic control for the sliding door to number 2 or 5 depending

on the weather.
• Place key in safety boat key press lock.
• Place key in radio store cupboard lock, but leave it locked.

Note: the radio store cupboard door is dangerous if left open.
Note: The key press must be kept locked throughout your duty except when
retrieving or replacing keys.
Then:

• Put your name on the Duty Board in the Foyer.
• Below the main room light switches is a remote control to switch on remote

sockets for VHF radio, TV and weather station repeater. Switch on the
group and then check that the VHF is set to channel P4.

• Check Clubhouse has been left in a clean and tidy state. If not, notify the
Club Manager or a Flag Officer.

• Check that kitchen is manned. If not, arrange with Club Manager for supply
of tea/coffee/milk and a few snacks to be left at bar for sale on an honesty
basis.

• Check tidiness of the changing rooms and that there are adequate toilet
rolls in each cubicle.

• Deactivate the alarm for the Safety Boat Huts (Alarm Zone 3).
Alarm keypad covering all the Safety Boat Huts is located in the Humber
Safety Boat Hut – tap in code only.

• Deactivate the alarm for Western Buildings (Workshop, etc – Alarm Zone 2).
Alarm keypad covering all these rooms is located in the Workshop. Open
3rd double door from the left and tap in code only.

Additional Saturday Morning DO Duties
• Saturday morning DO to hold a briefing with training team leaders, allocat-

ing training areas and carrying out appropriate risk assessment.
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At End of Day

Domestic matters
• Leave the Clubhouse in good condition. This can involve a certain amount

of domestic work.
• Confirm the amount of the kitchen float at the end of the day on the Weekly

Takings Sheet with the kitchen staff. Verify that the amount entered is
correct, add your name and sign the form.

• Ensure that the bins in the Clubhouse are emptied and new bin liners are
in place.
Take the rubbish to the main skip bin near the gate. Do NOT leave any
rubbish outside the main skip bin – foxes get at it and pull it apart.
N.B. Outside bins are no longer the DO’s job and the kitchen bins should
have been done by the kitchen team.

• Ensure that the changing rooms are in good condition. Please pick up
clothes, remove plastic bags and leave tidy for the cleaners who will be in
to clean through.

• Please check that all toilet cubicles have at least 2 spare toilet rolls in them.
Spares are in the cupboard in the unit by the kitchen.

• Check that NO TAPS are left running.
• Please check that all lights are working, inside and outside. Leave a list of

any bulbs that need replacing on the Club Manager’s desk.
• Check that the water and heating over-ride switches are off – these are the

twin switches above the entry code key pad with their green lights signifying
on.

Radios
• Check that all hand-held radios have been returned to the radio store cup-

board and plugged in for charging.
• Switch off the VHF radio, TV and weather station repeater using the remote

control located below the main room light switches.

Outside Security at end of Day
Locking up
Before going outside, take a quick look in the safety boat key press. If any of the
boat keys/kill cords are missing, take the boat hut key with you, so that you can
retrieve the keys etc. from the boats.
Ensure that the following are locked/secured and alarms set, where applicable –
to set alarms ON, insert code & tick:

• Western Buildings (Alarm Zone 2) – check all doors
plus (not alarmed) Groundsman’s Store, Ali-Boat (chained and padlocked).

• Safety Boat Huts (Alarm Zone 3) – check all doors
plus (not alarmed) Race Hut, Fuel Store, outside Dorys (outboard engine
cages – all bars in place and padlocks locked), MYG store.
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• Sailability Buildings (Alarm Zone 4): Sailability Store and Sailability Pavil-
ion.

Note that the Boat Hut doors all have padlocks and door locks. Both should be
locked. No keys or kill cords should be left in the boats or the huts.
If any keys are still missing, please report by email to the Club Manager and a
Flag Officer.

Inside Security at end of Day
Windows – closed and locked:

• Kitchen
• Changing rooms and lavatories
• Main room

Doors – lock:
• Both back doors onto Patio (check outside handles inactive); return keys to

key press
• Check Emergency Ramp door (door next to sliding door) locked: keys held

in key press
• Security grill (both top and bottom locks); return keys to key press
• Kitchen door
• Safety boat key press; return key to key press
• Radio store cupboard; return key to key press
• Key press
• Flagroom door

Finally
• Check flags from flagpole have been returned
• Set the electronic control for the sliding door to number 4, mid-week setting
• Check security grill in place
• Check that any members remaining on site will be able to get out of car

park
• Check Flagroom door locked
• Ensure all heaters and radiators are set correctly, including those in all

Toilets and Changing Rooms. The correct settings are detailed on the
laminated sheet on the wall immediately above the thermostat

• Ensure all lights are turned off
• Set Clubhouse security alarm: key in appropriate 4-digit code followed

by tick
(Note: Clubhouse is Alarm Zone 1)

• Lock main door to the Clubhouse
• Lock gate
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DUTY OFFICER START OF DAY CHECK LIST
Key/Code ACTION

Saturday am DO – Arrive ½ hour before training – Maybe earlier if Cadets
away
Saturday pm DO & Sunday DO – Arrive 1½ hours before start of first race

GC Open Gate

Own K Unlock clubhouse front door
AC1 Deactivate clubhouse alarm
Own K Flagroom on latch – if no security concerns
KSC Key press in Flagroom – Leave locked
K42 Open safety boat key safe – Leave key in lock
K43 Place key in radio store cupboard lock – leave locked

K19 & K20 Unlock security grill and tie back
2 or 5 (GC) Set sliding door according to weather conditions

Name & Mug shot on Duty Board – Foyer area opposite course notice-
board
Check both changing rooms and accessible toilet clean & supplied

K41 & AC3 Unlock & Deactivate Safety Boat Hut alarms – Humber Hut
Leave Sailability locks & alarms (AC4 in need)

K22 & AC2 Deactivate Western Buildings alarm – 3rd double door from left
K22 Unlock Colin Gilbert Training room if required – 1st & 2nd double doors

from left
K26 Unlock old Training Room if required – far right double door

K2 & K3 Open both sets of Patio doors – unlock from outside
Switch on ALL VHF, TV, Weather display – Remote by main light switches
Check clubhouse clean & tidy. If not notify Club Manager or a Flag Officer
Check Kitchen manned. If not arrange with CM – tea/coffee/snacks

Also: Saturday Morning DO Handover to PM Duty Officer:–
Check that PM DO has arrived and update on any issues/matter during your watch
Check that DO Mug shot changed from yours to PM DO’s on Duty Board

LEGEND
GC = Gate code & Sliding door code
KSC = Key Safe Code
Own K = Own key
Kn = Key Number, per current key list in key safe
AC1 = Alarm code for Alarm Zone 1 – Main Clubhouse (located to left of inner set of double doors)
AC2 = Alarm code for Alarm Zone 2 – Western Buildings – Training Rooms & Workshop (located

Workshop 3rd double door from left)
AC3 = Alarm code for Alarm Zone 3 – Safety Boat Huts (located in Humber hut)
AC4 = Alarm code for Alarm Zone 4 – Sailability buildings (located in Sailability store hut)
Note: AC2, AC3 & AC4 currently same code as AC1.
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DUTY OFFICER END OF DAY CHECKLIST
Key/Code ACTION

K22 & AC2 Check Western Buildings’ doors locked and alarm set

K41 & AC3 Check all boat huts are locked, alarm set and safety boat keys are
in place

K51, K52 & AC4 If necessary, check Sailability Pavilion & Hut locked & alarm set

Ensure all radios are on their charging bases
K42 Lock safety boat key safe – return key to main key safe
K43 Lock in radio store cupboard lock – return key to main key safe

Check that the water and heating over-ride switches are off
Ensure that you have checked & verified the kitchen float on the
Weekly Takings Sheet
Ensure all flags have been returned to Flagroom
Check Kitchen door locked.

K19 & K20
K2 & K3

Check all clubhouse doors are locked – including Patio doors (lock
from outside), sliding door (to mid-week setting), and lock security
grill – return keys to main key safe. Lock main key safe

Ensure all windows are closed throughout the building, including
toilet windows
General tidy up of Clubhouse and changing rooms – kit left behind
into lost property bins
Check adequate toilet rolls are left in cubicles – stock is in cupboard
unit by the kitchen or advise Club Manager if no stock
Check all lighting is working – notify Club Manager or Committee
member in charge of the Clubhouse of any faults
Check NO TAPS ARE LEFT RUNNING
Check soap dispensers are adequately filled – replacement stock
in Bar Store, note to or advise Club Manager
Check all AV equipment is switched OFF and screen is retracted
Check that NO ONE is left in main building and lights are off
Check rubbish taken out to skip bin

Own K & AC1
GC

Set Clubhouse alarm ON (code & tick), lock front door and then
gate on the way out. Remember to lock Gate Key in Key Press

LEGEND
GC = Gate code & Sliding door code
Own K = Own key
Kn = Key Number, per current key list in key safe
AC1 = Alarm code for Alarm Zone 1 – Main Clubhouse (located to left of inner set of double doors)
AC2 = Alarm code for Alarm Zone 2 – Western Buildings – Training Rooms & Workshop (located

Workshop 3rd double door from left)
AC3 = Alarm code for Alarm Zone 3 – Safety Boat Huts (located in Humber hut)
AC4 = Alarm code for Alarm Zone 4 – Sailability buildings (located in Sailability store hut)
Note: AC2, AC3 & AC4 currently same code as AC1.
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ALARMS

The Alarm coverage has been divided into four (4) distinct zones:–

Alarm Zone 1 – covers the clubhouse. The Alarm keypad is in the foyer to the left of the
inner double doors on entering.

Alarm Zone 2 – covers the Training and Workshop Block of the Western Buildings, namely
Colin Gilbert Training Room, Workshop, Outer door to the RYA store, FPSC store,
& Charterhouse store area, and Old Training Room. The Alarm keypad for all these
rooms is located in the Workshop. Open 3rd double door from the left to access
the keypad.

Alarm Zone 3 – covers the 3 Safety Boat Huts; Humber, Safety 1 & Lionheart. The Alarm
keypad for all the Safety Boat Huts is located in the Humber Safety Boat Hut, on
the left on entering.

Alarm Zone 4 – covers the Sailability Store and Sailability Pavilion. The Alarm keypad is
located in the Sailability Store to the right of the double doors.

Operating the Alarm System

To ARM the System

1. Ensure that the premises are secure (all doors and windows closed etc.)
2. Enter the appropriate alarm 4-digit code followed by tick
3. The exit tone will sound
4. Leave the premises, shut and lock the door
5. When armed the exit tone will stop; in the case of Alarm Zones 2, 3 & 4, this will be

followed by a single high-pitched bleep, indicating that the alarm has been set/armed
fully

To DISARM the System

1. Unlock the door and enter. The entry tone will start
2. Enter the appropriate 4-digit code. The entry tone will stop; in the case of Alarm Zones

2, 3 & 4, this will be followed by two high-pitched bleeps indicating that the alarm has
been unset/disarmed fully

Note: If the alarms for zones 2, 3 or 4 cannot be armed, follow the reset instructions
on the label on or next to the keypad. Should there be further problems after trying to
reset, make a note of the message on the display panel to help the engineer diagnose the
problem when calling the helpline – see below.

Alarm System – Out of Hours Helpline

In the event of any problems Arming or Disarming the alarms, phone the monitoring station
of our alarm services provider, KBO Fire & Security, for assistance:–

Direct line: 01276 686865 and quote the appropriate contact reference namely:–
Alarm Zone 1 – X2155/I
Alarm Zone 2 – X2150/I

Alarm Zones 3 & 4 – X2151/I
(capital I, not lower case l, at end in each case)
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Safety Policy
Revised February 2017

FPSC SAFETY POLICY

Frensham Pond Sailing Club (the Club) recognises its responsibilities to maintain,
so far as is reasonably practicable, the safety of all Club members and visitors
whilst using Club facilities and whilst involved in Club activities.

Club members have a responsibility at all times for their own safety and to act in
a safe manner, and to cooperate with the Club and other members to establish
and maintain safe conditions, both on and off the water.

Club members shall:

• familiarise themselves with the Club’s Safety Policy and procedures.
• observe all safety instructions and notices issued by the Club.
• wear and use all appropriate safety equipment when required.
• report all health and safety incidents immediately to the Duty Officer or their

Class Captain or a member of the Safety Committee or General Commit-
tee.

The arrangements for the effective planning, organisation, control, monitoring
and review of safety are the responsibility of the Safety Committee and ultimately
the Flag Officers of the Club.

The General Committee will be responsible for endorsing all matters of safety
policy. A review of safety issues and performance will be a priority agenda item
at all General Committee meetings.

Membership of the Safety Committee shall, as a minimum, have a representative
from the Race Committee, a member of the General Committee who will chair the
Safety Committee and report to the General Committee, the Club safeguarding
officer, the powerboat co-ordinator and a Sailability safety representative.

The Club will maintain a thorough assessment of hazards arising from the Club’s
activities, both on-water and off-water. Operating procedures and preventative
measures will reflect this assessment. The risk assessment and resulting oper-
ating procedures and measures will be kept under regular review.

A system of injury reporting and review will be maintained. Accidents, or faults
requiring attention, must be recorded on forms which are kept in the drawer op-
posite the course board in the Foyer. These forms will be reviewed by the Safety
Committee at each quarterly meeting and appropriate remedial action recom-
mended where necessary.

This Safety Policy, and any subsequent revisions, will be brought to the notice of
all members. It will be regularly reviewed and revised as necessary.
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Safety Roles and Responsibilities
Revised February 2019

Please follow the regulations in this section carefully. It is important to do
so to ensure that FPSC always operates within the terms of its insurance
policy.

1. Duty Officer Responsibilities

The Duty Officer is responsible for the management and safe running of the Club during
his or her tour of duty. These responsibilities are set out in Section 10 – Duty Officer
Responsibilities and Checklist.

2. Race Officer Responsibilities

Race Officers are responsible for organising the racing and race management for their
period of duty. This includes:

a. Ensuring that the Race Team turns up in sufficient numbers.
b. Running the Racing in accordance with the Race Officer guidelines.
c. Ensuring the Safety Boat is operational and properly manned for the races.
d. Liaising with the Safety Boat helm(s).
e. Determining the number of Safety Boats required to suit the weather conditions

experienced.
f. Briefing the Race Duty team. This briefing should include the role for each team

member, the course, the number and class of boats racing, the method of com-
municating between Race Control, the Safety Boats and any Committee Boat in
use.

g. Radio use to be as set out in the Safety Boat Instructions.

3. Safety Boat Crew Responsibilities

3a) Terminology

The term ‘Powerboat’ is used to describe all mechanically propelled boats used by the
Club for safety and training/coaching purposes. The term Crew is used to denote the
Helm’s assistant in the boat. The term ‘Crew’ is also used to denote Helm and Crew.

The term “designated Safety Duties” refers to the use of a Powerboat primarily to act
as a safety boat, when it will have an FPSC Approved Powerboat Helm allocated to it.
Typically the Powerboat will be covering Club racing, open meetings, Sailability sessions,
RYA Training or similar activities and it will be operating at “arm’s length” from the Sec-
tion Leader responsible. Powerboats used for coaching, instructing or in another support
role also act as a safety boat when required but are not ordinarily on “designated Safety
Duties”.
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3b) Section Responsibility

Activities within the Club fall within the following primary sections

Section Section Leader
RYA Training – Training Principal, Chief Instructor or RYA Senior Instructor
Cadet Training – Class Captain or nominee on the day
RS Tera Training – Class Captain or nominee on the day
Class Training – Class Captain or nominee on the day
Sailability – Sailing Master on the jetty or nominee on the day
Club Race Duties – Race Officer
Other Activities – Event organiser with General Committee approval

The Powerboat to be used by a Section on any particular day will be as allocated for that
day within the Club’s Powerboat Roster.

For any activity, although the Helm is in charge of the boat, the overall responsibility for
the safe and effective deployment of Powerboats lies with the Leader of the Section con-
cerned.

The allocation, by the Section Leader, of a Crew to a specific boat and their combined
suitability, given the anticipated weather conditions, the Crews’ age, experience, etc., is at
the discretion of the Section Leader.

If Helm and Crew are not suitably prepared, i.e. clothing & buoyancy aid, or, in the case of
designated Safety Duties, a suitable Crew cannot be found, the Section Leader should
not allow the Helm to continue on to the water and the event/racing should be sus-
pended.

If refresher training of a Helm is required, the Section Leader should discuss this with
the Helm concerned and arrange for appropriate training and re-assessment as appropri-
ate.

3c) Helms

i) General

FPSC Powerboats must always have a person in charge and on-board (the “Helm”) who
has been assessed as a FPSC Powerboat Helm and whose name is on the FPSC Ap-
proved Powerboat Helm list.

It is the Club’s intention that all NEW Helms should be qualified to a minimum of RYA PB2
and it strongly recommends existing Helms who have not taken PB2 to do so.

Helms must be prepared to undertake a short re-assessment as and when required.

No one under 13 years of age may drive a FPSC powerboat, unless being trained as
a RYA Assistant Instructor in the year they become 13.
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ii) Helms aged 18 years and over

Only Helms aged 18 and over may take charge of a Powerboat on designated Safety Du-
ties. The Helm may allow their Crew to drive irrespective of the Powerboat’s performance
provided that either :

• The Crew is aged 16 or over and on the FPSC Approved Powerboat Helm list
OR

• The Crew is Under 16 and is on the FPSC Approved Powerboat Helm list;
AND the designated Helm holds a valid RYA PB2 certificate
OR

• The restrictions for “Training and Supervision of Non-qualified Drivers” (section
3c) iv) below) are followed.

The designated Helm must resume driving in any rescue/safety situation.

iii) Helms under 18.

To take charge of a Powerboat, Helms under 18 years of age must:

• Have a RYA PB2 certificate.

• Have been assessed as a FPSC Powerboat Helm and be on the Approved Power-
boat Helm List.

• Have permission from the FPSC Section Leader in charge of the current session.

• Only Helm “non-planing” powerboats (i.e. currently any inflatable or the Ali-Boat
with an engine not exceeding 4HP and Safety 4).

The Helm remains under the direct responsibility of the Section Leader, even though the
Section Leader may not be in the Powerboat. No on-going permission to the Helm should
be given or assumed.

Helms who are Under 18 must not delegate driving to anyone who is not also on the FPSC
Approved Powerboat Helm list.

Under 16s are only insured to take charge of FPSC Powerboats if the following
additional conditions are met :

• They must be supervised at all times by a RYA Dinghy Instructor, RYA Senior In-
structor or an adult holding a RYA PB2 (or higher) qualification.

• The supervisor must be either in the same Powerboat or in another vessel oper-
ating on the same body of water.

• If in another vessel then both vessels must be equipped with a means of radio
communication.

iv) Training and Supervision of Non-qualified Drivers

A “non-qualified driver” is someone whose name is NOT on the FPSC Approved Power-
boat Helm list, whether or not they hold an appropriate RYA Powerboat qualification.
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Adult Helms may supervise non-qualified drivers (such as their crew) aged 16 and above
practising to drive any FPSC Powerboat by provided that:

• The Helm is 18 years old or over and has a RYA PB2 certificate.

• The Helm remains in the Powerboat at all times.

• The Section Leader concerned has given their explicit permission, which only lasts
for the current session.

• The Helm resumes driving in any rescue/safety situation.

Under 16s who do not have a RYA PB2 certificate must not drive a Powerboat unless
they are being trained by and are accompanied in the boat by a RYA Powerboat
Instructor. This is a specific condition of the Club’s insurance.

v) RYA Training Courses

During RYA Training Courses ONLY the Training Principal, Chief Instructor or Senior In-
structor in charge on the day may allow young Helms to take charge of the Clubs “planing”
Powerboats (i.e. Safety 1, Safety 2, Safety 3 and Lionheart) provided that:

• Under 18 Helms also hold a valid Dinghy Instructor Certificate.

• Under 16 Helms also hold a valid Assistant Instructor Certificate and the insurance
conditions for their supervision are met (see 3c) iii) above).

vi) Powerboat Helm & Crew Responsibilities – General

It is imperative that the kill-cord is worn by the Helm, on the leg and above the knee,
at all times whilst the engine is running.

The Helm & Crew of all Powerboats must wear a buoyancy aid or life jacket at all times
whilst on the water, irrespective of the task allotted to the Powerboat or of the sea-
son.

All Powerboats shall be required to act as Safety Boats should the need arise or when
requested by the Section Leader, Duty Officer, Race Officer or a Flag Officer.

vii) Powerboat Helm & Crew Responsibilities –

When on designated Safety Duties, Powerboats primarily engaged on designated Safety
Duties must be identifiable through the Helm and Crew wearing coloured Safety tabards
at all times whilst on the water.

A Crew of two (or at most three) will man each Safety Boat, one of whom must be on the
Approved Helm list.

The Crew must act as a team to be effective. However, the Helm is in charge and must
give clear instructions to the Crew and to those being assisted.

The Helm and Crew must be appropriately dressed for the conditions and for the time
anticipated on the water. At least one member of the crew must be prepared to enter the
water.
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Only the Crew and those being rescued are allowed in the boat whilst it is providing Safety
cover.

The Safety Boat Crew shall be over 14 years old and deemed competent by the Safety
Boat Helm.

viii) Specific Safety Boat requirements for Club racing

Racing cannot take place unless at least one Safety Boat is on the water with the Helm
and Crew available.

The Safety Boat is to be manned with the engine running throughout racing in the Win-
ter Series and available on the water during other racing described in the Race Pro-
gramme.

The Safety Boat may be used by the Race Officer to communicate racing instructions to
the sailors, always noting that rescue duties must take precedence.

Remember: People first – if necessary recover people and leave boats and equip-
ment until such time as capacity allows for their recovery.

4. Race Duty Team Members Responsibilities

All Race Team members shall:

a. Arrive in good time and at least 45 minutes before the scheduled Race sequence
start time.

b. Report to the Race Officer for briefing.
c. Be dressed suitably for the conditions and for the duration of the race, especially

if required by the Race Officer to act as Safety Boat Crew. If any Race Duty team
member is unavailable for any reason on a duty date, then the duty team member
shall arrange a duty swap or substitution using DutyMan. If the Race Officer does
not have a full Race Duty team or if Team members arrive late, the Race Officer
may have no option but to delay or even cancel a Race.

5. Members taking part in Racing or Club-Organised Activities

All sailors taking part in Club Racing or other activities are at all times responsible for their
own safety and have a duty to:

a. Satisfy themselves that their boat and equipment are functionally sound and comply
with Club and Class requirements.

b. Decide if they are fit and competent enough for the prevailing conditions.
c. Wear and use the appropriate safety equipment. The wearing of an approved buoy-

ancy aid is always recommended, but is mandatory for all sailors taking part during
a Winter Series and at other times when Flag “Y” is flown.

6. Members Sailing when there is no Club organised activity

The Club only provides Safety facilities during Club-organised activities and events. At all
other times, between sunrise and sunset, the Pond is open for sailing to members unless
notice is given to the contrary and is posted on the jetties and near the car park gate. Club
Members are at all times responsible for their own Safety, but particular care must be
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taken whilst sailing when there is no Club-organised activity. Members should be aware
that:

a. The Clubhouse changing rooms and telephone are available, using the same ac-
cess code as the gate code.

b. Manned Safety Facilities are not available.
c. A metal rowing boat (Ali-Boat) berthed adjacent to Jetty No. 3 is available to mem-

bers for safety purposes at all times. The combination lock has the same code as
the gate code.

Members are recommended to:

d. Consider carefully whether they and their crew are physically fit enough and com-
petent for the prevailing conditions.

e. Wear and use appropriate safety equipment.
f. Ensure that their craft is in good condition and fit for use in the prevailing conditions.
g. Ensure that their craft is not overloaded.
h. Have a responsible person watching them from the shore who is prepared to un-

dertake safety work in the metal rowing boat if required.

7. Private use of safety boats

The Club’s safety boats may only be used for Club-organised activities. The use of Club
safety boats for private coaching or training is not permitted.

The use of privately-owned powerboats is forbidden under the lease agreement unless
such boats have been chartered by the Club for an organised activity.

8. Club Insurance: Scope and limitations

Powerboat crews should note that the Club holds no personal accident insurance to pro-
vide compensation to Crew in the event that they sustain personal injury in the course of
their safety duty.

The Club’s insurance policy is limited to insuring the safety boat itself against damage and
to providing redress to third parties in the event that damage to boats or personal injury to
others occurs for which the Club is liable.
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Safety Boat Documents

This section is in three parts:

(a) A set of basic Safety Boat Instructions
(b) A full Safety Boat – Reference Guide
(c) Using a Safety Boat away from Frensham

Documents (b) and (c) are also available in the archive, at Management > Safety
> Safety Boats. There will also be found manufacturer’s manuals on Safety Boat
engines and ICOM radios.

Safety Boat Instructions
Revised February 2018

1 These instructions are intended to enable Safety Boat Helms to find and
prepare the safety boats for use. They are not a guide to starting or driving
the safety boats or rescuing sailors.

2 Manning of safety boats should be in accordance with section 3 of the
Safety Roles and Responsibilities.

3 Safety boats are allocated to different user groups. The Allocation Sched-
ule is published adjacent to the course board in the Clubhouse.

4 Keys to the safety boats and their boat huts are kept in the safety boat key
press in the Flagroom in the Clubhouse. The Section Leader will provide
them for you. Once any boat huts required are unlocked the boat hut key
should be stored in the tray to the left of the door inside Hut Humber or in
the Race Hut. It should not be taken on the water.

5 Radios: it is essential to be able to communicate with the Race Hut and
other safety boats. Lionheart and Safety 1 are fitted with fixed radios. For
Humber and the Dorys you will need a hand-held radio. Collect the radio
from the Radio key press in the Clubhouse Flagroom. Before taking a radio
ensure that the battery is fully charged. The Club uses channel P4 as its
operating frequency. Carry out a Radio Check with the Race Hut.

6 Launching: before launching you need to undertake the following checks:–

i Fuel tank is full and securely fastened
ii Fuel Tank Vent is Open
iii Engine is fully up, properly attached & prop is undamaged
iv Tow Points and tow ropes
v Stowage of anchor & chain and its attachment
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vi Standby oars or paddles
vii First Aid Kit (in Locker)
viii Through-hull openings are fitted with the appropriate bungs
ix A safety knife should also be present

and after launching you need to check:

x Steering gear
xi Kill cords – ensure that the spare kill cord in present and readily avail-

able for emergency use. The spare kill cords are located as follows:
• All tiller-steered engines – in bag taped to the top of the engine

cover
• Safety 1 & Humber – behind the helm’s seat back
• Safety 2, Safety 3, Tipsy, and Lionheart – in a bag taped to the

top of the console

7 A kill cord must always be secured around the thigh before starting the
engine and when the engine is running. Safety tabards must always be
worn by helm & crew while on safety boat duty.

8 Fuel is kept in the green storage tank adjacent to Hut Humber. All FPSC
safety boats have 4-stroke engines and do not require premixed fuel/oil. All
fuel tanks are suitable for use. If fuel stocks are low please advise the Club
Manager who will arrange for the fuel stocks to be replenished.

9 Fuel tanks must ONLY be refilled whilst ashore. If the boat requires refu-
elling after launching, the fuel tank must be removed from the boat to allow
this to happen onshore.

10 At day’s end the safety boats need to be removed from the water and re-
turned to their proper storage point. See table below.

11 To remove the boats from the water requires 3 people. Do not attempt
to remove the boats from the water without adequate people otherwise
injury may occur. Before removing the safety boat from the water, raise the
engine and secure it in the up position. Also close the vent on the fuel tank.
All trailers/trollies should be placed in the water so that the front rollers are
just beneath the surface so that the boats may be floated onto the trailers
and not winched on. Due to the trailer’s small wheels Humber may be
recovered from in front of its own boat house. The high suspension on
Tipsy’s trailer means that it can only be recovered between jetties 7 and 8.
The other safety boats can be recovered on either side of jetty 7 but the
preferred option is between jetty 7 and 8 due to the increased depth of
water.
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12 If the safety boat is fitted with a fixed radio ensure that it is turned off. If the
boat is used with a hand-held radio, ensure that it is turned off and return it
to the Section Leader with the boat keys.

13 For the boats stored in the boat huts, lower engine [N.B. Safety 1, Humber
and Lionheart have a battery isolator switch], switch off the lights, properly
lock both the main doors and the access door and return both the boat hut
and boat keys to the Section Leader for storing.

14 For the boats stored outside, lower the engine once they are in position,
ensure that they are properly chained down. Remove bungs, leaving in an
obvious place. Remove fuel tank and line then place in Hut Humber for
safe keeping. Replace the covers, ensuring that they are securely fitted
and supported. Then return the safety boat keys and hand-held radio to
the Section Leader for storing.

15 After you have finished please tell the Section Leader if there are any break-
ages or problems with the safety boats or equipment. Write a descriptive
note on the Safety Noticeboard in the Clubhouse Foyer.

Safety Boat identification:

Boat Name Identification Radio Call Radio Location
Type installed

Lionheart 4.0m Rigiflex Lionheart ICOM Fixed Hut Lionheart
Humber 4.3m Humber Rib Humber Handheld Hut Humber
Safety 1 4.6m XS Rib Safety 1 ICOM Fixed Hut Safety 1
Safety 2 13' Dell Quay Dory Safety 2 Handheld By Fuel Store
Safety 3 13' Dell Quay Dory Safety 3 Handheld By Fuel Store

(Committee Boat)
Safety 4 11' Dell Quay Dory Safety 4 Handheld By Fuel Store
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FPSC Safety Boat – Reference Guide
Revised January 2020

This guide aims to provide a useful reference for safe powerboat handling. The guide is
not exhaustive, but it will provide a basic understanding of the competencies required to
be an FPSC approved Safety Boat Helm. Our races and training sessions are run mostly
without incident, but things can go wrong and it is for the Safety Boat helm and crew to be
prepared at all times to deal with any difficulties they encounter on the water.

YOUR PRIORITIES

• Your Safety and that of your crew.
• Safety of sailing crew you are attending.
• Safety of other crews.
• Prevention of damage to the Safety Boat or dinghies.
• Recovery of dinghies.
• Respecting the rights of other Pond users.

SIMPLE DO’S & DONT’S

DO DON’T

• Do wear suitable clothing for the
conditions.

• Do always wear a buoyancy aid.
• Do ALWAYS wear the kill cord

above the KNEE at ALL times
when starting the engine and when
the engine is running.

• Do check that you have a working
radio.

• Do ensure that your crew knows
how to use the radio.

• Do check Safety Boat and
equipment before launching.

• Do pump up RIB tubes and
trailer/trolley tyres if needed.

• Do check the fuel level on the
Safety Boat.

• Do allow engines to warm up before
use.

• Do drive carefully and considerately.
• Do moor up Safety Boats correctly

using the painter.

• Don’t go afloat unless all the safety
equipment is aboard.

• Don’t take equipment off for use on
other Safety Boats.

• Don’t let the Safety Boat run out of
fuel.

• Don’t leave the fuel tanks empty
after your session.

• Don’t drive the Safety Boat onto the
trailer.

• Don’t leave outboard engines tilted
at the end of the day.

• Don’t leave the engine running if
people are close by in the water.

• Don’t lower outboard engine before
launching

• Don’t change between Forward &
Reverse without pausing in Neutral.

• Don’t turn sharply at speed.
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• Do report any issues as they
happen to the Club Manager, Duty
Officer or Team Leader.

• Do turn off the isolator switch on the
RIBs at the end of the day.

• Do put Safety Boats on the correct
trailers.

• Return fuel cans to the correct
storage place.

• Ensure engine cages are securely
locked (The members area of the
Club website has operating
instructions).

• Do return keys, radio and other
equipment used during your
session.

• Don’t drive fast unless you are
attending to a capsized dinghy or
other emergency.

FRENSHAM POND

• Frensham Pond has an area of approximately 80 acres (32 hectares).
• The pond is shallow with a maximum depth of about 3 metres. In most places an

average sized adult can stand up.
• There are few shallows other than around the edges of the Pond and close to the

designated swimming area.
• Reeds bound much of the Pond.
• There is a concrete block somewhere in the North East sector, close to the usual

position of buoy number 4. This block has never been located but dinghy foils have
been damaged.

• There are several fishing swims around the shore.
• The sides of the Clubhouse are aligned on a north/south axis. The A287 to the east

of the Club is therefore similarly aligned.

CLUB EQUIPMENT

• Keys for the safety boat shed, fuel store, VHF radio and Safety Boat keys are kept
in the key press in the Flagroom (next to the kitchen).

• The Duty Officer, Club Manager or a General Committee member has access to
the key press.

• Key 41 opens the Race Hut, Safety Boat sheds and the fuel store.
• The Safety Boat pouch containing the ignition key and kill cord is in the locker next

to the key press. Key 42.
• The VHF Radios are stored in the locker next to the Safety Boat key locker. Key 43.

The radios are seated in a charging base. Please reinsert after use.
• The remote control for the Clubhouse radio is located in the Clubhouse, to the left

of the Flagroom door.
• The Clubhouse radio is located to the right of the Kitchen shutter. Aim the remote
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control at the radio and press 1.
• To identify which boat you should be using please refer to the boat allocation chart

that is located next to the course board in the Clubhouse Foyer.
• The fuel tanks for the Dorys are stored in Humber’s Shed.
• A mutli-mover is used to recover all the heavy boats (2.4mRs, Laser Stratos, RIBs

& Dorys). This machine enables a single person to transfer RIBs and Dorys be-
tween their berths and the workshop using the standard towing ‘ball’ connect. Only
selected members may use the machine who have been trained in its operation
and safety devices. For more information, contact Lionel East who has assumed
control of the multi-mover on behalf of the Club and Sailability.

HELM & CREW

Helm
• The Helm is in charge of the Safety Boat although responsibility for the safe and

effective deployment of Safety Boats lies with the Section Leader/Race Officer con-
cerned.

• The Helm must be decisive and be able to make quick decisions when required.
• The Helm is in control of the rescue.
• If the Helm feels that the conditions are beyond their level of experience they must

inform the Race Officer immediately.
• It is essential that you communicate with the crew, speaking clearly and with enough

volume that they will hear you above the engine noise. Advise the crew of sudden
acceleration/deceleration, turning and manoeuvres you intend undertaking.

• At all times keep your eye on dinghies, especially those at the back of the racing
fleet and those with less physically abled crews. If coaching, ask the Safety Boat
crew to watch out for the other dinghies not in your group.

• Stay with your group unless directed elsewhere or you see an incident where im-
mediate assistance is required.

• If the dinghy crew fail to comply with your instructions, you may leave the rescue
after giving a clear warning of your intentions.

• Even when not on duty, you should keep an eye on the water activities and be
prepared to assist when necessary. That can be to request the launch of another
Safety Boat, ring for an ambulance, prepare first aid kit or advise a Safety Boat of
a capsize that they may not be aware of.

Crew
• The crew should be allocated to a specific type of Safety Boat depending on their

experience.
• The job of crew selection lies with the Section Leader or Race Officer.

GENERAL SAFETY

Members’ Handbook
• Read and understand the following sections from the Club Handbook: 12 (Safety

Roles and Responsibilities), 13 (Safety Boat Instructions) and 11 (Safety Policy).
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Operations Manual
• All Safety Boat Helms involved in training duties should obtain from their Section

Leader an operations manual covering all safety aspects of the training to be un-
dertaken.

• Read and understand the contents of this manual. Seek clarification if anything is
unclear.

Dinghy Crew (note that wherever the expression ‘dinghy crew’ is used, this means either
the helm and the crew or one member of the helm and crew).

• Be aware that there are varying levels of experience and that the dinghy crew may
not know how to right a capsized dinghy.

• Watch out for fatigue amongst the group you are coaching.
• Note that youngsters and older members get tired easy. Don’t let their session last

too long.
• When dealing with a rescue, be aware that the rest of the fleet may be without

cover, so remain alert and if necessary alert Race Officer or Shore leader.
• The dinghy crew’s time in the water must be kept to a minimum.

Coaching a Group
• Ensure that you have means to communicate with the dinghy crew whilst afloat. In

strong winds the dinghy crew may not be able to hear you.
• Adopt a system of communication using a whistle and hand signals. Advise the

dinghy crew of this system and what is expected of them.
• Know the sailing area and keep your group confined to that area.
• Position your Safety Boat so that you can see all in your group/race.

Escape Plan
• Always have an escape plan prepared and know which way you’re going to turn to

get out of a situation before things go wrong.
• There is nothing wrong in abandoning an attempt and trying again.

AWARENESS

Weather
• Check the weather conditions for the time you will be driving.
• Decide if it is safe to launch. If not discuss this with the Section Leader/Race Officer.
• Use sun cream if the UV is high.

Clothing
• Ensure that you wear appropriate clothing suitable for the weather conditions. In

winter it is advisable for the helm and crew to wear either a wetsuit or drysuit as you
and/or the crew must be prepared to enter the water if necessary.

• It is often colder on the water than on the land, so take layers with you.
• Wear gloves to protect hands when righting dinghies or when it is cold.
• It is recommended that you do not wear wellington boots or tops with hoods.
• Wear a hat if it is sunny or cold.

Buoyancy Aid
• The helm and crew must always wear a buoyancy aid when in the Safety Boat.
• The aid must be secured by a zip and/or buckle and be a good fit.
• Under no circumstances must a lifejacket of any type be worn. Life-jackets are
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designed to turn the wearer onto their back and this restricts manoeuvrability.

Radio
• Always take a radio with you. Note: some RIBs have a radio installed.
• If a radio is not available, do not drive the Safety Boat. Report this matter immedi-

ately to your Section Leader/Race Officer.
• Understand how the radio works.
• All VHF radios should be operated on low power.
• Always carry out a radio check before leaving the jetty.
• Brief your crew in using the radio and get them to call in the radio check.
• All radio transmissions are to be kept absolutely to a minimum and restricted to

Channel P4.
• Your call sign is the name of the Safety Boat you are driving.
• Do not hesitate to radio other Safety Boats to help you.

Knots, Tying Up and Throwing a Rope
• Only basic knots are required. Use a round turn and two half hitches for tying up,

or pass the Safety Boat painter through the rope loop on the jetty and cleat on the
Safety Boat. Learn how to tie a bowline, clove hitch and sheet bend. A rolling hitch
is needed if towing several dinghies from a stern line.

• If the stern is blown outwards when the Safety Boat is tied to the jetty, use a stern
line to keep the Safety Boat alongside. This will reduce the danger of the crew
having to step over the bow. NOTE: Check that the Safety Boat has adequate
lengths of rope.

• Before throwing a rope, coil the rope then split into two coils. Throw with your
favoured hand paying out the rope from the other – do not let go of the end.

OUR SAFETY BOATS

• 2 x performance RIBs: Safety 1 and Humber. Stored in their own huts by jetties 6
and 8.

• 1 x Rigiflex: Lionheart. Stored in its own hut by jetty 8.
• 3 x Dorys: Safety 2, Safety 3 and Safety 4. Stored outside next to Humber’s hut.
• 3 x Inflatables. Stored in the Workshop.
• 1 x aluminium boat: Ali-Boat. At the back of the Clubhouse, by jetty 3.

The correct Safety Boat to use for your session is shown on a chart in the Clubhouse
Foyer, next to the racing course board.

The fuel cans are topped up by the Club Manager. The engines are serviced annually and
maintained by Club members.

Safety Boat keys/kill cords are kept in locker number 42 and radios in locker number 43.
There is one key (number 41) for the all Safety Boat Huts, the fuel store and the race hut.
This is stored in locker number 42.

All boats must have a spare Kill cord in them in case the helm falls out of the boat with the
kill cord around their leg.

REPORT FAULTS OR DAMAGE TO THE CLUB MANAGER
IMMEDIATELY OR IN HIS ABSENCE THE DUTY OFFICER
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SAFETY BOAT PREPARATION

Seaworthiness
• Check that the vessel is seaworthy. If it is not seaworthy, do not drive the Safety

Boat and report the problem to any of the persons listed above.
• Ensure that the tubes of inflatable boats and RIBs are at the correct pressure. Note

that as air warms it expands and so a boat with firm tubes in early morning may
require pressure to be released as the day warms up. Hand pumps are stored in
the Humber Hut and the Workshop.

• Ensure that the trailer or trolley wheels are inflated. Pump them up if necessary.

Fuel
• Check the fuel level and top up if necessary.
• All engines run on unleaded petrol. We do not have any two stroke engines that

require a petrol/oil mix.
• Fuelling must be carried out in the open air, by the green fuel store.
• Ensure that the fuel vent on top of the fuel cap is open before starting the engine

and when the engine is running.
• Check that the fuel tank is secured in the Safety Boat.

Safety Boat Equipment
• Check that essential safety equipment is on board. This includes: first aid kit, fire

extinguisher, adequate lengths of rope, spare kill cord, paddle, knife, radio and
anchor. Do not go afloat without any of these items.

• Do not carry equipment that protrudes over the edge of the Safety Boat. If equip-
ment, such as a marker pole, is longer than the Safety Boat then lay this laterally
with the ends of the poles over the stern.

• Avoid a trip hazard by tidily stowing the contents of the Safety Boat, including your
personal possessions.

Personal Equipment
• If the Safety Boat is not equipped with a radio, knife, whistle or rope then you must

ensure that you take these items on board with you.

Bungs/Drain Sock
• Check that the bungs are secured and, if fitted, the drain sock is raised.

SAFETY BOAT LAUNCHING & RECOVERY

Jetties & Slipways
• Be aware that jetties and slipways may be slippery.

Launching and Recovering
• Take extra care when launching and recovering a Safety Boat, avoid trailing ropes,

parts of the trailer, trailer wheels and mudguards. Be careful that the winch handle
doesn’t run freely, use the ratchet. Keep clear of the winch handle when pulling the
strap from the drum

• On RIBs and Dorys ensure that the engine is raised before launching and recover-
ing.

• The slipways by jetties 6 & 7 are short in length. Ensure that the trailer wheels do
not fall over the concrete pad in the water as it’s then very difficult to recover the
Safety Boat.
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• When securing a portable engine to the transom, ideally one person should be in
the Safety Boat and another person on the jetty. The engine is to be secured tightly
and locked in position so that it doesn’t lift up when under power.

• At least three persons are required to recover a RIB or Dory.

READY TO START ENGINE

Kill Cord
• ALWAYS wear the kill cord, BEFORE starting the engine and whilst the engine is

running. The kill cord is to be secured at all times above the KNEE.
• If changing Helm, turn off the engine before the change then transfer the kill cord

before re-starting the engine.

Starting the Engine
• Ensure that the engine is down. Note that there is a tilt button on the gear lever of

the RIBs, and Dorys. Some engines also have a tilt button on the engine.
• Prime the engine with fuel by squeezing the rubber bulb on the fuel line several

times until you feel resistance. Do not over-pressurise.
• Check that the gear is in neutral.
• Attach the kill cord to the Safety Boat and yourself.
• If the engine is cold, pull out the choke before attempting to start.
• Before starting the engine always look behind you to ensure that the area around

the engine is clear of persons or other things in the water. Do this at any time of the
year.

• Either insert the key into the ignition and turn or tiller steered boats pull the starter
rope slowly until you get resistance from the starter gear, then pull forcefully.

• After starting the engine look for the stream of water from the engine (called a tell-
tale). The flow of water should be constant and not steaming. If there is steam, then
stop the engine immediately as this is a sign of overheating. Also stop the engine if
the flow is intermittent.

AFLOAT

Balance of Safety Boat
• Ensure that the weight of the crew and equipment stored in the Safety Boat is evenly

distributed.
• If using a planing Safety Boat, move the crew weight forward when planing.
• Note that initially the bow will ride high obstructing the view but the bow will settle

down as speed increases.
• There is not usually a need to trim the engine unless ventilation occurs (see later).

Leaving a Jetty
• Do not drive forward as this will result in the Safety Boat bumping along the jetty.
• Leave the jetty by either a) the crew pushing the front of the Safety Boat off the

jetty or b) turn the wheel/tiller so that the engine faces away from the jetty and then
reverse back until the bow is clear, then motor forward slowly.

• If the wind is blowing hard onto the shore, get the crew to put the painter through
one of the rope loops on the jetty and hold against the cleat on the Safety Boat. Turn
the wheel/tiller so that the engine points away from the jetty and gently reverse. This
will bring the stern out. The crew can then ‘slip’ the painter and you can then motor
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gently forward. The same result can be achieved by turning the wheel toward the
jetty and motoring forward.

Driving
• Keep ONE HAND ON THE THROTTLE AND ONE HAND ON THE WHEEL AT

ALL TIMES when moving.
• A golden rule of good Safety Boat driving is ‘STEER BEFORE GEAR’. You will

have greater control of the Safety Boat and be able to make tighter turns at slow
speeds, if you turn the wheel before applying power. It is best to use short bursts
of power.

• On tiller steered Safety Boats, note the direction of the throttle twist on the end of
the tiller. Sit on the starboard side of the Safety Boat. If you sit on the port side,
then there is a possibility of an accidental opening of the throttle should you slip.

• Wherever possible keep your Safety Boat speed to a minimum so that you do not
create unnecessary wake. This will make it easier for people to anticipate your
intentions.

• Avoid steering directly behind those who are racing, in case they capsize, fall out
or alter course unexpectedly.

• Always look behind you when reversing the Safety Boat.
• Maintain a good look out around your Safety Boat at all times.
• Respect other pond users and inhabitants by keeping your speed low, unless in an

emergency.
• Do not drive near fishing swims or fishing lines.
• Remember that the propeller and shaft do not act as a rudder. You will not be able

to change course at slow speed if the gear is in neutral.
• Avoid swamping, whereby, after sudden deceleration of the Safety Boat, the wake

from behind lifts the up the stern and control is lost. In extreme cases water may
wash over the transom. When slowing down, steer sharply to the left or right so
that the stern waves pass by.

• If the propeller ventilates (the propeller is turning in air as it is near to the surface or
out of the water) slow down or make a wider turning circle. Note that ventilation can
lead to cavitation (when a spinning propeller churns up air or engine exhaust gas
in the water. Bubbles form and burst, which, over time, wear away the propeller’s
surface).

• THE HELM SHOULD NEVER LEAVE THE STEERING POSITION WITH THE EN-
GINE RUNNING.

Returning to the Jetty
• If wind is not a major factor, approach the jetty slowly at approximately a 30◦ angle.
• If the wind is very strong approach the jetty into the wind if at all possible or ap-

proach from the windward side allowing the wind to push you onto the jetty.
• Tell the crew what you are doing, which jetty you will be using, which side you will

be landing on and ask them to prepare the painter for tying up.
• Come into the jetty slowly, so that the boat is barely moving when it is alongside.

There is no need to ram the gear into reverse to slow the boat.
• Keep hands in the Safety Boat until it is alongside.
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COMING ALONGSIDE A DINGHY

• To come alongside a dinghy, do this when the dinghy is lying to on a close reach.
• The Safety Boat must come in on the windward side of the dinghy and hold the

shroud or deck to keep the dinghy close. When the dinghy is secured turn the
engine off if necessary to ease communication.

• If approaching a moving dinghy let the dinghy crew know your intentions and com-
municate clearly. Always approach from the windward side.

• Ask the dinghy crew to free the main and jib sheets

PICKING UP A BUOY

• Approach the buoy into the wind.
• Tell the crew what you are doing and what you want them to do.
• The crew can form a loop with the painter and lasso over the buoy or they can pick

up the chain under the buoy and then tie-off with the painter.

DINGHY RECOVERY

Recovery of Persons/Dinghy
• YOUR PRIORITY IS TO RESCUE PEOPLE. If necessary, the dinghy can be aban-

doned to be recovered later.

Capsize – partial or full intervention by the Safety Boat crew
• Motor to a respectful distance of the capsized dinghy and ask the dinghy crew if

they need assistance. Remember that a dinghy will have to retire from a race if it
receives outside assistance. Exception: note the by-law that allows the mast to be
raised level with the water and a keelboat which has run aground to be towed into
deeper water (this frees up your time, enabling you to attend others, so do not hold
back if a mast is stuck in the mud or a keelboat has run aground).

• Assess the situation quickly; are the dinghy crew injured, cold or tired? You have
the authority to decide if they need to be recovered to the Safety Boat or not. If they
are injured, radio for help if necessary; ask for a first aider to meet you at the jetty
or ask for an ambulance if the injury looks serious. Do not hesitate to call for help
from other Safety Boats on the water.

• Remove the dinghy crew from the water and right the dinghy for them.

Capsize recovery – Non Inversion
• When approaching a capsized dinghy, it is best to approach the bow first, downwind

from the dinghy, keeping the propeller away from the dinghy and the dinghy crew.
• If the Safety Boat gets close to dinghy sails, stays and ropes, switch the engine off

unless it is not safe to do so.
• If it is very windy, and the crew are able, get the dinghy crew to drop the main sail

and spinnaker and to un-cleat all ropes. If they are not able, you should do this for
them.
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• For double-handed dinghies and single handers with stayed masts approach
the bow. The Safety Boat crew reaches for the forestay at the point where it is at-
tached to the deck. Moving hand over hand slowly lift the dinghy up by the forestay.
Do not right the dinghy until you have moved the dinghy head to wind. Note
that the Safety Boat crew will have to stand up to get adequate leverage on the
forestay/mast. The Safety Boat Helm can help too, but the engine must be switched
off.

• For single-handed dinghies the quickest way to right the dinghy is to lift the top of
mast.

• Often pushing the bow of the dinghy down into the water can help to right it.

Mast stuck in mud.
• If the above method does not work the mast is probably stuck in the mud.
• Motor towards the upturned hull, keeping the Safety Boat in a straight line with the

direction of the mast.
• The centreboard of the dinghy needs to be fully down. Ask one of the dinghy crew

to stand on the centreboard.
• Prepare a throwing rope.
• Drive within throwing distance and throw the rope to the dinghy crew on the centre-

board.
• Ask the dinghy crew to tie the rope around the mast, or if this cannot be reached,

the shroud.
• Keeping the Safety Boat in a straight line with the mast, reverse slowly to take up

the slack in the rope.
• Slowly increase the engine power. You will find that you will be using full power to

unstick the mast.
• As soon as the mast comes unstuck and the dinghy starts to lift put the gear into

neutral. Do not attempt to fully right the dinghy as it may not be positioned into the
wind. The dinghy crew should then right the dinghy as normal.

• Motor towards the righted dinghy and recover the throwing rope.
• Be careful of the dinghy rigging snagging the Safety Boat, the engine or your cloth-

ing.

Capsize recovery – Inverted dinghy
• Even though Frensham Pond is shallow, a dinghy could become inverted if the

masts snaps.
• Righting an inverted dinghy can take several minutes as the centreboard offers little

leverage for righting the hull.
• The dinghy crew will need to stand on the submerged gunwale and heave on the

centreboard.
• If the dinghy crew cannot right the boat, get the crew into the Safety Boat and take

them ashore if necessary. The boat can be recovered later.
• Another method is to come alongside to leeward and try to sink the leeward stern

quarter to bring the boat into the 90◦ position. If that fails take a jib sheet over the
dinghy, behind the centreboard and pull. If this still fails try attaching a line to the
bow of the dinghy and start towing SLOWLY. This may turn the boat into the 90◦

position.
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• Beware that a boat with a broken mast may right suddenly and far more quickly
than usual

ENTRAPMENT (THE ENTANGLEMENT OF CREW AND UNDER A CAPSIZED DINGHY)
• In the case of entrapment, the priority is to bring the dinghy crew to the sur-

face as quickly as possible.
• The quickest method is to put the Safety Boat crew on the centreboard and

manoeuvre the Safety Boat so that you can grab the forestay or mast to assist
righting.

• Other methods include lifting the gennaker pole, or the stern to create an air
gap.

• If the dinghy crew are able they should make their way to the Safety Boat. If
they are not able you will need to go in the water to bring them safely aboard.

• You should have a knife ready to cut any ropes snagging the dinghy crew.
RIBs and Dorys are fitted with a safety knife capable of cutting running-rig-
ging free.

Lee Shore Dinghy Recovery
• Make an assessment of the situation.
• Prepare the anchor, ensuring that the bitter end is tied to the boat.
• Prepare a throwing line.
• If in shallows, remember to raise the engine.
• Anchor the Safety Boat (engine facing the lee shore). Switch off and raise the

engine then veer down on the anchor rope until you can throw a line to the dinghy
crew.

• In strong winds, the dinghy mainsail should be dropped.
• The line should be secured around the mast. The Safety Boat crew then hauls in

the anchor rope until the dinghy is in deeper water.
• Raise the anchor and then tow the dinghy and proceed with normal recovery.

Recovering a 2.4mR

• These boats are heavily ballasted with 180kg of lead in the keel, and will not cap-
size.

• The main problem that may occur with 2.4mRs is when they are swamped in rough
conditions.

• Swamping usually occurs when the manual or electric pump fails (manual pumps
are mandatory; electric pumps are optional but most sailors have them). Because
there is so little freeboard on a 2.4mR, at a certain point there is so much water in
the boat that most waves break into the boat.

• The low freeboard on the swamped 2.4mR can make the Safety Boat seem very
large therefore approach with extreme caution.

• Get the dinghy head to wind and then lower the sails.
• It is generally safer to leave the helm in the dinghy if they are disabled. Trying to

extract them can lead to injury by trapping their legs in the sheets.
• Tow the 2.4mR (note that bailing out on the water is difficult and time consuming)

by passing a line to the helm via the towing ring (or equivalent) on the bow, and
then tie around its mast.

• Put the 2.4mR on to the leeward side of a jetty.
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• Bail it out by using a large bucket.

PERSONS IN WATER

Persons in the Water
• Always switch your engine off when getting a person out of the water or if you drive

the Safety Boat anywhere near to persons in the water.

Man Overboard (MOB)
• Immediately turn the Safety Boat towards the MOB. This keeps the propeller away

from the MOB.
• Slow down to reduce wake and wash over the MOB.
• Circle round until you are downwind of the MOB by at least five boat lengths. This

will give you enough distance to make any directional changes should the wind
shift.

• Motor slowly upwind towards the MOB.
• Instruct your crew which side of the Safety Boat to recover the MOB.
• Tell your crew to let you know as soon as the MOB is caught.
• Drive towards the MOB at very slow speed and turn at last moment to pick up MOB

at the left or right bow section of the Safety Boat.
• Turn the engine off as soon as your crew has caught the MOB.
• If the MOB drifts down past the bow, switch off the engine immediately.
• Aid recovery into the Safety Boat by lifting the shoulder straps of the MOB’s buoy-

ancy aid.

The RYA also teaches the drift down method, whereby the Safety Boat is positioned up
wind of the MOB with the bow pointing just into the wind. The Safety Boat then drifts down
onto the MOB. Slight forward or reverse adjustments are made to ensure the correct posi-
tioning of the Safety Boat. Pick up the MOB at the bow section of the Safety Boat.

METHODS OF RECOVERY OF A PERSON FROM THE WATER

Method 1: With the person facing the Safety Boat, the Helm and Crew take hold of a
hand and top of the arm each, and pull up and into the boat. This may be done on a count
of three with a dunk first, then pull. The person could face away from the boat, but care
needs to be taken to avoid spinal problems.

Method 2: With the person alongside the Safety Boat and facing either toward or away
from the Safety Boat, the Safety Boat Crew and/or Helm grip the straps of the buoyancy
aid and pull upwards.

Method 3: with the person facing the Safety Boat with an arm over the tube/gunwale,
instruct them to raise their knee. Reach down and lift the knee onto the tube/gunwale so
the Safety Boat Crew and Helm can then help the person to slide/roll into the boat.

Method 4: The person can enter from the transom by using the anti-cavitation plate of the
engine as a step. The hydraulic lift can also be used to raise them higher. Ensure that the
engine is turned off.
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Method 5: Use a rope secured at both ends and dangling in the water as a foot hold
for the person to step up. Ideally a hand hold is also needed and a short length of line
secured to the inside of the boat may suffice. Note that on a RIB it is best to attempt this
towards the back end of the boat where the tubes are lower.

Method 6: If necessary a Safety Boat tube can be deflated to get the person aboard.

PERSONS IN DISTRESS

• Get them to the shore quickly.
• Radio ahead to ask for help upon alighting.
• Keep the person out of the wind (generated by the speed of the Safety Boat).
• Do not administer HOT drinks or Alcohol.
• Do not apply artificial heat.

SIGNS & SYMPTOMS

In addition to hypothermia, dehydration is a very high risk to dinghy sailors. Watch out for
signs of:

• Headache.
• Tiredness.
• Dizziness.
• Confusion.
• Nausea.
• Pale skin, perhaps masked by exposure to sun and wind.
• Stopping sweating is a sign of serious deterioration.
• Thirst, or lack of thirst, should NOT be seen as a good sign of condition.

TOWING A DINGHY

Position of Safety Boat Engine
• When towing a dinghy alongside it is important to keep the Safety Boat’s engine

behind the transom of the dinghy. This will aid manoeuvrability. In strong winds it is
almost impossible to turn both the Safety Boat and dinghy if the engine is forward
of the dinghy’s transom.

Turning Characteristics
• Note that with a dinghy alongside you, turning towards the side that the dinghy is

on (forwards or reverse) is easier than turning the other way.

Dinghy alongside
• This is the simplest method of towing and can be used even for heavy dinghies in

light winds and at slow speed.
• Come alongside the dinghy to windward.
• The dinghy crew to release all cleated ropes and take down the main sail and

spinnaker.
• Safety Boat crew holds onto the dinghy and dinghy crew hang on to the Safety

Boat.
• The dinghy painter can be tied to the Safety Boat to take some of the strain.
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In Line Tow – One Dinghy
• Sails should be taken down.
• There should be two eye fittings on the stern of the Safety Boat. Tie a rope between

the two eyes with the rope behind the engine to form a bridle.
• Tie the painter of the dinghy to the bridle or attach a rope from the Safety Boat to

the bridle and get dinghy crew to attach to the mast of the dinghy.

Herringbone tow – Multiple Dinghies
• Rarely used, but this method has been seen at FPSC and is taught during RYA

courses
• The Safety Boat streams a long, strong rope behind it, with loops tied into it at

regular intervals.
• Each dinghy in the tow is tied into one of these loops. (Note that a rolling hitch tied

from the dinghy painter to the trailing rope can be used instead of creating loops in
the trailing rope).

• Each alternate dinghy should be on the opposite side of the rope, in a herringbone
pattern.

Bow Spring
• This takes the longest time to set-up but is very secure and gives the Safety Boat

Helm maximum control.
• Set-up a line from the front of the Safety Boat to the rear of the dinghy.
• Tie the Safety Boat painter to the front of the dinghy.
• Tie a line from the stern of Safety Boat to the stern of the dinghy.
• All lines must be tight.
• The bow of the Safety Boat needs to be angled into the dinghy (at about 20◦).
• The engine must protrude beyond the transom of the dinghy.

Mast across the Stern
• If it is a Laser, Optimist or RS Tera being towed, you can pull the dinghy down onto

its side, drop the mast and sail across the stern of the Safety Boat and get the crew
to sit on it.

Returning to Shore
• Consider what side of the jetty to land the dinghy on.
• Consider the wind direction as it may be best to push the dinghy towards the jetty

and let the wind blow the dinghy onto the jetty.
• Always communicate with your crew and the dinghy crew, keep them in the know

and what you want them to do.
• Above all, drive slowly and have an escape route planned beforehand.

ANCHORING

• Ensure that the chain/rope is tied onto the Safety Boat.
• Drive upwind approximately one boat length beyond the anchorage site.
• Lower the anchor and then cleat the anchor rope after the rope has been payed

out.
• Let the wind drift the Safety Boat backwards or motor slowly back until the rope is

taut.
• Take a transit using two fixed points on the shore.
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• When ready to raise the anchor motor forward gently to release pressure on the
anchor rope and chain.

• Remove dirt from the anchor before bringing it aboard and stow the anchor imme-
diately ensuring that the rope is coiled and ready for next use.

AFTER USE

• Clear rubbish and remove personal possessions from the Safety Boat.
• Drain the Safety Boat by removing the bungs or dropping the drain sock.
• If using Humber, Safety 1 or Lionheart, lower the engine when the Safety Boat is in

its Boat Hut. If using a Dory, lower the engine after returning the Safety Boat to its
storage area.

• Remove the key, battery isolator key (if fitted) and kill cord.
• If necessary hose down the Safety Boat.
• Top up with fuel.
• Lock the Safety Boat away in their huts, storage area or the workshop.
• Ensure the Dory engine cages are securely locked.
• Return the key; kill cord and radio to the key room.
• Report any issues with the Safety Boat or the recovery of persons or dinghy.

FURTHER READING

This reference guide has been put together for the exclusive use by FPSC approved Safety
Boat Helms.

Parts of this guide are based upon the RYA’s best practice for Safety Boat handling. It
is recommended that you do not rely on any resource that is not based on RYA guide-
lines.

There are a number of good RYA books on the subject of Safety Boat driving and dinghy
recovery. The books below are recommended.

RYA Powerboat Handbook
RYA Advanced Powerboat Handbook
RYA Boat Handling for Sail & Power
RYA Safety Boat Handbook

To the best of our knowledge, the information contained in this reference guide is accurate
and reliable as of the date of publication. This guide does not provide advice on the
application of first aid or medical intervention.

FPSC – JANUARY 2020
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Use of a Safety Boat away from the Club
Revised March 2019

Please also refer to the policy relating to the offsite use of Safety 1 in the members’ area
of the Club website.

This guide aims to provide useful information regarding the use of a Safety Boat away
from the Club.

Please note that it is the responsibility of the driver towing the Safety Boat to ensure that
they comply with the Road Traffic Acts. A trailer must be in a roadworthy condition and its
use must comply with towing rules and regulations in the country of use.

The information at the end of this document relates solely to the preparation of the
Club RIB Safety 1 for removal from the Club.

United Kingdom Driving Licence

Licences issued from 1 January 1997
If you passed your car driving test on or after 1 January 1997 you can:

• drive a car or van up to 3,500kg maximum authorised mass (MAM) towing a trailer
of up to 750kg MAM.

• tow a trailer over 750kg MAM as long as the combined MAM of the trailer and towing
vehicle is no more than 3,500kg.

MAM is the limit on how much the vehicle can weigh when it’s loaded.

Licences issued before 1 January 1997
If you passed your car test before 1 January 1997 you’re usually allowed to drive a vehi-
cle and trailer combination up to 8,250kg MAM. View your driving licence information to
check.

Checks before you tow
Carry out the basic safety checks to make sure that your vehicle and trailer are safe and le-
gal, for example, tyre tread and pressure, trailer board compliance, electrical connections.
Wheel Hubs should be checked that they are free of water and that grease & bearings are
not in need of replacement.

Tow ball and connections
All tow bars fitted to vehicles registered after 1998 need to be Type Approved to meet
EU regulations, and be of a suitable design for your vehicle. Approved tow bars will
have labels or a plate with an approval number and details of the vehicles it is approved
for.

Check that:
• the trailer is correctly coupled to the tow ball or pin – follow the manufacturer’s

advice.
• the coupling height is correct.
• the 7 or 13 core cable and plug isn’t damaged.

Towing Mirrors
The law says you must have an adequate view of the road behind you, so if you’re towing
a wide, tall trailer that obscures your view (i.e. wider than the rear of your car), the chances
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are that you may need to fit extendable mirrors. If you’re stopped and the police think you
can’t see properly, you could get 3 licence points and a £1,000 (maximum) fine.

Trailer brakes
If your trailer is over 750kgs when loaded, the law states a braking system must be fitted,
and be in good working order.

Number Plates
You have to show the same number plate on your trailer as on the tow car. The number
plate must be illuminated if driving at night. If you are towing multiple trailers, fix the licence
plate at the back.

Breakaway cable
Use a breakaway cable or secondary coupling. This engages the trailer’s brakes (if fitted)
or stops the trailer if it becomes detached from the car.

Check that:
• the cable isn’t worn or damaged.
• there is enough slack in the cable so that it doesn’t accidentally apply the brakes.
• the cable won’t drag on the ground when you’re driving.

Follow the manufacturer’s advice to make sure it’s connected correctly.

Wheels and tyres
Check that:

• the trailer wheels are not damaged.
• the tyres on both car and trailer:

• do not have any cuts or bulges.
• are inflated to the manufacturer’s specification for the load being carried.

• each tyre has a tread depth of at least 1.6mm (the legal minimum):
• across the central three-quarters of the breadth of the tread.
• around the entire circumference of the tyre.

• the wheel nuts and bolts are tightened to the correct torque.
• mudguards are fitted to the trailer and they are secure.

Lights and indicators
Check that there is no damage to the lights, and that they are all working correctly.

Trailer Lighting Rules, Regulations and Requirements
Ensure that your trailer has the appropriate lighting as this is a legal requirement (The
Road Vehicles Lighting Regulations 1989). Below are the current laws for use on the UK
public highway (as at July 2017).

All trailers must have fitted:
• Two red sidelights.
• Two red stoplights.
• Two red reflective triangles.
• An illuminated number plate.
• Amber indicators (designed to flash between 60–120 times per minute).
• An audible or visual sign that the trailer indicators are working.
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All trailers built after September 30th 1990 also require:
• White front reflectors.

If the trailer is more than1.3m wide they also require:
• At least one red fog lamp.

Wider trailers (that is 1.6m and over) require additional features:
• White front reflectors.
• White front markers/lights.

Trailers manufactured from October 2012 fitted with brakes require additional features:
• Reverse light.

Longer trailers (6m and over, excluding drawbar, but not boat trailers) require additional
features:

• Red/White side markers.

Arranging lights and reflectors:
• Indicators should be a minimum of 350mm and a maximum of 1500mm from the

ground.
• Indicators should be a maximum of 400mm from the side of the trailer.
• Indicators should be a minimum of 400mm apart.
• Reflective rear triangles should be positioned, a minimum of 250mm and a max-

imum of 900mm from the ground, a minimum separation of 600mm and no more
than 400mm from the sides.

• A single fog lamp should be mounted on the rear of the trailer, anywhere between
the centre point and offside edge.

• Two fog lamps must be separated and positioned at opposite sides of the rear of
the trailer.

• Fog lamps should be a minimum of 250mm and a maximum of 1000mm from the
ground.

• Fog lamps should be a minimum of 400mm apart.
• There should be at least of 100mm of separation between the fog lights and the tail

lights/indicators.

Load and weight limit
Check that:

• the trailer isn’t overloaded.
• the load is distributed evenly.
• the load is secure.

Find your car’s weight limit
The vehicle manufacturer’s plate gives information about weight limits for your car. Check
the car’s handbook if a plate isn’t fitted.

The maximum weight includes passengers, other loads, and fuel.

Trailer with no braking system
The loaded trailer:

• must not weigh over 750kg
• should not weigh more than 50% of your car’s weight
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Trailer with braking system
The car and loaded trailer must not weigh over the second weight shown on the car man-
ufacturer’s plates.

When you’re driving
You must not drive faster than the speed limit for the type of road.

If the trailer starts to snake or swerve, ease off the accelerator and reduce your speed
gently. It’s a sign that either:

• you’re going too fast, or
• the trailer is loaded incorrectly

Don’t brake harshly on a bend, as it makes the trailer unstable. Reduce your speed in
plenty of time when approaching any hazard.

Speeds when Towing
National speed limits
Type of vehicle Built-up Single Dual Motorways

areas carriageways carriageways mph (km/h)
mph (km/h) mph (km/h) mph (km/h)

Cars, motorcycles, car-derived vans 30 (48) 50 (80) 60 (96) 60 (96)
and dual-purpose vehicles when
towing caravans or trailers

Motorways
You must not drive in the right-hand lane of a motorway with 3 or more lanes.

Insurance
All Club boats and trailers are insured anywhere in the United Kingdom including inland
and coastal waters.

Additional Equipment required for off-site use
• Flares – number and type according to the Safety Boat usage (Refer to RYA rec-

ommendations for number and type required).
• Consider carrying a position-indicating radio beacon (PLB).
• Life Jacket. If the jacket is fitted with an automatic inflator, check that the gas

cartridge is still in date.
• Spare wheel for Trailer.
• Tool box with socket set.
• Anchor warp is long enough for the depth of water you will be driving in.
• VHF Radio

• If you carry a VHF radio you must have the appropriate licence. Licensing
ensures that radio equipment used on board ships does not cause undue in-
terference to other communications equipment and is operated by competent
persons.

• There are equipment licences and personal licences, both of which are re-
quired for use away from the Pond.
There are stand-alone licences for Safety 1 and Lionheart plus three li-
cences for portable sets if these are taken away from the Pond. Anyone
using them MUST have a Short Range Certificate (SRC), or be under the
direct supervision of someone with a SRC.
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• Note that Channel “P4” (as displayed on Club radios) is the same as “M2”,
which is what the channel is more commonly referred to elsewhere. These
channels have been allocated by the UK govt for use by marinas, yacht clubs
and pleasure craft.

• Failure to hold a valid licence is a criminal offence and Ofcom’s enforcement
team can impose on-the-spot fines. The maximum penalty on conviction is
a £5,000 fine and/or a six month prison sentence. Those convicted may
also be ordered to forfeit any radio apparatus used illegally.

• A Maritime Mobile Service Identity (MMSI) number is now issued to all new
Ship Radio and Ship Portable Radio Licences. If you do not already hold a
licence you can apply to Ofcom.

• If you hold an existing Ship Radio or Ship Portable Radio licence you will need
to amend your licence and add the relevant piece(s) of equipment. Upon com-
pletion of the amendment a MMSI number will be generated and displayed
on your licence document.

• For further details see: Ofcom VHF Radio Guidance Notes.

Safe operation of the Safety Boat
• ALWAYS wear the engine kill cord when in the boat. Make sure it is attached to the

engine stop system.
• ALWAYS make sure all persons on board are wearing a personal flotation device

and it is secured properly, and that they are seated in a safe place and manner for
the journey.

• ALWAYS make sure all persons on board have suitable clothes in the event of
becoming stranded in the boat.

• ALWAYS make sure that you have all the recommended safety equipment for the
type of voyage that you are undertaking. This includes the foot pump for the boat.

• ALWAYS make sure you have read and fully understand ALL the hand books relat-
ing to the boat.

• ALWAYS check fuel and oil levels before you embark.
• Make sure you have a current weather forecast.
• Make sure all persons are seated/holding on securely before moving off. Avoid

sudden movements, except in an emergency, whilst under way without first advising
all persons on board that such an action is imminent. Do not allow persons on
board to hang over the side whilst under way ESPECIALLY at the bow as this is
EXTREMELY dangerous and increases the chance of someone falling overboard
and being struck by the propeller.

• The PROPELLER is extremely dangerous and contact with it should be avoid-
ed at all times.

• Whilst under way keep well clear of swimmers, divers (A Flag) and other water
users. Remember you must give way to sailing boats of all types and ANYTHING
larger than you.

• NEVER operate this boat under the influence of Alcohol or Drugs.
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Trailering
Recover the boat onto the trailer by using the trailer winch. Attach the winch strap to the
external bow eye on the hull of the boat.

• NEVER use any other fitting on the boat to attach the winch strap
• NEVER use the winch to pull the trailer up a slip or to let it down a slip as this

is VERY dangerous. On many winches the handle cannot be disengaged from
the spindle and will spin VIOLENTLY if the winch strap is pulled and the ratchet is
disengaged. If the ratchet pawl fails, the handle will also spin violently.

• Ensure you and all other persons involved in launching and retrieving the boat are
aware of the handles arc of operation and take extreme caution to keep away from
this area.

• NEVER drive the boat onto the trailer as this can result in serious damage to the
hull and tubes if you misjudge it.

• Be aware of people in the water trying to help and make sure they keep away from
the propeller.

• Be aware of other boats using the same facility and moving vehicles on dry land.
Often when reversing with a trailer, vehicle drivers cannot clearly see people.

• Make sure that your boat is secured to the trailer with the straps that are supplied
and that these are fitted as shown at hand over of your boat.

• ALWAYS chock wheels to hold boat on an incline.
• On all trailers EXTREME CAUTION must be taken to make sure that your hands

are not trapped by the proximity of the jockey wheel to the winch post, winch handle
or any other fitting on the trailer or the towing vehicle.

• The jockey wheel clamp bolt must be regularly inspected and greased so that it
tightens properly to prevent the jockey wheel collapsing.

• Children should NEVER be allowed to play near a trailer.

Arrival at site and before launching the Safety Boat
• Let the trailer bearings cool down – do not launch for at least forty five minutes after

arrival.
• Plan the launch and follow the regulations of the visiting sailing club/harbour master.
• Use a rope attached to the car and the trailer if the slipway is long and shallow.

After Recovery
• Rinse off the whole trailer and Safety Boat with freshwater.
• Flush the brakes with freshwater.
• Flush the engine with freshwater.
• Grease hubs before heading home.
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Safety 1 – Preparation for removal from the Club
The Members’ Area of the Club website contains important documents relating to the
operation of the Club Safety Boats.

These include manuals for the outboard engines, a fixed radio and advice on the operation
of safety boats.

Specific to Safety 1 are:
• Suzuki Owner’s Manual 2018 for outboard engine DF40A
• XS-RIBS Owner’s Manual 2016
• ICOM IC-M323 Marine Transceiver Instruction Manual

Before the day of departure to take the boat to an away event, preparatory checks will
need to be made of boat, trailer and equipment to ensure that everything is ready for the
trip.

Wheel Hubs should be checked that they are free of water and that grease & bearings are
not in need of replacement.

The Snipe trailer for Safety 1 is not welded but of clamp and bolted construction, so be
aware that in use clamps might loosen and require tightening. Check that the lighting
board support bars are in place.

Make sure that your craft is secured to the trailer with the straps that are supplied and that
these are fitted as shown in the left-hand photo below.

Ensure that the drain tube is supported as shown in the centre photo below, so that any
rain water that collects in the boat can drain out.

Make sure that the lighting board is displaying the correct registration number for the tow
vehicle. Connect and check that all lights are working.

Loosen the clamping screws and pull out the support bars. Position the lighting board
centrally on the two brackets and secure by looping the elastic over the top of each bracket
(right-hand photo below).

To the best of our knowledge, the information contained in this reference guide is accurate
and reliable as of the date of publication.

FPSC – MARCH 2019
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Safeguarding and Child Protection Policy
Revised February 2020

Frensham Pond Sailing Club (the Club) Safeguarding and Child Protec-
tion Policy (includes the activities of Frensham Pond Sailability (Sailabil-
ity))

This Policy is based on the RYA equivalent dated January 2016 and approved at the Club’s
General Committee Meeting – 5th January 2017.
Minor update to last paragraph on this page endorsed by GC on 18th February 2020.
(It replaces the existing policy dated December 2006)

For further information please refer to the RYA Policy and Guidelines at:
http://www.rya.org.uk/about-us/rya-policies/safeguarding/Pages/CP-policy-guidelines.aspx

Policy Statement on Child Protection and Vulnerable Adults is as follows:

As defined in the Children Act 1989, for the purposes of this policy anyone under the age
of 18 should be considered as a child. The policy also applies to vulnerable adults.

It is the policy of the Club and Sailability to safeguard children and young people tak-
ing part in boating from physical, sexual or emotional harm. We will take all reasonable
steps to ensure that, through appropriate procedures and training, children and vulnerable
adults participating in our activities do so in a safe environment. We recognise that the
safety and welfare of such people is paramount and that all children and vulnerable adults,
irrespective of sex, age, disability, race, religion or belief, sexual identity or social status,
have a right to protection from abuse.

We will actively seek to:

• Create a safe and welcoming environment, both on and off the water, where children
and vulnerable adults can have fun and develop their skills and confidence.

• Recognise that safeguarding children is the responsibility of everyone, not just those
who work with children and vulnerable adults.

• See that training and events are run to high appropriate safety standards.
• Regularly review ways of working to incorporate best practice.

We will:

• Treat all children and vulnerable adults with respect and celebrate their achievements.
• Carefully recruit and select all volunteers, employees and contractors.
• Respond swiftly and appropriately to all complaints and concerns about poor practice

or suspected or actual child abuse.

This policy relates to all Club members, volunteers, carers, employees, casual workers
and contractors who come into contact with children or vulnerable adults in the course of
their Club and Sailability duties. It will be kept under periodic review.

Any reference to a child in this document also refers to a vulnerable adult.
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Implementation of Safeguarding Procedures

All applications, whether for voluntary or paid work, will be subject to an appropriate level
of scrutiny.

All Club volunteers and staff over the age of 18 whose role brings them into regular con-
tact with young people will be asked to provide references and complete a self-declaration
form. The Club Safeguarding Officer and those regularly instructing, coaching or super-
vising young people will also be asked to apply for an Enhanced Disclosure and Barring
Service (DBS) certificate, with Barred List check as appropriate. These should be re-
newed on a 5 yearly basis.

New volunteers will be used in controlled/low risk activities until references, self-declaration
and, if required, DBS checks are obtained.

For new volunteers a recent DBS check at enhanced level from other registered bodies
that is less than 5 years old will be acceptable on sight.

Responsibility for identifying helpers requiring screening is as follows:

Section Responsible
Person

Self-Declaration
Form

References Enhanced DBS
Check

General Club
Membership

Safeguarding
Officer

Safeguarding
Officer

Sailability Sailability
Safeguarding
Co-ordinator

Yes Yes Sailing Captain,
Duty Sailing
Masters,
Schools leaders,
Safety Officer,
Training Officer,
Hoist lead and
operators,
Youth Group
leaders,
Helms,
Trustees

Cadets Safeguarding
Co-ordinator

Yes Yes Cadet Class
Captain

Coaches Class responsible All coaches
Tera Safeguarding

Co-ordinator
Yes Yes Tera Class

Captain
Optimists Safeguarding

Co-ordinator
Yes Yes Optimist Trainer

RYA Training Safeguarding
Co-ordinator

RYA Training
Principal, RYA
SIs and DIs

Club Staff Safeguarding
Co-ordinator

Club Manager
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Issue, receipt and processing of self-declaration forms, references and DBS Certificates
to lie with the Club Safeguarding Officer and the Sailability Safeguarding Co-ordinator.
See Appendix 1 for Terms of Reference.

The designated groups above will define their own recruitment and screening procedures.
Group Memberships are responsible for their own Safeguarding while on site

Good Practice

All members of the club should follow the good practice guidelines and should be aware
of the guidance on recognising abuse, please see Appendix 2.

Changing Rooms

The Club has separate male and female changing rooms and a unisex disabled toilet. It
recognises the sensitivity of changing rooms and showers and Club members are asked
to be aware of the sensitivity of being unsupervised in the changing rooms.

Confidentiality & Data Storage

All personal information will be treated as confidential, stored securely and only shared
with those who need to see it in the course of their duties or to protect children and
vulnerable adults. When data is no longer relevant it will be destroyed securely, e.g. by
shredding.

Concerns

Anyone who is concerned about a young member’s or participant’s welfare, either outside
the sport or within the Club, should inform the Club Safeguarding Officer or the appropriate
Safeguarding Co-ordinator immediately, in strict confidence.

FPSC Safeguarding Officer – Chris Ellis
Email: safeguarding@sailfrensham.org.uk
Phones: 01256 703 402, 07917 365 457

Sailability Safeguarding Co-ordinator – Katie Apse
Email: fpssafeguarding@sailfrensham.org.uk
Phone: 07733 331 037

Appendices

Appendix 1 Safeguarding Officer & Co-ordinators Terms of Reference
Appendix 2 Good Practice Guidelines

Child Abuse – Definition and how to recognise

5th January 2017
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Appendix 1 – To the FPSC Safeguarding and Child Protection Policy

Safeguarding Officer / Safeguarding Co-ordinators
Terms of Reference

General terms of reference include:

• Maintaining an up to date policy and procedures, compatible with the RYA’s.
• Seeing that relevant staff and/or volunteers are aware of and follow the procedures,

including implementing safe recruitment procedures.
• Advising the General Committee and/or Management Committee on safeguarding and

child protection issues.
• Maintaining contact details for local Children’s Services and Police.

If there is a concern, the Safeguarding Officer / Co-ordinator would:

• Be the first point of contact for any concerns or allegations, from children or adults,
ensuring that confidentiality is maintained in all cases.

• Decide on the appropriate action to be taken, in line with the FPSC’s procedures and
in conjunction with the person in charge and Flag Officers if appropriate.

• Keep the RYA informed as necessary.

Everyone in the organisation should know who the Safeguarding Officer and Co-ordinators
are and how to contact them.

5th January 2017
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Appendix 2 – To the FPSC Safeguarding and Child Protection Policy

Good Practice Guidelines Volunteers and Staff

Any reference to a child in this document also refers to a vulnerable adult.

Make sure your staff or volunteers are given clear roles and responsibilities, are aware
of your organisation’s safeguarding policy and procedures and are issued with guidelines
on:

• following good practice
• recognising signs of abuse.

Culture
It is important to develop a culture within the Club where both children and adults feel able
to raise concerns, knowing that they will be taken seriously, treated confidentially and will
not make the situation worse for themselves or others.

Some children may be more vulnerable to abuse or find it more difficult to express their
concerns. For example, a disabled child who relies on a carer to help them get changed
may worry that they won’t be able to sail any more if they report the carer. A deaf child may
not be able to express itself or speak confidentially if they need an interpreter. A child who
has experienced racism may find it difficult to trust an adult from a different ethnic back-
ground. Children with low self-esteem or mental health problems can be more vulnerable
to bullying or abuse, as can gay, lesbian, bisexual or transgender young people, or any
child who has a characteristic that marks them out in others’ eyes as ‘different’.

Minimising risk
Good practice protects everyone – children, volunteers and staff.

• Avoid spending any significant time working with children in isolation
• Do not take children alone in a car, however short the journey
• Do not take children to your home as part of your organisation’s activity
• Where any of these are unavoidable, ensure that they only occur with the full knowledge

and consent of someone in charge of the organisation or the child’s parents
• Design training programmes that are within the ability of the individual child.
• If a child is having difficulty with a wetsuit or buoyancy aid, ask them to ask a friend to

help if at all possible
• If you do have to help a child, make sure you are in full view of others, preferably

another adult

You should never:
• engage in rough, physical or sexually provocative games
• allow or engage in inappropriate touching of any form
• allow children to use inappropriate language unchallenged, or use such language your-

self when with children
• make sexually suggestive comments to a child, even in fun
• fail to respond to an allegation made by a child; always act
• do things of a personal nature that children can do for themselves.
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It may sometimes be necessary to do things of a personal nature for children, particularly
if they are very young or disabled. These tasks should only be carried out with the full
understanding and consent of both the child (where possible) and their parents/carers.
In an emergency situation which requires this type of help, parents/carers should be in-
formed as soon as possible. In such situations it is important to ensure that any adult
present is sensitive to the child and undertakes personal care tasks with the utmost dis-
cretion.

Child abuse
(Based on the statutory guidance ‘Working Together to Safeguard Children’ 2015)

Abuse and neglect are forms of maltreatment of a child. Somebody may abuse or neglect
a child by inflicting harm, or by failing to act to prevent harm. Children may be abused in
a family or in an institutional or community setting by those known to them or, more rarely,
by others (including via the internet). An adult or adults, or another child or children may
abuse them.

Physical abuse may involve adults or other children inflicting physical harm:
• by hitting, shaking, throwing, poisoning, burning or scalding, drowning or suffocating
• giving children alcohol or inappropriate drugs
• in sport situations, physical abuse might also occur when the nature and intensity of

training exceeds the capacity of the child’s immature and growing body.

Emotional abuse is the persistent emotional maltreatment of a child such as to cause
severe and persistent adverse effects on the child’s emotional development. It may in-
volve:

• conveying to a child that they are worthless, unloved or inadequate
• not giving the child opportunities to express their views, deliberately silencing them or

‘making fun’ of what they say or how they communicate
• imposing expectations which are beyond the child’s age or developmental capability
• overprotection and limitation of exploration and learning or preventing the child from

participating in normal social interaction
• allowing a child to see or hear the ill-treatment of another person
• serious bullying (including cyber bullying), causing children frequently to feel frightened

or in danger
• the exploitation or corruption of children
• emotional abuse in sport might also include situations where parents or coaches sub-

ject children to constant criticism, bullying or pressure to perform at a level that the
child cannot realistically be expected to achieve.

Some level of emotional abuse is involved in all types of maltreatment of a child.

Sexual abuse. Sexual abuse involves an individual (male or female, or another child)
forcing or enticing a child or young person to take part in sexual activities, whether or not
the child is aware of what is happening, to gratify their own sexual needs. The activities
may involve:

• physical contact (e.g. kissing, touching, masturbation, rape or oral sex)
• involving children in looking at, or in the production of, sexual images
• encouraging children to behave in sexually inappropriate ways or watch sexual activi-

ties
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• grooming a child in preparation for abuse (including via the internet)
• sport situations which involve physical contact (eg. supporting or guiding children)

could potentially create situations where sexual abuse may go unnoticed. Abusive
situations may also occur if adults misuse their power over young people.

Neglect is the persistent failure to meet a child’s basic physical and/or psychological
needs, likely to result in the serious impairment of the child’s health or development. Ne-
glect may involve a parent or carer failing to:

• provide adequate food, clothing and shelter
• protect a child from physical and emotional harm or danger
• ensure adequate supervision
• ensure access to appropriate medical care or treatment
• respond to a child’s basic emotional needs
• neglect in a sailing situation might occur if an instructor or coach fails to ensure that

children are safe, or exposes them to undue cold or risk of injury.

Bullying (including ‘cyber bullying’ by text, e-mail, social media etc) may be seen as
deliberately hurtful behaviour, usually repeated or sustained over a period of time, where
it is difficult for those being bullied to defend themselves. The bully may often be another
young person. Although anyone can be the target of bullying, victims are typically shy,
sensitive and perhaps anxious or insecure. Sometimes they are singled out for physical
reasons – being overweight, physically small, having a disability or belonging to a different
race, faith or culture.

The acronym STOP – Several Times On Purpose - can help you to identify bullying be-
haviour.

Recognising Abuse

It is not always easy, even for the most experienced carers, to spot when a child has
been abused. However, some of the more typical symptoms which should trigger your
suspicions would include:

• unexplained or suspicious injuries such as bruising, cuts or burns, particularly if situ-
ated on a part of the body not normally prone to such injuries

• sexually explicit language or actions
• a sudden change in behaviour (e.g. becoming very quiet, withdrawn or displaying sud-

den outbursts of temper)
• the child describes what appears to be an abusive act involving him/her
• a change observed over a long period of time (e.g. the child losing weight or becoming

increasingly dirty or unkempt)
• a general distrust and avoidance of adults, especially those with whom a close rela-

tionship would be expected
• an unexpected reaction to normal physical contact
• difficulty in making friends or abnormal restrictions on socialising with others.

It is important to note that a child could be displaying some or all of these signs, or be-
having in a way which is worrying, without this necessarily meaning that the child is being
abused. Similarly, there may not be any signs, but you may just feel that something is
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wrong. If you have noticed a change in the child’s behaviour, first talk to the parents
or carers. It may be that something has happened, such as a bereavement, which has
caused the child to be unhappy.

If you are concerned

If there are concerns about sexual abuse or violence in the home, talking to the parents or
carers might put the child at greater risk. If you cannot talk to the parents/carers, consult
the Club’s Safeguarding Officer or the Sailability Safeguarding Co-ordinator. It is this
person’s responsibility to make the decision to contact Children’s Social Care Services or
the Police. It is NOT their responsibility to decide if abuse is taking place, BUT it is their
responsibility to act on your concerns.

5th January 2017
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Kitchen
Revised February 2017

1 The Kitchen is operated on Saturdays, Sundays and Bank Holidays by a
team of paid helpers.

2 The Kitchen Policy Document is available in the Records and Archive sec-
tion of the Club website.

3 Further information and guidance is in the Kitchen Guidelines & Checklist
document, appended to the Kitchen Policy document referred to above.

4 Only authorised Members may enter the Kitchen. No one under the age of
16 years may do so.

5 The Kitchen is run by the Club and Kitchen Manager in association with
the Kitchen Committee, of which at least one person holds a food hygiene
certificate.

6 If kitchen staff are not able to work and the Kitchen Committee cannot to be
contacted, the Duty Officer will make contingency arrangements to provide
basic beverages from behind the bar where possible; otherwise the Kitchen
will be temporarily closed until cover can be provided.

7 If staffing arrangements unexpectedly break down, members holding basic
food hygiene certificates may be asked to undertake kitchen duties tem-
porarily.
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How to sail at Frensham

Introduction

This information is certainly not definitive – but hopefully it is at least helpful! The
intention here is to provide some help for you to get the most out of your time on
the water, in terms of both enjoyment and success.

Frensham is not easy – which is a good thing

The best thing about sailing at Frensham is that it is most definitely not easy. This
is a truly good thing. Someone once defined sailing as “adapting to change”. In
a typical one hour race at Frensham there can easily be more change than in a
days’ trade-wind sailing across the Atlantic. Consider an average of 4 laps, each
with 8 marks and wind shifting 45 degrees every minute or two and strength
fluctuating between force 2 and force 5.

However, there are times when Frensham can be truly exasperating, but the trick
is to turn those challenges to your advantage.

Another famous adage is that it only takes a couple of hours to show someone
to sail, but one lifetime is simply not enough to master sailing. That is why ours
is the ultimate sport.

Adapt to those changes

• A fundamental error people make is confusing the priorities of trimming
sails correctly and being upright. Except in an absolute drift perhaps, a
dinghy needs to be absolutely upright. If sitting out as hard as you can
does not do the trick (and the rig setup controls are of course about right)
you must ease that mainsheet (and jib in extremis, where applicable) in the
gusts so that the boat is always upright (or/and bear off going downwind).
This simple correction in priorities brings a major advance in results. 2.4mR
and Hansa sailors are of course exempted from ‘upright’ but there is still a
maximum acceptable level of heel to work to.

• Anticipation – Re-acting is not ideal – we all need to have our head ‘out
of the boat’ and watch the breeze coming; that way we stand a chance
of being ready. This might mean sitting out harder and heeling slightly
to windward in anticipation of a gust, for example. Upwind, crews can
really help their helm here, looking around and reporting on what they see.
Downwind of course, it is well known that a spinnaker will flap as soon as
the crew’s eyes glance away for even a millisecond, so crews are exempted
(no, forbidden) from looking around if the kite is up. This makes it the helm’s
job both to observe and communicate to the crew downwind.

• Another way of getting a clue as to what is about to happen is looking at
the boats to windward – many’s the time this has saved me from a swim as
the gust, header or wind-hole hits a neighbouring boat first.
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• Next: keep flicking an eye to both your tell-tales and your burgee (if you
don’t have these, get them straightaway). Tell-tales positioned one-third
back along the sail should be streaming horizontally. If the windward one
is not, the sail should come in (or you need to bear away) and vice versa.
Lining up the burgee with the boom, until the boom goes out to right-angles
(or as far as it will go) is another useful guide.

• Your sense of touch is vital too. Mainsheet cleats and ratchet blocks com-
pletely take your feel away. In a different way, so do hats. Do without as
much as you can. The difference can be amazing.

• Downwind as the wind fluctuates, your sails need to be trimmed (moving
in and out) the whole time with the wind’s constant changes. If your down-
wind speed is not up to scratch, you are not working hard enough at this.
Main and jib (and spinnaker if applicable) should move broadly in unison.
Trimming one but not the other is not good, although jibs are less important
if you are flying a spinnaker.

• Don’t forget that as you accelerate in a gust the apparent wind comes for-
ward so you need to sheet in – and vice versa as the gust passes, speed
drops and the apparent wind moves back. [Apparent wind is the combi-
nation of the true wind and the breeze the boat creates through its own
movement.]

• Upwind, all those windshifts give you the opportunity to make some major
gains. The shifts at Frensham can be so big that there are sometimes
opportunities to either get the shifts right and tack along virtually a straight
line on an upwind leg, or conversely sail for 5 minutes and get no closer
to the next mark. I strongly recommend the former! A good method for
working out which shift to choose is to imagine concentric circles radiating
around the windward mark, and then choose the tack that cuts those lines
quickest.

• Downwind, as most boats go slower the lower you go, take the opportunity
in the gusts to get as low as you can – you can then come back up in the
lulls and so maintain a higher average speed. Done properly, the extra
speed more than compensates for sailing a bit further.

• We do lots of changing of direction. Try and use heel and adjusting sheets
to help steer around marks – after all, the rudder is a brake. Two-sail boats
should practice rudderless sailing occasionally (use half-plate only though
or you will likely get very dizzy).

• ‘Trim’ is about positioning your weight correctly fore and aft. Many peo-
ple sit too far aft and in double-handers, too far apart as well. Observe
and copy where your class leaders are sitting because trim is surprisingly
important.

• Compete at the start. It is much easier to sail at the front of the fleet. You
have the luxuries of clean air, less chop and freedom to manoeuvre – so
try not to make it extra-hard for yourself from the outset by letting everyone
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else go first! However, you don’t have to fight for absolute pole position –
but do get yourself into the first rank and try to be free to go the right way.

• Last, deliberately, is boat set-up, but it is important. For example, a Laser
is virtually unsailable in a blow if the rig controls are set wrongly. If in doubt,
get someone to show you the base settings for different wind strengths –
you may be amazed how hard you should be pulling things on and how
much easier things then become.

In summary, observe, think, sit out harder, move more and play those sheets
constantly – downwind for sail-trim, upwind to be upright. But please don’t use
this advice as an excuse to rock or pump – it is cheating. If you want to row, buy
a rowing boat!

Attitude and mental approach

Our constant wind changes create lots of opportunities to improve your position,
and threats from others trying to overtake you. This is a great leveller – Frensham
has some great sailors (I will not embarrass them here and name names) who
can go out in the most dilapidated, clapped-out looking boat and beat us ordinary
mortals sailing our brand new, immaculate, pride and joy. How do they do it? I
believe a major part of it is about mental approach. Things like:

• Never complain about your bad luck. Over the course of a race or season,
it really does even out. What’s more, studies have shown optimistic people
are more successful, so don’t whinge at any perceived misfortune. Instead,
laugh (aloud if you must) and deal with it. If you get pipped on the finish-
line, draw strength from the pain and remember it will be your turn next
time. If you get overtaken in the middle of a race, keep doing the right
things, rightly confident your break will come. Who was it said “The more I
practice the luckier I get”?

• Keep concentrating to the last. I never cease to be amazed how I can
struggle to overtake someone for two-thirds of a race, but then if I do get
past, within a couple of legs that boat has often disappeared backwards?
Why? How can that happen? For sure it is not that I have not suddenly
turned into Sir Ben Ainslie!

• Similarly to a congested motorway, the lulls and gusts on Frensham can
bunch the fleet up then spread it out again. Unlike the motorway though,
it is possible, with the application of some nous, to actually put yourself
into a position to get the next gust first and get away from those you have
caught-up. Learn to recognise these situations, engage cerebral mode and
get sneaky. It pays handsomely and feels great when it works.

• Don’t go hitting the corners or sailing out on a limb unless you are doing
so for a genuine, rational reason that will stand up to scrutiny in the bar
afterwards. The national lottery probably gives better odds than the 12-
horse accumulator that is equivalent to such a race strategy. So spend a
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quid on a lottery ticket afterwards if you need a long-odds gamble, but on
the water I recommend strongly a more rational approach.

• Keeping your ‘bottle’ nearing the finish, particularly when you are doing
better than you expected. Failing to do so is a form of vertigo, I reckon;
a very common trick of grasping defeat from the jaws of victory. Remove
all thoughts of ‘pecking order’ from your head. If you have been ahead of
someone for 59 minutes of a 60 minute race you have sailed better than
they have thus far. Would you bet on them at 60:1? Roles reversed, would
you back yourself to overtake them in the last minute? Given the choice,
would you choose being the boat in front or behind? Hopefully these are
rhetorical questions – so keep calm, focus on doing the right things, sit on
their wind if you can and close it out.

• Conversely, if you are catching the boat in front, keep them nervous. Smile,
look confident, focussed and purposeful. Pinch a bit every time they look
back at you so it looks like you are going higher than them. Do the fun-
damentals well and if you catch them, then fantastic. If not, tell them ‘well
done’, think back to where you lost that half a boat-length in the race, vow
not to do the same again and you should get them next time.

• Never think ‘it doesn’t matter’. That one place foregone now may make all
the difference at the end of a series – if not to you, perhaps to someone
else.

Topology

You may have noticed that Frensham is surrounded by small hills, but worse, by
large weeds sometimes and erroneously known as trees. These are a big part
of the reason the wind is so eccentric. Dealing with their effect includes some
obvious and some less obvious tricks. So:

• Stay away from the windward, sheltered shore as much as possible. On
the beat, that might mean leaving the weather-shore-approaching tack as
long as possible. In a typical south-westerly, this means doing most of the
port-tacking bit first and approaching on starboard (ie going right) as this
generally pays. The same principles apply downwind, particularly in an
asymmetric spinnaker boat.

• Don’t get sucked into following the fleet as they all luff each other into a
wind-shadow. This happens regularly having rounded 1 to starboard at the
start of a westerly course. Often, a whole fleet will sail into the shadow of
the shore by mark 2 where there is no wind. Create yourself some space
and gybe off instead.

• Conversely, on the lee shore, the wind will divert along the trees rather than
climb over. So again, in a south-westerly, the breeze is both stronger and
bends around the shoreline on the way to 2 on the far shore.

• There are lots of effects like this – I cannot describe them all here but you
get the idea I hope – so get on to the water a few minutes early, have a
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look and a think, then test your analysis before the start.

The next paragraph is the most complicated in this article but also possibly the
most enlightening, so stick with it, as it explains why it is so easy to capsize to
windward at Frensham.

The wind does not move along always at the same height (thankfully, or we would
not get any!) So, much of the wind, particularly the gusts, blows downwards,
sometimes at quite a steep angle. As the moving air hits the water it spreads out
in perhaps a semi-circle from the impact point. Sailing upwind, this can have a
devastating effect. What happens is that as you reach one gust cell, first you get
headed – perhaps 20 or 30 degrees. Then almost straight-away you get lifted
and lifted and lifted and lifted, well above the direction you were going before
the header. This feels fantastic at the time. Trouble is, the next gust cell is
approaching rapidly and you are now pointing well above mean wind direction,
perhaps by 35–40 degrees. And the first part of that next gust cell will now
present itself as a huge header of more than 45 degrees. This spells big trouble
– as you are likely sitting out hard in a gust and the sails are about to fill on the
opposite side. Uh-oh. Splash.

And that is why you keep capsizing to windward.

All this is nice and scientific, but what can you do about it? Well, first, know it’s
coming – fore-warned is fore-armed. Second, rather than head up and bear-off
so dramatically in each cell, sail a more average course, ease the sails in the
lift, stay upright and go for speed instead. Third, be ready to move fast, even if
this means not sitting out to the ultimate (but keep the boat upright of course).
Fourth, particularly in a Laser with its low freeboard, sometimes you can let the
water take your body-weight, aided by the buoyancy in your lifejacket, and relieve
the windward heeling force that way. Don’t forget that grabbing the far toestrap
or gunwale is actually helping pull the boat over on top of you!

How to spot windshifts up the beat

• There is a line of wind coming at a visibly different angle.
• Are you now aiming at different trees along the approached shore? A tree

further to windward means a lift, to leeward means a backer.
• Has your relationship to other boats changed? If boats behind now look fur-

ther to windward than before (and you are doing the same to boats ahead)
you are on a lift. Vice versa is a header.

• Has this new state persisted for more than a couple of seconds?
• Are you sure the wind has changed direction, not solely strength? Lulls

pretend to be backers; a gust can give a momentary illusion of a lift as your
speed distorts the apparent wind. Give things a chance to settle down if at
all unsure.

• Frensham’s winds can be very localised. It can pay to sail into a new
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heading breeze properly to ensure you are truly in it. Tacking straightaway
can mean sailing out of the favouring breeze and watching others zoom by
– very annoying.

Common sense. . .

. . . is all too rare – we all have made at least one of these silly mistakes – don’t
fall into traps like:

• Rigging the boat wrongly (always hoist a spinnaker before the start, check
it, gybe and check again).

• Being late for the start.
• Trying to start on the wrong starting line.
• Sailing to the wrong mark (losing track of where you are).
• Rounding marks the wrong way (unwinding and rounding properly is really

messy!).
• Hitting a mark when no one else is nearby pressurising you.
• Not looking out for other boats and so having to do a 720 degree penalty

turn for fouling someone.
• Losing track of how many laps you’ve done and either missing the finish or

losing a place trying to finish early.
• Missing shorten course instructions – there should be both flags and num-

ber boards visible at the race hut, showing the mark from which you have
been shortened. There is a flag and board for each class start, both going
from left to right from the first to last start.

• Not signing on (or off) the entry sheets in the Clubhouse Foyer – which
means you will be excluded from results calculations.

A summary of the key Sailing Rules always to remember

• Always avoid a collision regardless of whether you are obliged to give way
or not.

• Port gives way to starboard (you’re on starboard if your right hand is nearer
the bows when facing the sail).

• Windward gives way to leeward (windward means nearer to where the wind
is coming from).

• Keep clear when coming from behind.
• If in doubt about whether an overlap was established within 3 boat lengths

of a mark, start a conversation about it. You should give room if asked for
it and not barge if denied it – then protest if you disagree.

• Give time and opportunity for another boat to keep out of the way before
executing any manoeuvres.

• There is a new arbitration (advisory) scheme that is designed to make inci-
dent resolution easy and less stressful than a full protest.
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Get feedback and advice

Frensham is a friendly club. Most of us recognise that we are not sailing a final,
medal-deciding race at the Olympics, but we enjoy tight racing nevertheless and
want to see more boats racing and doing well. Don’t be afraid to approach your
class hotshots and ask for advice; I am sure it will always be forthcoming. We
are looking to introduce ‘buddy’ and ‘mentoring’ systems across all fleets to help
with this – talk to your class captain about it.

Of course, the best way to improve and move up the fleet is to spend time on the
water. The training in our Cadet class is legendary and the Laser class has been
working hard in this area too. Talk to your class captain about what training is
available for you – and come and join in.

For more advice. I have now written a book: Club Sailor: from back to front,
available from www.clubsailor.co.uk.

Best of all, race as much as you can – it is what we are here for. And it’s fun –
after all, sailing is the ultimate sport.

Clive Eplett
2008 (revised 2013)
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Club Racing Sailing Instructions
2020 Edition

1 GENERAL

i Rules used in races
Racing will be conducted under World Sailing Racing Rules of Sail-
ing (RRS), these Sailing Instructions, the prescriptions of the National
Authority, and the rules of each class concerned. The Exoneration
Penalty and the Advisory Hearing of the RYA Rules Disputes Proce-
dures also apply – see Instruction 23.

These Instructions will apply to all boats sailing on the Pond, whether
racing or not, while racing is taking place. Boats not racing must keep
clear of boats racing.

The Race Committee shall have all the powers and duties as required
by World Sailing Rules 89 and 90. The Race Officers act with del-
egated powers from the Race Committee. In case of conflict these
Sailing Instructions will take precedence.

ii Nomenclature
In these Sailing Instructions, references to the World Sailing Rules
will use the word Rule(s). References to these Sailing Instructions will
use the word Instruction(s).

2 TYPES OF RACES
The following types of races will be held if two or more boats present them-
selves in the vicinity of the starting line between the preparatory and start-
ing signal.

i Class Points Series
Races held for each of the adopted Club classes for the Summer
Series (April to October) and the Winter Series (November to March)
as decided by the Race Committee.

ii Class Personal Handicap Races
These are class races in which helms have a Personal Handicap. The
personal handicap is used to adjust the helm’s elapsed time.

iii Class Pursuit Races
These are class races in which helms have a personal start time (at
or after the advertised start time). Results are determined by each
boat’s finishing position.
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iv Handicap Races
Races in which all boats start together. Points are awarded through-
out each series. Results will be determined by using each boat’s
elapsed time and its RYA Portsmouth Number or Club Number.

v Pursuit Races
Races in which the classes start at prescribed time intervals, points for
which shall be awarded throughout each series. The starting intervals
are given on the list on the course board in the Clubhouse.

vi Additional Races
Other types of race may be held from time to time.

3 CREWS
Boats will be sailed with a full complement of crew as specified by the
appropriate Class Associations.

4 CLASSES ELIGIBLE TO RACE

i Class Races
Cadets, RS Teras, Enterprises, GP14s, Lasers, Solos, 2.4mRs and a
K Class (for all those classes not having their own class start, with an
upper PY limit of 1266, unless agreed by the Race Committee).

ii Pursuit and Handicap Races
The Club Classes and some other racing classes will have standard
handicaps as shown in Appendix A. In Pursuit Races all boats, includ-
ing those not in the Club Classes, will start as shown in Appendix A
and will sail the same number of laps.

5 QUALIFICATION FOR POINTS SERIES
Boats may only score points in a series if they are sailed by members. If
a member sails more than one boat in a series then they shall be scored
for each boat sailed, the exception being if a member has replaced a boat
or they have damaged a boat, in which case they must obtain permission
from the relevant fleet captain.

Boats that are family owned, i.e. husbands, wives and children included in
the same membership or co-owned by members of the club, may with the
permission of the Race Committee score points collectively whilst sailing
one boat. Group members will be awarded points individually sailing the
same boat.

For Handicap and Pursuit Races that are part of a series, a Laser which
normally uses a standard or radial rig may be sailed with a smaller rig
without penalty, provided that it is sailed and scored as though it was still
using its normal rig.
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Helm and crew may only change places in a race temporarily in an emer-
gency without affecting their results.

Visitors may race after being signed in by a bona-fide member and paying
the day sailing rate, but their results will not be counted except during des-
ignated events, e.g. open meetings.

All boats shall comply with the rules of their Class Association, and carry
adequate boat buoyancy and have a valid measurement certificate where
the Class Association specifies such. All boats must have insurance (refer
to the Club by-laws for the amount).

6 SAFETY
Between the months of November and March inclusive or when flag “Y”
is flying at the Clubhouse yardarm, all competitors must wear personal
buoyancy aids. Anyone disregarding this Instruction will be disqualified.
Similarly, between the months of November and March inclusive or when
flag “Y” is flying from the Clubhouse yardarm, a Safety Boat will be manned
and patrolling on the water during racing. The Race Officer is empowered
to suspend racing until this is complied with or cancel racing if adequate
safety cover is not available or the prevailing weather conditions are too
severe (e.g. very strong winds, ice and/or snow). Whatever safety cover is
provided, the safety of the dinghy and her entire crew, including insurance,
shall be the sole responsibility of the owner/helm sailing the dinghy.

7 COURSES
Courses will be displayed on the Club course board before each race. The
sequence and direction of rounding of buoys together with the prescribed
starting and finishing lines will be shown. All marks of a course, except
for the red, blue and green inner, middle and outer distance marks where
included, are rounding marks. Courses may be altered up to 15 minutes
before the preparatory signal. The Race Officer will announce any course
change over the tannoy system.

8 RACES ABANDONED
The Race Committee reserves the right to organise another race for any
race which has had to be abandoned. Otherwise an abandoned race will
be considered to have been cancelled.

9 SAIL NUMBERS
Competitors wishing to use sail numbers other than their own registered
number must obtain the permission of the Race Officer before their prepara-
tory signal. Rule 77 shall not be held to prevent the Race Officer giving
permission.
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10 STARTING LINES

i Definition
There are three lines known as red, green and blue. The red and
green lines are extensions of lines from the yellow-and-black upright
of the flagstaff on the Race Hut platform through red-and-white and
green-and-white transit posts. The blue line is the extension of a line
from a blue-and-yellow post on the Race Hut platform through a blue-
and-white transit post. The green line is divided into two starting lines
by a green middle limit marker placed on or near the line. The GREEN
NORTH starting line is that part of the green line which lies between
this middle limit mark and the northern shore. The GREEN SOUTH
starting line is that part of the green line which lies between the green-
and-white transit post and the middle limit mark. The RED NORTH
and RED SOUTH starting lines are similarly defined. The BLUE start-
ing line is that part of the blue line which lies between a blue inner
limit mark and a blue outer limit mark – both placed on or near the
line.

ii Alternatives
At the discretion of the Race Officer the whole of the red or green
starting line may be used for starting.

iii Middle limit marks
A middle limit mark shall rank as a starting mark where it defines one
extremity of the starting line.

iv Committee Boat starts
For some races a Committee Boat starting line may be used. A start-
ing line will be formed between the mast of the Committee Boat and
an Outer Distance Mark. The limits of the line will be the Outer Dis-
tance Mark at the outer end and the Committee Boat at the inner end.
An Inner Distance Mark at the Committee Boat end may be used, in
which case boats must not pass between the Committee Boat and the
Inner Distance Mark.

11 COMPUTER-BASED STARTS
This section defines the starting procedure employed when the race is be-
ing managed from the Race Hut, using the race management computer
and club starting lines. This changes Rule 26.

i Starting signals
The starting signals are lamps situated above the Race Hut. There
are four sets of lamps, with 3 lamps in each set. Where only one
race is involved set number one will be used; where several races
are involved, set one will be used for the first race, set two for the
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second and so on. If a fifth race is involved, it will reuse set one. A
sound signal will also be made at the same time as the lamps are lit,
except during Pursuit races (see Appendix A). Flags will not be used.
Starting Penalties will be as though flag “P” was being used except
following a General Recall (see Instruction 11vi).

ii Timing
The Warning Signal is a white lamp, which is lit exactly ten minutes
before the start and stays lit until half a minute before the Preparatory
Signal. The Preparatory Signal is a blue lamp, which is lit exactly
five minutes before the start and stays lit until half a minute before
the start. The start is indicated by the lighting of the Starting Signal,
which is a red lamp.

iii Race intervals
Except for Pursuit Races (see Appendix A), the intervals between suc-
cessive starts of a set of races will be 5 minutes.

iv Premature starters
If a boat is over the line (but not its extensions) at the start a further
sound signal will be made. The requirement to fly flag “X” will be
waived, changing Rule 29.1.

v General Recall
For a general recall, two sound signals will be made and the starting
lamps for that start will flash for a while. The requirement to fly the
First Substitute flag will be waived, changing Rule 29.2. All recalled
classes will restart together after all other classes have started. The
starting signals for these recalled classes will use the same sets of
lamps as those used originally. The first signal for the restart will be
the preparatory signal which will be fired five minutes after the start
signal of the last scheduled start.
If the restart is itself recalled, then a further restart will occur with the
first signal – the preparatory signal – being fired five minutes after the
previous aborted start.

vi Starting Penalties following a General Recall
Rules 30.1 (“I” flag Rule) and 30.2 (“Z” flag Rule) will both be in effect,
without either flag being required to be flown or any additional sound
signals being made. The penalty area of Rule 30.2 is changed to the
whole of the course side of the line. This changes Rules 30.1 and
30.2.
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12 MANUAL STARTS, USING CLUB STARTING LINES

This section defines the starting procedure employed when the race is be-
ing managed from the Race Hut and using club starting lines, but without
the help of the race management computer.

i Starting signals
The starting signals will be the class flags as shown in the Handbook,
together with the Blue Peter (flag “P”). Handicap and Pursuit Races
will use flag “K” (same as for the K Class).

ii Race intervals
Except for Pursuit Races (see Appendix A), the intervals between suc-
cessive starts of a set of races will be 5 minutes.

iii Flag sequence
Each flag movement will be accompanied by a sound signal.

10 minutes before first start Raise first class flag
5 minutes before first start Raise flag “P” and second class flag
First start Lower first class flag

Raise third class flag
Second start Lower second class flag
Third start Lower third class flag and flag “P”

The above will be adjusted to suit the number of races to be started.
Flag “P” will always be lowered with the last class flag.

In the case of Pursuit Races, the start of the entire race is indicated
as above, using flag “K” as the class flag. Following that, the only flag
movements (accompanied by sound signals) to be employed are the
10 minute warning for Solos (raising flag “F”), the 5 minute preparatory
for the Solos (raising flag “P”) and the Solo start (lowering flags “F”
and “P”). No other starting flags will be used though there will be
sound signals for each start.

iv Premature starters
If a boat is over the line (but not its extensions) at the start a further
sound signal will be made and flag “X” will be flown and Rule 29.1 will
apply.

v General Recall
Rule 29.2 will apply except that the recalled class’s new start will be
5 minutes after all other classes have started unless it was the last
class in the sequence, in which case its start will be 10 minutes later.
There will be no warning signal, and its preparatory signal will be
signalled using its class flag. The First Substitute flag will be lowered
one minute before the new preparatory signal.
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vi Starting Penalties following a General Recall
Rules 30.1 (“I” Flag Rule) and 30.2 (“Z” Flag Rule) will both be in
effect, without either flag being required to be flown or any additional
sound signals being made. The penalty area of Rule 30.2 is changed
to the whole of the course side of the line. This changes Rules 30.1
and 30.2.

13 COMMITTEE BOAT STARTS
This section defines the starting procedure employed when the race is be-
ing run from a committee boat.

Rules 26, 27, 29 & 30 will apply.

14 SAILING THE COURSE
The course will be sailed in accordance with Rule 28, except that, when
buoy 8 is the last buoy to be rounded before finishing, Rule 28.2b will not
apply to that buoy for this final rounding.

15 PENALTIES AT THE TIME OF AN INCIDENT
One-Turn and Two-Turns penalties will be as in Rule 44 with the following
exception:
For the 2.4mR Class, and for its class races only, the Two-Turns penalty is
replaced with a One-Turn penalty.

16 LIMITED CAPSIZE ASSISTANCE
Boats that have capsized whilst racing, and have gone over more than 90
degrees, may receive assistance from a safety boat to bring their mast-
head to the water level, without being judged to have received outside as-
sistance, and may continue to race.

Similarly keelboats which run aground whilst racing may be towed into
deeper water by a safety boat, without being judged to have received out-
side assistance, and may continue to race.

17 SHORTEN COURSE
The course may be shortened from any mark. Flag “S” with the class
flag (or flag “K” if not a class race) below will be flown, and two sound
signals made as the leading boat is approaching this new last mark before
having to cross the finishing line. Where there are boats in a handicap
race scheduled to sail one lap less than the number posted (see ‘Pursuit
and Handicap Races’, Instruction 4ii), flag “Y” will be used to shorten these
boats.

18 FINISHING
The finishing line will be indicated on the course board. Alternatively a
finishing line may be set up between the Committee Boat and the nearby
mark.
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Except for Pursuits, and at the discretion of the Race Officer, a boat that
has been lapped may be finished without sailing the full course.

19 TIME LIMIT
A boat not finishing within 30 minutes of the first boat to finish may, at the
discretion of the Race Officer, be considered as having retired. In handicap
races, boats with a handicap number over 1266 will be considered to have
a finish separate to that of the rest of the fleet.

20 SIGNING ON
Helms are required to sign on before the start of any race.

21 DECLARATIONS
Helms are only required to sign a declaration if they have retired from a
race or wish to lodge a protest against another competitor.

22 OFF JETTIES
The requirement to be afloat and off moorings at a boat’s preparatory signal
is waived, changing Rule 45.

23 RULES DISPUTES
The standard protest procedure is available to resolve disputes and that is
described in Instruction 24. There are however two alternative procedures
that may be used and they are described below.

i Exoneration Penalty
A boat that may have broken a Rule of Part 2, or Rules 31 or 42, may,
after finishing the race concerned and before the start of a related
protest hearing, notify the Duty Officer for the day that she accepts a
20% scoring penalty as stated in Rule 44.3(c), (except that the mini-
mum penalty is two places if that does not result in a score worse than
DNF). This penalty does not reverse an OCS score, a disqualification
under Rules 30.3 or 30.4, or a penalty under Appendix P of the RRS.
It is not available for a breach of Rule 2 or of class rules or for gross
misconduct under Rule 69. Nor is it available to a boat that caused
injury or serious damage, or gained a significant advantage by her
breach; in those cases, her penalty is to retire.

When an Exoneration Penalty is accepted,
a Neither the boat nor a protest committee may then revoke or re-

move the penalty
b The boat shall not be penalized further in a protest hearing when

the protest committee decides that it is appropriate to the facts
found and the rules applicable.

The duty officer will annotate the relevant results sheet with a note
that the boat has agreed a 20% penalty.
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ii Advisory Hearing
When there is an incident that will not result in the lodging of a protest
or a request for redress, a boat may, with the agreement of any other
boat involved in the incident and within the protest time limit, lodge a
request for an Advisory Hearing with the Duty Officer for the day in
question. The Duty Officer will arrange for an advisor [for the list of
Protest Advisors, see Appendix B] to call a hearing with the relevant
individuals to learn what has happened and will state whether any rule
has been broken, and by which boat. A boat may as a result notify the
Duty Officer that she accepts an Exoneration Penalty when it applies
to the incident, or choose to retire.

24 PROTESTS
Protests shall conform to Rules 60, 61 and 62. The helm of the protesting
boat must, within 30 minutes of finishing the race or retiring from it, indicate
on the Signing Off Sheet the intention to protest.

A protest form must be completed and handed to the Committee Member
responsible for the day (the Duty Officer) or to the Honorary Sailing Secre-
tary. This must be done within one hour of the time limit for signing off or,
where the helm sails in a second consecutive race, within one hour of the
second race’s time limit for signing off. When neither of the above persons
are present, or when this time limit is after the Clubhouse closing time, the
protest form must be posted to the Honorary Sailing Secretary, to reach the
Secretary not more than 4 days after the incident.

The Duty Officer or the Honorary Sailing Secretary will try to arrange for
the hearing to take place on the day. Otherwise the protestor shall ensure
that the Honorary Sailing Secretary receives the form as above.

Members protesting or protested against should warn their crews and any
witnesses to be available at the time required by the relevant Protest Offi-
cer. In special cases, application for re-hearing of a protest may be made in
writing to the Race Committee stating the grounds for the re-hearing. The
Race Committee will then refer it to a special Sub-Committee, which may
at its discretion, arrange for a re-hearing.

The right of appeal to the RYA is not affected, but if an appeal for a re-
hearing is made to the Race Committee in the first instance, a subsequent
appeal to the RYA must be lodged with the Race Committee within 10 days
of receiving the decision of the special sub-committee. World Sailing Rules
shall not be held to invalidate the above procedure.
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25 REDRESS

Rule 62 applies.

There are three additional circumstances where redress may be claimed –

If there are an insufficient number of race officials or safety boat personnel
for a race to be held a member may, with the agreement of the Race Officer,
assist in the race team and thereby enable the race to take place. If that
member was intending to take part in the race, he/she may claim average
points for it. This can only happen if that member was not under any prior
obligation to assist in the management of the race. The Race Officer for the
race in question will indicate on the results sheet the name of the member
who should benefit from this Rule.

When a member represents Frensham Pond Sailing Club, their Class As-
sociation or country at a formally constituted sailing event and misses a
club race which is part of an extended series they are entitled to claim
redress for the class of boat concerned. When this happens the member
may claim average points up to a maximum of 2 times during each summer
series and 2 times during each winter series. This is restricted to the Sat-
urday / Sunday Handicap and Class series and the Wednesday evening
summer handicap series. In order to qualify for this, the person should
inform the Race Official (Class Captain for a Class series or Sailing Secre-
tary for other series) for the series in question in writing at least three days
before the club race is due to take place.

A member allocated a Wednesday Evening race duty is entitled to claim
redress for the Wednesday Evening races where they undertake their allo-
cated duty. They may claim average points for a maximum of two Wednes-
day Evening races. In order to qualify for this, the person should inform the
Sailing Secretary prior to undertaking their duty.

In these situations, “average points” is defined as the average (arithmetic
mean) of all the places the claimant achieves when entering a race in the
series of which the redress race is a part – expressed to one place of
decimals. The points scored by the other boats in the race are not affected.

26 ASSESSMENT OF POINTS IN RACE SERIES

The total number of races in a series is determined by the total number
scheduled minus the total of races that the Race Officer abandoned or
are cancelled. A race that was voided because, for example, there were
insufficient competitors still counts towards the total number of races in the
series. Either i or ii below will apply.
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i Low Point Scoring

The Low Point scoring system, Rule A4, will apply.

Unless otherwise prescribed, 40% of the total number of races, or the
nearest whole number above if a fraction, will count towards the race
series results and series qualification. Where an individual has com-
pleted more than the minimum number of races, his/her best results
will be used to form his/her score. For any event taking more than one
day to complete, the modification of Rule A9 will also apply.

For the GP14 and the 2.4mR Class race series 50% of the total num-
ber of races, or the nearest whole number above if a fraction, will
count towards the race series results and series qualification.

When 40% of the total number of races count towards the race series
results and there is a series-score tie between two or more boats,
then tie-breaking shall proceed as follows:

a Rule A8.1 is applied.
b If one or more ties remain, Rule A8.1 without removing excluded

scores shall be used.
c If one or more ties remain, the scores of tied boats (taken two at

a time) shall be used, using only those races where both boats
competed and excluding any other boats (i.e. their head to head
scores).

d If one or more ties remain, A8.2 shall be applied.

ii Alternative Assessments

In a Summer Series, for each class that has two class races on a
Sunday, individual Class Captains, after consultation with the mem-
bers of their class, may decide on an alternative assessment for one
of the races. This must then be displayed on the Class Notice Board.
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Race Officers’ Guide
Revised February 2020

1 INTRODUCTION
The Race Officer will typically be the team leader. You and your team have
one main responsibility: the safe running of good races. This section will
help you to do this.

2 CHECK LIST (See below for details)

i 7–10 days before the date of your duty
• Study this Race Officers’ Guide.
• Check DutyMan to ensure all team members are confirmed avail-

able.
• Contact those who have not yet confirmed.

ii Primary responsibilities and outcomes
• Confirm with the support of the Duty Officer that the safety boat

cover and weather conditions are suitable for the racing to go
ahead.

• Select and display the course for the racing.
• Start the racing.
• Complete a race progress sheet.
• Shorten and finish the racing.
• Record the finishing positions and clock time of the boats on a

race results sheet.
iii If you are the first Race Officer of the day:

• Hoist the Club or Flag Officer’s burgee on Clubhouse flagpole
masthead (see 3ii).

• Hoist Red Ensign on the east crosstree (see 3iv).
• Hoist the safety flag (flag “Y”) on the west crosstree in accor-

dance with Club Sailing Instruction 6 (see 3v).
• Collect the key for the Race Hut, Safety Boat Huts and Fuel Store

from the Safety Boat key press in the Clubhouse Flagroom.
• Arrange for the Safety Boat helm to get the Safety Boat(s) ready

for use, providing such help as is necessary. The allocated Safety
Boats are shown adjacent to the course board in the Clubhouse.

• Open (and switch on) the Race Hut radio above the power switches.
Set it to channel P4. The Safety Boat helm should have a radio
with him.

• Switch on the power switches in the Race Hut. They are on the
right of the computer screen.
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iv Both Race Officers
• Fill in and place declaration signing-on sheets in Foyer (stored in

labelled drawer).
• Set the course at least 30 minutes before the start – (see 5ii)
• Follow the Operating Instructions for the race management com-

puter (see Appendix D). Set clock to start 10 minutes before first
race start time.

• Allocate tasks to race team – safety boat, flags, lap recorder,
class recorders, boat spotters, finish clicker etc. RO to supervise
all, including the 2.4mR ARO, if present.

• Prepare shorten course and class flags, and also starting flags if
using a manual start. Put the shorten course flags on after the
start.

• Ensure race progress sheets are used and maintained; and keep
a note of the time taken for lead boat, a mid fleet boat and the
last boat to complete a lap (this helps with determining when to
shorten course and finishing boats).

• After about 40 minutes consider shorten course options (60 mins
for mid-fleet). Prepare boards (see 10). Give consideration to
suitable marks to shorten course from (see 10ii): avoid different
fleets crossing the finish line from different directions, and avoid
boats having to loop 360 degrees around the last mark or being
able to sail directly to the line without sailing near the last mark.
The fleets do not have to been shortened in the order they started
in, or from the same mark. The objective is for the middle boats
in each fleet to have a race duration time as recommend in the
guide in the Race Hut (see 10i below).

• One person to click for finishers (hint: space bar or right mouse)
and call time for dedicated recorders, RO to oversee.

• Insert race sail numbers and clock times on results sheets pro-
vided while recorders still present. Note any non-finishers.

• Fill in all data boxes on race result sheets (especially ‘clock time
to elapsed time’ box).

• Place the completed race results sheets in the Clubhouse Foyer
in the appropriate tray under the counter.

v If you are the last Race Officer – at the end of the day:
• Switch off the power switches in Race Hut (just those to the right

of the computer screen).
• Switch off the heater.
• Replace the covers on the screen and keyboard.
• Close and bolt the Race Hut windows on the inside.
• Return any Code flags and shorten course boards you have used

to the Race Hut.
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• Take the results sheets to the Clubhouse and file them in the
Foyer.

• Switch off the radio and close its box.
• Close and lock the Race Hut door.
• Check that all Safety Boats used have been returned to their huts

or hard-standing and appropriately secured.
• Ensure Fuel store is locked.
• Lower and return flags on Clubhouse flagstaff to the Clubhouse

Flagroom.
• Return all keys and kill-cords to the Safety Boat key press in the

Flagroom, and any hand-held radios used to the Radio key press.

3 GENERAL

All powers and duties of the Race Committee (except those relating to the
hearing and decision of protests) are delegated to the Race Officer. (Sailing
Instruction 1i)

i Arrival time
You will need to be at the Club at least 45 minutes before the first race
is due to start. Familiarise yourself with the programme of racing over
which you will officiate.

ii Masthead flags
If a Flag Officer is present, hoist the burgee of the most senior Flag
Officer to the masthead of the Club’s flagstaff. These flags have a
‘fish tail’ shape, with the Vice Commodore’s flag having one blue spot
and the Rear Commodore’s flag having two blue spots.

iii Club burgee
If no Flag Officers are present, hoist the Club burgee to the masthead
of the Club’s flagstaff. This flag is triangular in shape. If subsequently
a Flag Officer does attend the Club, replace this flag with that in para-
graph 3ii.

iv Red Ensign
Hoist the Red Ensign on the east crosstree of the flagstaff.

v Safety flag
If the water temperature is very cold or the wind is very strong, hoist
the Safety Flag (flag “Y”, Yellow/Red stripes) on the west crosstree of
the flagstaff. Always hoist this flag during the winter season (Novem-
ber to March inclusive).

vi Declaration sheets
Fill in the headings on the declaration sheets and place on the worktop
in the Foyer.

vii Race Hut
Unlock the Race Hut (Key same as for Safety Huts).
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viii Races to be covered
The Sunday morning Race Officer is responsible for officiating over
the first two groups of races. The Sunday afternoon Race Officer is
responsible for the remaining groups of races.

ix At end of day
The Saturday and the Sunday afternoon Race Officers are responsi-
ble for closing the Race Hut having put away all flags and boards, and
for ensuring that the flags are removed from the Club flagstaff and re-
turned with all the keys to the Flagroom. Return the course board to
its storage box.

x Visitors
Any visitor with a boat, seeking permission to sail at Frensham, should
be referred to the Duty Officer.

4 RACING

i Getting started
Proceed to the Race Hut and turn on the two switches that are on the
right hand side by the automatic starting machine.

ii Wind direction
Determine the wind direction by observation of the wind patterns on
the water. Take your time over this decision as it is the most important
one you have to make. Section 5 has some advice on how courses
can be chosen. If you are unsure, take advice from the Duty Officer
and senior members of the Club.

iii Course selection
Select the appropriate standard course for the wind direction (refer to
Standard Club Racing Courses). Display this on the course board at
least 30 minutes before the first start. Do not set a number of laps.
All races will require shortening, using the race duration guidance in
Section 10 of this Guide (and Section 8 for Pursuits). If you are on
duty for two races, be prepared to change the course for the second
race. Please get one of the race team to take down the course board
after the start of the last fleet, so competitors arriving for the next
race do not assume the same course is being used. If you do want
to change the course within 20 minutes of the first start time, please
use a postponement to give the competitors 20 minutes between the
new course being displayed and the first start. When changing the
course please actively inform the competitors, and ask them to let
other competitors know that the course has been changed.
Having selected the appropriate course, return to the Race Hut.
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iv Postponements
A “scheduled” postponement of a race (e.g. because of lack of wind,
previous races over-running etc.) should be clearly indicated, together
with the time of the new start, on the course board in the Clubhouse.
In addition, if and only if it is the first race of the day, two sound signals
should be made and the Answering Pennant should be hoisted. If the
postponement is not scheduled (e.g. because of a late and signifi-
cant windshift), then the two sound signals should be made and the
Answering Pennant hoisted in all circumstances. Reasonable efforts
should be made, probably by the Safety Boat, to tell the competitors
of the changes.

v Terminating a postponement
If a postponement has been announced by use of the Answering Pen-
nant, the end of the postponement period and exactly one minute be-
fore the Warning signal of the next race should be indicated by making
one sound signal and lowering the Answering Pennant.

5 STANDARD CLUB RACING COURSES

i Average wind direction
A major task that the Race Officer has is to find what direction the
wind is blowing from, and once that is done, to choose an appropriate
course. This will take a little time and at least 15 minutes should be
allowed.

First, some dont’s. . .

Do not use the burgees in the boat park as a guide. The boat park
is surrounded by trees and the direction of the wind there will mislead
rather than help you.

Do not try to assess the wind direction from inside the Clubhouse or
from the western jetties. The wind in the western finger of the pond is
biased along an east/west direction.

Instead, go either to the platform by the Race Hut or, preferably, the
end of jetty 7. Although you get a better view of the pond from the
Race Hut, the wind in its vicinity is not a reliable guide because of the
proximity of trees. On the other hand the wind at the end of the jetty
is a useful guide (but only a guide).

Take some time just to adjust yourself to the wind. How breezy is it?
Are there gusts that come down and explode on the Pond? Is the
direction of the gusts the same as the mean wind? Are there pro-
nounced ripples on the surface, white horses even?
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On the other hand, perhaps the pond appears windless and looks al-
most like a mirror. Are you sure there is no wind whatsoever? The
best way in these circumstances is to use your face or a burgee. Turn
towards where the wind should be coming from and see if you feel
anything on your face. If you can, turn a little until it appears to be
coming straight towards you. There! You have discovered the direc-
tion of the wind.
Where there is some wind and reasonable ripples on the water, you
may be able to find its direction without going out in a boat. Look
towards mark 8 and the ripples going towards or leaving that mark.
If they are going towards (or coming from) marks 2, 3 or 4 you have
probably solved your problem. Similarly, you should be able to see
what the ripples at mark 9 are doing – perhaps they are going to-
wards or coming from marks 3, 4 or 5.

If there is little wind or where the wind is in other directions, you will
need to go out in a boat to the centre of the pond. Take your time;
make sure the boat has stopped, and then try to see which marks the
ripples are travelling between. If the ripples are small you will have to
redo the face test.

Once that is done, you have found the direction of the wind. Para-
graph 5ii will tell you how to translate this into a compass bearing for
the wind. It is the custom in the Club to sail if there is even the smallest
amount of wind. However, if there is none, then you should postpone
for up to half an hour, and then, if there is no improvement, abandon
the race. Discuss the situation with the Duty Officer and prospective
racers.

If it is extremely windy, you need to consider whether sailing is safe.
Discuss the matter with the Safety Boat crew and if necessary launch
and use a second safety boat. You should be able to find willing
helpers to man the second boat from those intending to race but who
have decided not to because of the conditions.

You may also decide to ban juniors from sailing in the race. Some
children are fearless and may race when the conditions are inappro-
priate for them. Although this is an unusual step to take, you do have
the authority.

Finally, before deciding to cancel the race, it would be worthwhile to
make a count of those intending to sail – it may be a very small num-
ber and not very much greater than the number of safety boats on the
water!
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However, in the final analysis, you have the authority to cancel the
race because you have responsibility for assessing the safety of sail-
ing in extreme conditions. This might seem an onerous responsibility,
but there are people (the Duty Officer etc.) who will discuss the matter
with you and offer advice.

ii Wind to course translation
The wind blowing in these directions translate into the following
courses:

2 to 8 3 to 7 4 to 6 N 7 to 4 8 to 3 9 to 2 SSW
2 to 9 3 to 8 4 to 7 NNE 7 to 5 8 to 4 9 to 3 SW
3 to 9 4 to 8 5 to 7 NE 8 to 5 9 to 4 WSW
4 to 1 5 to 8 ENE 2 to 4 8 to 6 9 to 5 W
4 to 2 5 to 1 E 2 to 5 9 to 7 3 to 4 WNW
4 to 3 5 to 2 6 to 9 ESE 2 to 6 3 to 5 NW
5 to 3 6 to 2 SE 2 to 7 3 to 6 NNW
5 to 4 7 to 3 8 to 2 S

iii Racing Courses
The Standard Racing Courses are shown in Appendix C.

6 COMPUTER-BASED STARTING PROCEDURE
Please see Appendix D.

At the end of the day, please switch off the power switches indicated by the
notices in front of you, close the radio box, bolt the two windows from the
inside of the hut, remove any flags from in front of the Race Hut along with
any shorten course boards, and lock the Race Hut door. Return the Race
Hut key to the Flagroom.

7 MANUAL STARTING PROCEDURE

i Flags needed
The following flags are needed:

• Class flags for all classes that will be racing.
• The Blue Peter (Flag “P”) – Preparatory flag.
• Flag “X” – the individual boat recall flag
• First Substitute – for a General Recall

Hank “P” onto the central high halyard and “X” onto the western hal-
yard. The class flags of the first three flags to race should be hanked
onto the remaining halyards from east to west in order of starting.
Keep the First Substitute nearby.

ii Warning signal
At the time for the first Warning Signal, hoist the first race class flag
and make a sound signal. Be bold with your sound signals, making
them last for about two seconds.
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iii Preparatory signal
Exactly five minutes later, hoist both the Blue Peter and the second
race class flag and make one sound signal.

iv First start
Exactly five minutes later, lower the first race class flag, raise the third
race class flag and make one sound signal. At this point, remove the
first race class flag entirely and hank onto that halyard the fourth race
class flag. Do not raise it yet.

v Second start
Exactly five minutes later, lower the second race class flag, raise the
fourth race class flag and make one sound signal.

vi Third start
Exactly five minutes later, lower the third race class flag and make
one sound signal.

vii Fourth start
Exactly five minutes later, lower the fourth race class flag and the Blue
Peter and make one sound signal.

viii Less than four starts
If there are less than four races to be started, lower the Blue Peter at
the same time as you lower the last race class flag.

ix Premature starters
If at any start there are any premature starters, make one additional
sound signal and hail the offending boats by their sail numbers. Also
fly Code flag “X” until the offending boats return and restart correctly.
If within the next four minutes the boats have not returned and re-
started and obviously do not intend to do so, then lower the Code flag
“X” and record their sail numbers.

x General recall
If there are too many premature starters to identify all of their sail num-
bers, make two additional sound signals and hoist the First Substitute
flag onto either a free halyard or onto the halyard that held the class
flag of the offending class. Continue to start any races that you would
have otherwise started. When they have started make one sound sig-
nal exactly one minute before the Preparatory Signal for the recalled
race and lower the First Substitute flag. Then proceed as above but
for just one race. Remember to enforce the “I” Flag Rule i.e. any boat
on the course side of the starting line in the last minute before the start
is disqualified if she does not return ‘round the ends’ prior to starting
correctly. Record all those who are on the course side of the line in
the last minute, even if they subsequently start correctly, as they will
receive a 20% place penalty (“Z” Flag Rule).
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xi In brief

Time Raise Lower Function
0 1st Class flag Warning – 1st
5 2nd Class flag Warning – 2nd

Blue Peter Preparatory – 1st class
10 3rd Class flag 1st Class flag Start – 1st

Warning – 3rd
15 4th Class flag 2nd Class flag Start – 2nd

Warning – 4th
20 3rd Class flag Start – 3rd
25 4th Class flag Start – 4th

Blue Peter

The Blue Peter remains flying from the Preparatory signal for the first
class until the start of the last race as at any time, one of the races
will be in its preparatory phase.

xii Finishing
As boats finish, make a short sound signal and record the stop-watch
time. All race results except pursuits are required to be timed. If
possible, also time pursuits. Also make clear how the race elapsed
time is obtained from the stop-watch time.

8 PURSUIT RACES

i Pursuit Classes
Appendix A lists a number of boats and their relative start times. For
boats not listed, Appendix A includes a formula that can be used to
determine when they start.
Use ‘One Race’ when using the Automatic Starting Machine. You
will need to give a sound signal (using the Utility Horn) for all starts
after the first. The start times are posted on the course board in the
Clubhouse and a copy is displayed in the Race Hut.

ii Pursuit race duration
The duration of the race must be as close as possible to 78 minutes
from the first start. This time is very important. The race start time
is chosen so that the race end is one of 00, 15, 30 and 45 minutes
past the hour. Do not set a number of laps, but state the approximate
finish time for the race.

iii Class Pursuit Race duration
Shorten each class at the earliest convenient moment when they have
sailed for an hour.
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9 OTHER RACE MATTERS

i Course allocation for 2.4mR Class racing on Saturdays
The default position is that the 2.4mR fleet will use the same course
as the general handicap race on Saturdays.
Agreement for the 2.4mR fleet to sail a windward–leeward course for
a particular race may be requested by the 2.4mR Assistant Race Of-
ficer from the most senior of the Flag Officers or the Sailing Secretary
on site (in that order of precedence).
The basis for the decision will be safety considerations pertaining to
the expected number of boats using the pond during the race and the
prevailing wind conditions. A threshold of 40 boats using the pond is
considered a busy period where permission for the 2.4mR fleet to use
a separate windward-leeward course would not be granted.
Permission for the 2.4mR fleet to use a windward–leeward course
may be granted or rescinded up to 30 minutes before the first race
start time.
When setting the windward–leeward course the 2.4mR Assistant Race
Officer, in consultation with the Race Officer, shall give due consid-
eration to the placement of their course marks to avoid foreseeable
conflicts with the course selected by the Race Officer including i) the
start and finish lines, ii) the approach and exit (lay-lines) to other club
racing marks and iii) the ‘rhumb’ lines of reaching and running legs.

ii No starters
If there are no starters for any Class race, continue as if there were,
but record this fact on the results sheet. Do not bring forward any race
to fill the blank start.

iii Disqualification
Do not give a finishing gun to the following boats:

a those that do not finish correctly, that is those that cross the wrong
finishing line.

b boats that have not started correctly.
Remember, any other boat that you see infringing the Racing Rules
will need to be protested in the same way as a competitor if you wish
to intervene.

iv Filing results sheets
Please take the white result sheets to the Clubhouse and file in the
appropriate trays in the Foyer.

10 SHORTENING COURSE
Please read and fully understand all aspects of this very important section
of the guide. Incorrect shortening of courses is the aspect of race manage-
ment most often carried out incorrectly at Frensham.
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The shortening of the course for each fleet should be judged to achieve
the following race durations. If the wind strength is very light and variable,
then erring on the side of caution to enable the racing to be completed in
a reasonable time (and with the objective of all boats finishing within 1½
hours of their start time).

i Guide Race duration
Pursuit Races: the leading boat needs to finish as close to

78 minutes as possible after the race start
time (See 8ii)

Saturdays Adult classes: 60 minutes for the middle boat in each fleet
Saturdays Youth classes: 45 minutes for the middle boat in each fleet
Sundays Summer: All races (excluding the Intermediate

Group): 60 minutes for the middle boat
within the fleet

Intermediate Group: 30 minutes for the middle boat in the fleet
Sundays Winter: All races: 60 minutes for the middle boat

within the fleet
Wednesdays Summer: 40–50 minutes for the LEADING boat within

the fleet depending on the wind
(if the wind is likely to drop significantly, bet-
ter shorter than longer)

ii Shorten course
Class and pursuit races can be shortened from any mark. Fleets do
not need to be shortened in the order that they started: shorten each
fleet race based upon the race duration guidance. The different fleet
races do not need to be shortened from the same mark: when short-
ening different fleet races from different marks ensure that all boats
will cross the finish line from the same direction.

Where a race includes boats with PYs above and below 1266, the
race should only be shortened in complete laps so that an average lap
system can be used to calculate the results. It is impossible to calcu-
late this if fractions of a lap are completed. To do this you will shorten
the leading boat at the last, or penultimate mark, of the course and
finish the boats with a PY less than or equal to 1266 after completing
one less lap that the rest of the fleet. The shorten course signal shall
be made as the leading boat approaches the mark the fleet is to be
shortened from: this could be either the leading boat with a PY less
than or equal to 1266, or the leading boat with a PY above 1266 de-
pending on which reaches the mark first.

Where a boat has been lapped it is acceptable to finish them when
that boat next crosses the line and they be CLEARLY marked on the
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results as having sailed 1 lap less. You may need the safety boat to
inform those boats affected.

Preferred marks to use for shortening courses:
N: 3, 4 ( = whole lap), 9
NNE: 2, 4, 5 ( = whole lap)
NE: 3, 5, 2, 4 ( = whole lap)
ENE: 3, 7, 2, 5 ( = whole lap)
E: 5, 3, 4, 7 ( = whole lap)
ESE: 6, 4, 5 ( = whole lap), 9
SE: 2, 5 ( = whole lap)
S: 3, 7, 2, 5 ( = whole lap)
SSW light: 3, 7,2 ( = whole lap), 9
SSW strong: 5, 3, 4, 7, 2 ( = whole lap), 9
SW: 4, 5, 7, 3 ( = whole lap), 9
WSW light: 5, 4 ( = whole lap), 9
WSW strong: 5, 4 ( = whole lap), 9
W: 2, 6, 5 ( = whole lap)
WNW: 5, 2, 3, 7 ( = whole lap)
NW: 3 ( = whole lap), 6
NNW: 3, 7 ( = whole lap)
Shortening from 8 is ‘OK’ except where the previous mark is 2. Note
that 8 is then a passing mark, not a rounding mark (see SI14).

iii Shorten course flags
Hank the Code flag “S” above the Class flag on a halyard that matches
the starting order – most easterly halyard for the race started first,
and so on. Press the ‘Shorten Course’ button on the Auto Box as the
leading boat is approaching the mark from which you have decided to
shorten the course (say 7). Hoist the flags and display the correctly
numbered shorten course board (this case 7). Again use the most
easterly pair of hooks for the board for the race that started first and
so on.

iv Subsequent classes
For other Classes, repeat 10iii above for the leading boat of each
Class.

v Handicap classes
For handicap racing, repeat 10iii above for the two groups, Cadets
and similar and Main Fleet.

vi Pursuit races
For Pursuit races shorten only once for whoever is the leading boat.

vii Class Pursuit Races
For Class Pursuit races shorten as in 10iii and 10iv above, shortening
each class separately.
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viii Informing helms
Make every effort to ensure that all helms understand your signals by
the use of the tannoy. This is not deemed to be outside assistance
but a necessary task of the Race Officer. You may also use the Safety
Boat crew to inform all competitors of your intentions.

11 NON-STANDARD COURSES
Occasionally it is necessary to divert from using a standard club course
because of a hazard on the pond or because of another organised activity
taking place.

It is relatively simple to make up a new course but there are a few steps
that you need to think about:–

i Which starting line to use and whether the fleet will bunch at the first
mark. Try and start races to windward if possible. If this is not possible
try and get the longest downwind leg possible.

ii Be aware of how much the various fleets will cross each other. Some
crossing is inevitable but try to keep it to a minimum.

iii Try and ensure that you have enough options to shorten the course
without a boat having to turn more than 180 degrees at the mark to
fetch the finish line.

iv Don’t be afraid to move racing marks to facilitate a course. Ask the
safety boat crew to do this for you. Please ask them to lift the buoy
rather than drag it, as this will annoy the fishermen. Please put the
buoys back in their normal position after use.

v Please ensure that when writing the course on the board that you
have double-checked the order and the direction that buoys are to be
passed. It is useful to draw a quick map so that you can visualise
it. Please also remember to write from where the fleet is to start and
finish from.

vi If you are in any doubt, please ask any of the experienced sailors for
their opinion on the course you have selected. They will normally tell
you if it’s ok.
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Appendix A: Handicaps and Pursuit Times
1st April 2020 – 31st March 2021

Club Class Handicaps
Portsmouth Yardstick Numbers will be used for all open Club Handicap and Pur-
suit races. These numbers are revised every year in line with the RYA update
in early March. See the next page for the 2020–21 summer and winter series
numbers.

Handicap Races.
All boats start together. The results will be determined by using each boat’s
elapsed time and its Portsmouth or Club Number. These numbers are shown on
the next page.

Pursuit Races.
Boats start at different times, based on their Portsmouth or Club Number. Timing
will be based on a boat with Number 1112 racing for 60 minutes. This means that
the first boat should finish the race as close to 78 minutes after the first start as
is practicable. Using current numbers, start times are shown on the next page.
There is a separate Pursuit-timing list for the Frensham Frenzy.

Club Class Personal Handicaps and Pursuits
The personal handicaps used by classes within class racing are entirely up to the
Class Captain and additional to these calculations.
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Class PY No. Pursuit start time Clock Time (for RO use)
RS Tera Sport 1445 0 10
Cadet 1430 1 11
Topper, Liberty 1365 (Liberty: Club No.) 4.5 14.5
RS Tera Pro 1359 4.5
Signet 1265 Club No. 9.5 19.5
RS Feva XL 1244 11 21
2.4mR 1235 Club No. 11.5 21.5
Comet 1210 12.5 22.5
Laser 4.7 1208 13 23
Laser Radial 1147 16 26
Solo 1142 16.5 26.5
Europe 1141 16.5
GP14 1140 Club No. 16.5
RS Aero 5 1136 16.5
Graduate 1132 17 27
Streaker 1128 17
Laser Bahia (non-spin) 1125 Club No. 17.5 27.5
Enterprise 1122 17.5
420 1105 18.5 28.5
OK, Comet Trio (Mk I) 1104 18.5
Laser Stratos 1103 18.5
Wayfarer 1102 18.5
Laser 1100 18.5
Laser Bahia (spin) 1095 Club No. 19 29
Lark 1083 Club No. 19.5 29.5
RS Aero 7 1065 20.5 30.5
K1 1064 20.5
Finn 1049 21.5 31.5
RS 200 1046 21.5
Vintage Merlin Rocket 1020 23 33
RS Aero 9 1014 23.5 33.5
Phantom 1007 Club No. 23.5
RS 100 8.4 1004 24 34
RS 100 10.2 981 25 35
Merlin Rocket 980 25
Devoti D-One 948 27 37
RS 400 942 27
29er 903 29.5 39.5

Hansa Club Numbers:
Liberty – 1365, 303-Single – 1580, 303-Double – 1660, 2.3 – 1875

Notes for Club Pursuit Races:
• It is the responsibility of each helm to start at the correct time.
• Sound signals will be made when the warning and preparatory lamps for the first

start are lit and thereafter at each start for which there are boats taking part.
• All boats are bound by the Racing Rules from the preparatory signal for the first

start.
• The Race Officer should be informed if a boat wishes to start but is not listed above.

Its start time should be calculated using the formula: 78−(PN×60÷1112) rounded
to the nearest half minute.
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Appendix B: List of Protest Advisors

For contact details, please see the Membership List

John Brooker
Roger Carter
Chris Ellis
Clive Eplett
Jeff Dolton
Ian Gregory
Simon Law
Megan Pascoe
Paul Phillips
Nick Royse
Bryan Taylor
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Appendix C: Courses

N

8

2
3

6

4

9 71

5

Course N
Start: BLUE to 3P
3P  8S  2S  6P  4P  9P  7P
Finish: GREEN SOUTH

N

2

8

3

5

9

4

71

6

Course NNE
Start: GREEN NORTH to 2S
2S  7P  4P  8S  3S  5S  9S
Finish: GREEN SOUTH
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N

3

9

5

2

8

4

71

6

Course NE
Start: GREEN SOUTH to 3S
3S  7P  5P  2P  8P  4P  9S
Finish: GREEN SOUTH

N

1 7

2
3 4

5

89

6

Course ENE
Start: GREEN NORTH to 4P
4P  3P  7S  2P  8P  5P  1S
Finish: GREEN SOUTH
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N

1 7

42

8

3

5

9

6

Course E
Start: RED SOUTH to 5P
5P  3P  8S  2S  4S  7S  1S
Finish: RED SOUTH

N

3 4

8

2

5

6

9
1 7

Course ESE
Start: RED SOUTH to 6P
6P  3S  4S  8S  2S  5S  9P
Finish: RED SOUTH
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N

2
3

5

9

6

1

4

78

Course SE
Start: GREEN NORTH to 2S
2S  6P  3S  5S  9S
Finish: GREEN SOUTH

N

3 4

5

79

2

81

6

Course S
Start: GREEN NORTH to 3S
3S  7S  2P  8P  4S  5S  9S
Finish: GREEN SOUTH
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N

3 4

7

2

89
1

6

5

Course SSW Light Winds
Start: GREEN NORTH to 3S
3S  8P  4S  7S  2P  9P
Finish: GREEN SOUTH

N

4

7

2

89

3

5

1

6

Course SSW Moderate to Strong Winds
Start: RED SOUTH to 5P
5P  3P  8P  4S  7S  2P  9P
Finish: RED SOUTH
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N

4

8

2

5

71

3

9

6

Course SW
Start: GREEN NORTH to 1P

Green Middle Limit to P
4S  8S  2S  5S  7S  3P  9P
Finish: GREEN SOUTH

N

5

8

2

1 7

4

9

3

6

Course WSW Light to Moderate Winds
Spinnaker boats - all Wind Conditions
Start: GREEN NORTH to 1P

Green Middle Limit to P
5S  8S  2S  7P  4P  9P
Finish: GREEN SOUTH
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N

5

8

2
3 4

1 79

6

Course WSW Strong Winds
Non-Spinnaker boats
Start: GREEN NORTH to 1P

Green Middle Limit to P
5S  8S  2S  7P  3S  4S  9P
Finish: GREEN SOUTH

N

1

6

8

3

5

9

2 4

7

Course W – single start
Start: RED SOUTH to 1S
4P  2P  6S  8S  3S  5S  9S
Finish: RED SOUTH
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N

6

8

3

5

9

2 4

1 7

Course W – multiple starts
Start: RED SOUTH to 4P
4P  2P  6S  8S  3S  5S  9S
Finish: RED SOUTH

N

79

5

2

8

43

1

6

Course WNW
Start: GREEN SOUTH to 5P
5P  2P  8P  4P  3P  7S  9S
Finish: GREEN SOUTH
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N

2

5

3

8

6

1
9

4

7

Course NW
Start: BLUE to 2S
2S  5P  3P  8P  6P
Finish: GREEN SOUTH

N

2

6

3

8 71
9

4

5

Course NNW
Start: BLUE to 2S
2S  6P  3P  8P  7P
Finish: RED SOUTH
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Appendix D: Race Management Computer

Auto Start

Manual!
Start

Shorten!
Course Finish Gun

Quit Reset Boat Over General!
Recall

Spoon

One Race

Two Races

Three Races

Four Races

Five Races

Pursuit Race

Race Type

Frensham Race Management System V2.0 –1:3413:48:26

13:50:00

Utility Horn
Engineer Access

Lights

On start of race

Manual Start Finishing

Automatic Start Finish Times

You have started the!
races. If boats are!
over then the!
Individual Recall and!
General Recall buttons!
are nearby. (Note –!
Gen Recall is not!
available for Pursuits)

Finish!
Times

Bank 1 Bank 2 Bank 3 Bank 4

1 Powering up the system
On opening the Race Hut, press the POWER ON button on the PC. This is
accessed through the hole about knee-height in front of you. This will load
the Race management software and make it ready for use.

If the system is already up and running, click the RESET button and reply
yes to the question. This will make the system ready for entering details for
the next race(s).

2 Setting up the number and type of races
Choose the desired option in “Race Type” by clicking in the appropriate
little circle. Available options are: One, two, three, four or five races, or
Pursuit race. NB: for Pursuit Races, select One Race. The Pursuit Race
option at the current time does not give helpful guns. If you change your
mind after having chosen a race type, you may correct it by simply clicking
in the correct place.

3 Manual Start of Race
Simply click on “MANUAL START”. This immediately starts the races you
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have chosen. Note that once you have done this you can no longer change
the race type – you will have to click RESET first.

4 Automatic Start of Race
Instead of starting the race manually, you can specify a time for the race to
start.
Do this as follows:–

Change the time in the Automatic Start section of the form to the time you
wish the first gun to fire (the warning signal for the first race). The time is
held as “hh:mm:ss”.

To change it to the actual time you want the first gun (say 2:20 in the af-
ternoon for a 2:30 race – or 14:20:00 using the 24 hour clock), click on
the “hh” (which causes it to be highlighted) and simply type the new time –
“14:20:00”.

Once you have done that, you will see that the button “AUTO START” is
highlighted.
Click on that and the countdown to the start begins.
Take great care that you input the correct and valid number.

The illustration on the previous page shows the setup for 3 races, with the
first one starting at 2pm. It is 1 min 34 sec before the first gun sounds.

5 Counters and Information
You will notice that the time is shown in the top left hand corner of the
screen. In addition, the elapsed time since the first gun for the first race is
shown in the top right hand corner of the screen. This count is negative in
the case of an automatic start until the first gun actually goes.

The bottom of the screen shows what lights are showing and “Hoot” ap-
pears whenever the horn sounds. (Later, you will see that “Peep” appears
whenever the finish gun sounds.)

Once you have pressed either start button, there is little you can do until
the first race starts. You can, of course, press RESET.

Another button you can press is “QUIT” – which takes you out of the sys-
tem.

There is also a button – “UTILITY HORN”, which sounds the horn when
pressed and operates quite independently of the other guns and is avail-
able all the time. It can be used for example for announcing a postpone-
ment or for abandoning a race.

For Pursuit Races, you will need to give guns for the additional starts fol-
lowing the first start. Use the “UTILITY HORN” for this.

In general, you will notice that many of the buttons are greyed out – this is
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because it does not make sense to press them at this point in time (e.g.
you cannot shorten a race before you have started it). Which buttons are
greyed out changes as the race progresses.

6 Just After the Start
Immediately after the start, three new buttons become available:

The first is “BOAT OVER” and should be sounded if any boat is OCS.
It sounds one hoot.

The second new button is “GENERAL RECALL” and should be sounded in
that situation. There will be two sound signals and all three lights in that
bank will flash for a time. The recalled start will be automatically restarted
in accordance with the sailing instructions.

The final new button is “SPOON” which will cause the horn to sound at
minute intervals starting from the start that immediately preceded the press-
ing of the spoon button. It will continue to do so until the spoon button is
pressed again.

7 Towards the end of the race
Shortly after the start of the race, the final two buttons become available:

The first button is “SHORTEN COURSE” and should be sounded when
shortening course in conjunction with raising the appropriate flags. Two
hoots are made in accordance with the Sailing Instructions.

The last button is the “FINISH” button. This will cause the finish gun, with
its characteristic peep, to be made. The time of the finished boat is inserted
in the “Finish Times” Box. As each successive boat finishes, their times are
inserted at the top of the box, and no time is lost. These times are known
as “clock times”, and are times from the sounding of the first gun. Record
these times in all cases.

Note that the space bar on the keyboard (but ONLY after at least one boat
has been given a finish in some other way) and the right mouse button are
alternatives to the “FINISH” button.

8 At the End of the Day
If another team is coming later in the day, leave the computer switched on.
Press “RESET” in case they forget to do it. If you are the last team, how-
ever, simply press “QUIT” and the program will terminate and the computer
close down.
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Appendix E: Trophies and Prizes
Revised February 2020

Trophies are awarded for Class Points Series, Handicap, Pursuit and Open Meet-
ing racing.

All Trophies listed in this appendix are the property of FPSC and as such their
use is controlled by the Race Committee and the General Committee (GC). All
engraving, repairs, plinths and other alterations are to be organised only by the
responsible person, nominated by the GC. This ensures consistency of font style
and size, as well as reducing the costs. It also means track is kept of trophies
and records are kept.
Trophies are currently looked after by Pat Cushing.

1 NON CLASS TROPHIES AND PRIZES

Club Trophies will also be awarded as follows:

1.1 Helm of the Year Trophies

The Helm of the Year Trophies and the Kilgour will be awarded on the
results of a race or a series of races on a day chosen by the Race
Committee. If it is a series of races consisting of two races, ties to be
broken in favour of the second race. These races are open to all.

There are four main awards:
(a) Hook Helmsman of the Year Trophy

– Rose Bowl presented by Michael Hook
(b) Peter Martin Trophy Helmsman of the Year Centre Piece

– Presented in memory of Peter Martin
(c) Hambledon R.D.C. Trophy

– Silver Tray presented by Hambledon R.D.C.
(d) The Howlett Trophy

– Pewter Tankard presented by Graham Howlett

The above will be awarded to the overall winners in four age groups:

Group 1 – 65 and over
Group 2 – 45 to 64 inclusive
Group 3 – 25 to 44 inclusive
Group 4 – under 25

The overall winner regardless of age group will receive trophy (a), the
Rose Bowl.
The other awards will be distributed as follows:
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If (a) goes to group 1, then (b) to 2, (c) to 3, (d) to 4.
If (a) goes to group 2, then (b) to 3, (c) to 4, (d) to 1.
If (a) goes to group 3, then (b) to 4, (c) to 1, (d) to 2.
If (a) goes to group 4, then (b) to 1, (c) to 2, (d) to 3.

The Half-Pint Mug
This mug is presented to the highest placed crew competing in the
Helm of the Year event.

Kilgour Trophy
This tray is awarded to the Class with the best 3 combined results in
the Helm of the Year race series and will be presented to the Helms
from that class.

1.2 Spring Challenge Trophy – presented by past Commodore Ian Swad-
dling.
Presented to the winner of the Saturday Handicap Race on Easter
Saturday, or a nearby alternative day, as determined by the Race
Committee.

1.3 Reddie Trophies
Two Silver Cups presented by Miss Pam Reddie. They are awarded to
the highest placed helm and highest placed crew competing in nomi-
nated Handicap and Pursuit races. Any three races to count, or two if
only two sailed.

1.4 May Knott Trophy – presented by past Commodore Colin Draper,
will be awarded on the day for the two races sailed over the May Day
Monday. Both races to count. Ties to be broken in favour of the last
race.

1.5 Commodore’s Cup
Presented by Donald Abbott Anderson, the Club’s first Commodore.
This Cup is awarded to the winner of the Summer Series of Handicap
Races.

1.6 Prunty Cup FPSC Lady Helm
Presented by Dr. John Prunty. This cup is now awarded to the high-
est placed lady helm in the Wednesday evening summer series of
handicap races.

1.7 Clubhouse Trophy
Presented by T. Bath & Co. Ltd. This Tray is awarded on the day to
the winner of a Saturday Pursuit Race on the Saturday nearest to
the 10th April. This is the opening date of the Clubhouse, which the
Trophy commemorates.
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1.8 Keene Cup
This Cup is awarded on the day to the winner of the annual Boxing
Day Pursuit Race.

1.9 New Year’s Day Pursuit
This Shield, presented by past Commodore Peter Newbery, is awarded
on the day to the winner of the New Year’s Day Pursuit Race.

1.10 Morris Cup
This National 12 Cup was presented by Commander Norman Morley.
It is now awarded to the best placed helm that normally crews, sailing
in the Mid-week Handicap series.

1.11 King of Thailand Award
Following his visit to the Club in 1966, the King of Thailand donated
£100, the interest of which was to be awarded annually to the per-
son(s) aged 19 years or under in the calendar year who has shown
the greatest improvement in skill and ability connected with sailing.
The award may go to helms and/or crews who have shown the great-
est promise (particularly as a novice); contributed overall to sailing
and the Club; helped others to progress; demonstrated commitment
to racing; or for an outstanding achievement.

The award (currently a £100 voucher) is to be used for the purchase
of dinghy chandlery.

Nominations are put forward by the Youth Committee and Race Com-
mittee to the Flag Officers for a final decision.

1.12 FPSC Vice President’s Cup
Veterans race open to any helms who are aged 65 or over on the
day of the event and may be sailed in any class of dinghy. Helms of
two-handed boats may be crewed by a person of any age.

1.13 FPSC Winter Handicap, The Mitchell Ice Bucket
This trophy was donated by Tim Mitchell. It is presented to the overall
winner of the Winter Saturday Handicap series of races.

1.14 Pauline Shepperd Trophy
This Cup, presented by Mrs Pauline Shepperd, is awarded to the win-
ner of the Mid-week Handicap series of evening races.

1.15 Kenton Trophy
This Cup, presented by Mrs Patricia Cushing, is awarded to the most
improved novice helm, excluding Cadets, during the year. To be de-
cided by the Race Committee.
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1.16 Videlo Tankard
This Tankard, presented by the Videlo family, is awarded to the win-
ner of the series of mid-day Sunday Handicap races held during the
Winter season.

1.17 Frensham Pond S.C. 10 Hour race
Presented to the team winning the annual 10 hour race.

1.18 Frensham Frenzy
Presented by past Commodore Chris Ellis who conceived the idea of
this small lake open pursuit. It is awarded to the overall winner of the
day’s two pursuit races.

1.19 Club of the Year Trophy
Presented by John & Sally Townsley to commemorate the winning of
the RYA Club of the Year Award 2009. It is presented on the day to
the winner of the annual Club of the Year Pursuit Race.

1.20 Colin Watson Memorial Trophy for FPSC Personality of the Year
Presented by past Commodore Mrs Judith Young in memory of her fa-
ther Colin Watson. The trophy is awarded annually to a club member
nominated by the membership for Commitment, Enthusiasm, Deter-
mination, Good Sportsmanship, Dedication, Contribution toward the
Sport and Promoting and helping others to maintain a love of Sailing.
This trophy will be presented at the AGM and ideally be awarded to
someone only once.

1.21 Hemsley Superprix
The Superprix was introduced by Tim Hemsley and renamed in his
memory in 2013. Three trophies are awarded, one each for the winner
of the Fast, Medium and Slow handicap series.

1.22 Youth Challenge Trophy
This trophy is awarded to the helm who wins an event consisting of
three pursuit races taking place on a designated morning. There will
be one discard. The helm (and crew where relevant) must be un-
der 21 on the day of the event. Any class of dinghy may be used.

2 CLASS TROPHIES

The trophies listed below are normally competed for annually in the follow-
ing classes:

2.1 Cadet Class
Cadet Open Meeting Trophy
FPSC Cadet Open Meeting First Girl
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T-R Cup – 1st FPSC Helm, if visitor wins the Open. If FPSC helm
wins the Open this cup goes to the next placed FPSC Helm; i.e. one
person cannot win both trophies
Tamesis Trophy – Autumn training series
Cadet Autumn Quartet – 1st FPSC helm in Autumn training. Goes to
2nd helm if 1st helm wins the Tamesis Trophy.
‘B’ Fleet October Quartet – Autumn training series
Betty Hunt Trophy – 1st girl in Summer Saturday series
Spring & Summer Series – Saturday Morning Handicap “B” Fleet
Hill Trophy – Junior (under 14) Summer and Winter Points Series re-
sults combined
Summer Handicap Saturday Series – Handicaps by Squadron Cap-
tain
Cadet Late Summer Saturday Morning Series. – “A” Fleet
Frensham Youth Regatta Plate – Cadet Late Summer “B” Fleet
Parents Trophy – Early Summer Saturday “A” Fleet
Endeavour Trophy – Early Summer Saturday “B” Fleet
Summer Term Points Series Cup awarded to Overall Winner of Early
& Late Summer Points “A” & “B” Fleets
Morley Memorial Trophy – FPSC Cadet with most aggregate points
from the Cadet Inland and National Championships
Cadet Winter Saturday Series “A”
Cadet Winter Saturday Series “B”
Cadet Saturday Winter Handicap “A” Fleet
Cadet Saturday Winter Handicap “B” Fleet

2.2 RS Tera Class
RS Tera Summer Scramble Series
RS Tera Winter Frostbite Series

2.3 Laser Class
Northaw Marine Trophy – Laser Open Meeting
Millennium Cup – First Radial in Laser Open Meeting.
Laser 4.7 Open Meeting Trophy – First laser 4.7 in Laser Open Meet-
ing
Nelson Trophy – Summer Points Series
Veterans Plate – Summer Points Series for 1st helm over 50 who does
not win the Nelson Trophy. If the only eligible person wins the Nelson
Trophy, then that person also wins the Veterans Plate. Donated by
past Commodore Eric Evans.
Laser Minor Cup – Summer minor points series
Ind Coope Single Handed Series – Laser Winter Points Series
The Laser 4.7 Fleet is now integrated within the Laser Class.
Note the Stig Challenge is now part of the Youth Regatta.
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2.4 Enterprise Class
Packard Cup – Enterprise Open Meeting
Naiad Cup – Early Summer Points Series
Helm and Crew Tankards – winners of the Late Summer Points Se-
ries
Ted’s Trophy – winner of the Summer Minor series based on hand-
icap, or the highest placed qualifying helm who has not won either
Summer Points series
Enterprise Half Model Trophy – Winter Points Series

2.5 GP14 Class
Hook Trophy – GP14 Open Meeting
Hulse Cup – First FPSC helm at Open meeting. If the Hook Trophy
is won by FPSC helm then the Hulse Cup is awarded to the second
FPSC GP14
B & G Progressive Shield – donated by past Commodore Graham
Gunter; presented to the most improved helm
Carter Trophy – Summer Points series
Don’s Plate – Summer Minor series
Lankester Trophies for helm & crew, donated by the Lankester family
to commemorate the life of Hugh Lankester – presented to the highest
placed helm over 60 in the Summer Series and their Crew. If this helm
wins the series then it is presented to the next qualifying helm.
GP14 Winter half model Trophy

2.6 K Class (as defined in the Sailing Instructions)
Frank Carter Trophy – Lark Open Meeting
RS 200 Trophy – winner of the RS 200 Open Meeting.
Phantom Pie Platter – in any given year, if there is a Phantom Open
Meeting, is awarded to the winner of that meeting; otherwise is award-
ed to the best placed Phantom helm in each of the Summer and Win-
ter Saturday Handicap series
Hereward Trophy – Class Summer points handicap series
Cushing Trophy – Helm – awarded to the winner of the minor summer
series
Cushing Trophy – Crew – awarded to the first crew in the minor sum-
mer series
Lark Winter points Lark half model Trophy – awarded to the winner of
the Lark Frensham Five, held in early Spring
RS 200 Super Sunday Series – Yacht Trophy. A once-a-month sub-
series of the K Class main series for RS 200s, awarded separately for
Summer and Winter series
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2.7 Solo Class
Frensham Pond Hotel Challenge Trophy – Solo Open Meeting
Robin Graham Trophy – winner of early Solo Summer Points Series
Caesar Cup – presented by past Commodore Jack Caesar. This Cup
is awarded to the winner of the late Solo Summer Series
Ray Trophy – Solo Winter Points Series
Solo Minor Series Cup awarded to the helms, excluding the winners
of the two Summer Series and the Winter Series, placed highest on
personal handicap from the combined Summer Points Series results
and the Winter Points Series results, to be awarded twice a year

2.8 2.4mR Class
2.4mR Open Meeting Trophy
2.4mR Summer Series
2.4mR Summer Handicap Series
2.4mR Winter Series
2.4mR Winter Handicap Series

2.9 Mid-week Handicap
Pauline Shepperd Trophy – awarded to the winner of the Mid-week
Handicap series of evening races (1.14)
Morris Cup – now awarded to the best placed helm, that normally
crews, in the Mid-week Handicap series (1.10)
Prunty Cup – awarded to the highest placed lady helm in the Wednes-
day evening summer series. (1.6)
Novice Youth Plate – presented to the highest placed under 21 helm,
sailing any class of boat, in the Mid-week Handicap
Mid-week Handicap Shield – awarded to the helm who has improved
the most during mid-week racing in their early racing years. Only
awarded to an individual once.

2.10 Hansa Class & Sailability
Richard Smallwood Trophy – in memory of Richard Smallwood and
presented to the overall winning helm of the two Sailability summer
sailing regattas (July and October)
Hansa Class – Thursday Afternoon Summer Series
Waverley Cup – Hansa 2.3 Open
Farnham Lions Endeavour Trophy
Wisley Youth Endeavour Trophy
Other prizes are organised by Sailability

2.11 Model Yacht Group
Model Yacht Group Shields:
Spring over one metre Spring one metre and under
Summer over one metre Summer one metre and under
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Autumn over one metre Autumn one metre and under
Winter over one metre Winter one metre and under

Brian Cushing Plate – awarded to the most improved novice helm
during the current year.

3 CLUB CLASS PRIZES

To be awarded to those who qualify by entering the required percentage of
races as follows:
Summer and Winter Class Points races and Summer and Winter Handicap
races up to a maximum of six. Class Captains may split their Summer Se-
ries into an early and late series. When they do so the maximum number
of prizes across both the early and late series shall also be up to a max-
imum of six and the spend on prizes comparable to classes not splitting
their Summer Series.

4 OPEN MEETING PRIZES

Prizes will be awarded as follows:

• 2 to 6 entries – prize awarded for the first place
• 6 to 10 entries – prizes awarded for the first 2 places
• 11 to 18 entries – prizes awarded for the first 3 places
• 19 to 24 entries – prizes awarded for the first 4 places
• 25 entries and over – prizes awarded for first 5 places

Special category prizes can be awarded as appropriate.

A ‘thank you’ gift may be awarded to the Race Officer as appropriate.

Prizes: Bottle of wine (or voucher if under 18 or non-drinker), plus Fren-
sham glass for 1st, 2nd and 3rd places only; extra places are awarded
wine or voucher only.

Sponsorship prizes can be arranged and added to the above: this would
be down to the event organiser to arrange (e.g. in support of Class Opens,
October Cadet & Tera Training, Frensham Frenzy and the 10 Hour Race).

5 TROPHIES NO LONGER RACED FOR AT FRENSHAM
Graduate 21 Trophy
Graduate Winter Trophy
Graduate Open Meeting Trophy
Fremble Tankard
Frensham Porringer – OK Open Meeting. Given to the OK class for their
Nationals.
Stiles Cup – OK Summer Points Series
OK Class Winter Trophy
12 National half model
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Appendix F: Club Policies & Insurance Protocol

The Club has a number of policies which are listed here for reference. They may
be found in the Records & Archive section of the Club website, under Manage-
ment > Policy Statements > Current.

• Abusive and Threatening Behaviour Policy April 2010
• Alcohol Age Verification Policy November 2016
• Bar Training Guidance Note November 2016
• Berthing Policy December 2015
• Club computer usage February 2017
• Club Duty Attendance Policy April 2010
• Data Protection Policies

– Data Breach Policy January 2019
– Data Control Policy January 2019
– Data Privacy Policy January 2019
– Medical & Dietary Intolerance Records Policy March 2019
– Personal Images (Photography & Video) Policy January 2019
– Records Retention Policy January 2019
– Subject Access Procedure January 2019

• Email Policy September 2009
• Equality Policy July 2019
• Favoured Boat List Policy October 2008
• Hire Boat Policy January 2019
• Honours Board Policy September 2017
• Kitchen Free Items Policy November 2005
• Kitchen Policy, Guidelines and Checklist 2012
• Lionheart Balance of Usage Policy March 2008
• MYG By-laws
• Off-site Use of Safety 1 March 2019
• Recruitment of Ex-Offenders Policy January 2017
• RYA Instructor Training, etc Charges Policy March 2012
• Safeguarding and Child Protection Policy January 2017

– in this Handbook, page 14.1
• Safety Policy February 2017 – in this Handbook, page 11.1
• Saturday Morning Duty Officer Policy September 2018
• Under 18s Policy May 2018
• Use of Club Trailers March 2019

The Insurance Claim Protocol for Club boats may be found in the archive under
> Management > Insurance
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Appendix G: Grounds, Clubhouse, Berthing Plan
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W40B Update February 2016

W40A W40
W39 W41 Lasers GP 14

W38 W42 2.4 Cadet

W37 W43 Sailability Mid-week

W36 W44 Solo RS 200

W3 W35 W45

W52

Ent Lark

W2

W4 W34 W46 Access Training

W5 W33 W47

W6 W32 W48
W51W52AW7 W31 W49

Questions/queries to 
Graham Butler 

Membership Secretary.

W8 W30 W50
W9 W29

Youth Hut W10+10A W28 W53

Training Room

W11 W27 W54

W12 W26 W55
W13 W25 W56

W14 W24 W57
W15 W23

W58

Pond Lane

Workshop

W16 W22

W17 W18W19W20

W21A
W59

W21

Training
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K38 L38

K37 L37
K36 L36

K35 L35
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K33 L33 M19
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K30 L30

OppiesJ37 K29 L29 Winter
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J35 K27 L27        
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CLUBHOUSE
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Training

J16 K7 L7 M7
J15 K6 L6 M6

J14 K5 L5 M5
J13 K4 L4 M4
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J10 M1
J9
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J 8
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Car Park
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